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Panasonic 
Built. 

From The 
Inside Out. 

Every time you install a Panasonic® CATV converter, you're 

assured of uncompromised quality and performance. 
Because Panasonic CATV converters are designed and 

manufactured by its parent company, Matsushita Electric. 
Which means each CATV converter is Panasonic built. From the 

inside out. 

Take the Panasonic TZ-PC140/170 Series. Employing the latest in 
manufacturing technology, Panasonic converters are built to 

exceptionally high quality standards. It's the quality your subscribers 
have grown to expect from Panasonic. And that will help avoid 
costly service calls. 

And to provide today's subscribers with the sophistication 
they associate with all Panasonic video products, the 
TZ-PC140/170 Series provides features like BTSC stereo 

compatibility, skip-scan tuning and remote volume 
control (170 Series), to name a few. 

Panasonic CATV converters. Built for you and your 

subscribers the way all converters should be. 
From the inside out. 

Panasonic 
Video Communications 

For more information call: 
Northeast 609-589-3063 Midwest 513-530-9216 
Southeast 404-925-6845 West 415-947-0147 
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Perfection in Dielectrics. 
Trilogy Communications built a better 

coaxial cable - MC2 - and the CATV industry is 
letting us know about it. 

The MC2 air dielectric combines excellent 
product durability and flexibility with air-tight 
fully-bonded construction. Our 93% velocity 
of propagation provides the purest signal 
over the longest distance - fewer amplifiers 
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means immediate savings. 
All this plus the highly respected Trilogy 

program of delivery and service provides our 
customers with the attention and performance 
that are second to none. 

Our most prized dynamics are your 
acceptance of our best effort so far - MC2 air 
dielectric coaxial cables. 
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COMMUNICATIONS INC. 
Call or write for our free sampe and brochure: TRILOGY COMMUNICATIONS INC., 2910 H.ghway 80 East, Pearl, Mississippi 39208 

800-874-5649 • 601-932-4461 • 201-462-8700 



October 19' CED 
How smart can a house be? 
When was the last time your freezer told you it was not quite as 
cold as it should be? Your hot water heater functioned only during 
peak usage hours? CED's George Sell takes a look at the 
technology behind Smart House, the alleged "home of the future" 
for the high end market and contrasts it with the EIA Consumer 
Electronics Bus and Jerrold's vision of how home integration 
ought to occur. 
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Wringing the optical link 
Optical margins in fiber links are a valuable resource and should 
be considered carefully when evaluating laser purchases. Several 
factors can affect the amount of margin available, including laser 
type, system atrophy and wavelength division multiplexing. 
Mike Galli, a consultant for Palm Teknologies, examines the 
importance of the optical margin in cable television applications. 

46 

Turn it down! 
Have you ever tried to solve the problem of varying audio levels 
between channels on your cable system? Did you finally give up 
in frustration? You're not alone. There are some new efforts 
underway to understand and control the problem, however. CED's 
Roger Brown takes a look at what the NCTA Engineering 
Committee is doing and highlights some new products designed 
to measure and control the phenomenon. 

50 

About the Cover: 

Integration of all home communication 
media is the promise of the home of 
tomorrow. Photo by the Image Bank. 

Earth grounding's importance in CATV 
Personal safety, property safety and the prevention of cable 
outages are the focus of this article on proper electrical grounding 
procedures co-written by Anixter's Larry White and American 
Electric Company's Roger Montambo. Background on electrical 
specifications and standards as well as an explanation on the 
nature of the earth's natural conductivity are explored, with 
recommendations on ground rod depths to achieve optimum 
electrical resistance. 

56 

Getting familiar with OSHA 
A not-so-new headroller is out on the streets—the Occupational 
Safety and Health Administration—and guess what? Cable 
television isn't exempt. The National Cable Television Institute's 
Tom Brooksher provides a glimpse into the OSHA rules and how 
they affect cable operators. This article serves as a preface to the 
NCTI's new OSHA training course, tailored specifically for cable 
operators. 

60 
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The fiber for people 
who don't know 

their own strength. 
We've improved our single-mode fibers to help make up for the fact that 

people aren't perfect. 
Most cable TV technicians, for example, are used to handling coaxial 

cable. So when they mechanically strip fiber they might end up scratching it 
or nicking it. Both of which can weaken the fiber. 

Corning Titan- fiber is forgiving of unintentional, but inevitable, rough 
handling. A unique titania addition to the outer cladding glass makes Corning 
Titan fiber about 60 percent more abrasion resistant than any other standard 

fiber. The titania also makes the fiber more reliable by increasing its fatigue 
resistance — or life under load — dramatically. And the fiber's coating is 
tougher, too. 

The result of all these improvements: Corning Titan fiber is harder to 
damage and easier to work with. 

You can take advantage of Titan fiber now. It's completely compatible 
with other standard single-mode fibers. And it can be spliced or otherwise 
joined using the same equipment and techniques. 

What's more, like all standard Corning fibers, Titan fiber provides excel-
lent reel-to-reel consistency, which makes splicing easy. 

Your people want to do a good job, but they're only human. So don't 
take just any optical fiber. Make sure you specify the tough, yet forgiving, 
fiber: Titan. 

Corning. Fiber you can count on. 

CORNING 

To get your free Titan fiber baseball cap, or for more information on Corning Titan fiber and its avail-
ability, write to Telecommunications Products Division, Corning Incorporated, MP-R0-03, Corning, NY, 
14831, or call Loretta Maloney at (607) 974-7181. 



IN PERSPECTIVE 

Meeting more compliance criteria 
Arguably, the best barometer of an industry's size or influence is the amount 

of attention it attracts on Capitol Hill. This is true even in the current political 
climate, which favors a free marketplace. Think about it: Is there anything 
near and dear to your heart that Congress hasn't held a hearing or passed 
legislation on in the past year or two? Even baseball expansion efforts hasn't 
escaped Congressional scrutiny. 

If you buy that premise, it would help explain the new spate of legislation 
and regulation aimed at CATV. Cable 
television enjoyed a period of deregula-
tion in the latter half of the 1980s. 
Rates were deregulated, technical stan-
dards were not in existence, even 
signal leakage rules didn't take affect 
until the calendar turned to 1990. 

Perhaps July 1, the date of signal 
leakage compliance, was just a precur-
sor to the bag of tricks that's been 
thrown at the industry lately. Congress 
held hearings, publicly blasted the 
industry for its rate hikes and monopo-
listic attitude, and decided it was time 
for some form of rate re-regulation 
because cable-TV is in existence in a 
plurality of American homes. 
Now comes word that the 1990s will 

be known as the "decade of OSHA," 
according to an article written by 'Ibm 
Brooksher of NCTI (see page 60). 
Consequently, cable operators will be 
hearing and reading more about the 
Occupational Safety and Health Administration, which has sweeping powers 
to ensure employers are providing a safe environment for people to work in. 

It may come as no surprise to operators in the large urban areas, but 
small-system operators may be stunned to learn that OSHA requires employers 
to provide adequate safety training, maintain complete safety records and 
inform workers of hazardous materials. 
OSHA has been given the power to ensure a safe work environment is 

provided by employers. Failure to comply with that broad guideline results in 
fines and, possibly, jail time. While it isn't difficult to maintain compliance with 
OSHA guidelines, it can be difficult to wind your way through the maze of 
regulations that apply to cable-television system operation. For example, how 
do you dispose of motor oil removed from service trucks? Did you know there 
are PCBs in power supplies? Is your electrical system in compliance with NEC 
guidelines? Are the ladders you use in good repair? 

Operators who don't have OSHA compliance programs in place will benefit 
greatly from a two-day seminar, "OSHA Compliance for Cable Television 
Operators," a how-to program presented Oct. 22-23 in Denver by NCTI and 
co-sponsored by CED. For information about the seminar, call NCTI at (303) 
761-8554. 

Finally, in case you miss the NCTA call for technical papers (published on 
page 78), take note now of the deadline. Because the NCTA National Show is 
scheduled for March 1991, technical papers submitted for consideration must 
be delivered by November 2. 
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ACKING OUR PRODUCTS WITH A 
COMPLETE REPAIR FACILITY. 

Because you can't afford downtime, we do more than just stock a full range of cable equipment. We 

maintain a staff and facility devoted to equipment repair. Our people, highly skilled technicians and 

engineers, are factory-trained. In fact, many manufacturers send their service work to us, because 

they know we'll fix it properly—and fast. We'll even repair your equipment if you bought it from 

someone else. 

And if we're building a turnkey cable system for you, we'll replace any malfunctioning electronics 

from our stock—that day, if needed. 

TWENTY-FIVE 

YEARS 

SERVING 

THE 

CABLE 

INDUSTRY 

THAT'S SERVICE. THAT'S 

Cable Services Company/Inc. 

2113 MARYDALE AVENUE, WILLIAMSPORT, PA 17701-1498 
ONE NUMBER NATIONWIDE: 1-800-326-9444 uFAX 717-322-5373 
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High-tech remote control unit 
gains set-top suppliers' interest 

A new device which combines the 
simplicity of a computer mouse with 
the convenience of a wireless remote 
control has been developed by a Vermont-
based company and could be bundled 
with cable-television converter boxes 
by this time next year. 
Dubbed "AirMouse" by Selectech 

Ltd., the inventing company, the device 
features only one button, yet can be 
used to perform a number of 
functions, including program 
selection, volume control, pic-
ture controls and performs 
other functions via a menu 
listed on the television screen. 

According to William Ewer, 
VP of marketing for Selectech, 
AirMouse's simplicity will be 
embraced by cable subscrib-
ers who are confused or intimi-
dated by a remote control 
filled with buttons. And Ewer 
predicts that a single-key re-
mote will increase buy-rates 
for pay-per-view events be-
cause the buy can be made 
instantaneously. 

Built-in smarts? 

Under its present configu-
ration, AirMouse requires the 
use of a base station to gener-
ate the on-screen menu graph-
ics and locate the AirMouse's 
location in the room. How-
ever, Ewer says his firm has 
had meaningful discussions 
with two of the three largest 
converter manufacturers and 
hopes to one day have the 
base station's intelligence 
built into those set-tops. According to 
Ewer, the circuitry needed to make 
Air-Mouse work would cost less than 
$5 per converter (a little more for a 
version which could learn the functions 
of other remotes). The AirMouse hand-
held remote would cost about $100, in 
quantity, he added. 
Although AirMouse's operation is 

simple to the casual observer, it re-
quires sophisticated electronics. 
When the remote is picked up, a 

motion detector senses the movement 
and "wakes up" the AirMouse from 
the "sleep" mode it goes into when left 
untouched. It beams an infrared wake-

up call to the base station (or converter) 
which, in turn, issues a locator beam 
throughout the room and determines 
exactly where the AirMouse is in 
relation to the television screen. A 
cursor then comes up on the screen. 
The remote is powered by four AA 

batteries and pointing accuracy has 
been as good as -±- 0.4 percent in tests, 
said Ewer. It has a range of eight 
meters, or more than 24 feet, he added. 

An artist's representation of how the AirMouse would work. 

AirMouse could solve the problem of 
lost remotes by squeaking when a 
button on the converter is touched or, 
perhaps, when a person's hands are 
clapped together. 

Selectech Ltd. is of course exploring 
other markets with AirMouse and has 
also talked with television receiver 
manufacturers to determine their in-
terest. The device actually grew out of 
products designed for handicapped per-
sons and underwent refinement begin-
ning about a year ago. Ewer says this 
is just the first product developed by 
Selectech, which holds several patents 
related to the man/machine interface. 

Maybe one day viewers will be able to 
make their programming choices by 
pointing their fingers, postulated Ewer 
during an interview. 

For information, call Ewer at (714) 
494-1400 or Jim Richards at (802) 
860-7600. 

VideoCipher 
in violation? 

See if you can follow this one. 
Satellite programmers who utilize 

VideoCipher encryption technology re-
ceived letters last month informing 

them that they are in fact 
infringing upon a patent is-
sued to Illinois-based Feature 
Film Services and therefore 
are subject to adhere to li-
censing agreements issued by 
FFS. 
The letter was sent by at-

torney Gerald Hosier on be-
half of FFS and reportedly 
requests that the program-
mers sign licenses. The li-
cense calls for FFS to receive 
a royalty rate of 0.8 percent 
of the programmer's revenue 
derived from encrypted pro-
gramming. 
The root of the issue cen-

ters on FFS' contention that 
the patent for encrypting sat-
ellite signals rightfully be-
longs to it, not General In-
strument's VideoCipher Divi-
sion. "It is not a whimsical 
letter by any means," said 
Hosier. "(My client) wants 
to obtain a reasonable share 
of the revenue generated by 
encryption" which Hosier 
conservatively estimated to 
be $250 million annually. 

'lb date, Hosier has tar-
geted the programmers only and has 
no intention of pursuing VideoCipher, 
despite claims by some of the program-
mers that the problem lies at GI's 
doorstep. "The value of the (VideoCi-
pherencryption and descrambling) equip-
ment is not the value of the invention," 
counters Hosier. 
Programmers were reluctant to com-

ment upon the letter until it was 
reviewed by legal counsel. However, 
Hosier said his conversations with 
programmers had been "cordial." 

Broadcasters could, of course, cease 
using VideoCipher technology and avoid 
the licensing issue. However, that would 
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Town, country, or city, there's only one cable available with 1GHz bandwidth 
and that's T10 from Times Fiber Communications. T10. the highest bandwidth drop 
and semiflex cable in the industry, is now ready for delivery. This cable is the solu-
tion for upgrades or rebuilds, since it is compatible with your present configuration 
and your future requirements. 

T10 will carry more channels with better picture quality than ever before. And, 
Ti 0's higher bandwidth capability will support the new high definition television 
signals. The cable is triple bonded to eliminate cold temperature pullout problems 
and provide added resistance against moisture and corrosion. 

T10 is a product of the acknowledged leader in cable technology — Times 
Fiber Communications. When it comes to making sure your upgrade or rebuild 
brings future returns, specify the Only Gig in Town — T10. 

For more information, see your TFC representative or call 1-800-TFC-CATV. 

TIMES FIBER COMMUNICATIONS, INC I:'c a company of 

,0 tee . 

358 Hall Ave. • P.O. Box 384 • Wallingford, CT 06492 

TFC... Where technology meets the bottom line. 
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force cable system operators to resort 
to trap-based systems and would likely 
revive the home-dish market. 

Faroudja drops out 
of ATV test process 
The Federal Communication Com-

mission's testing of advanced television 
proponents may get underway and 
completed on time after all. Faroudja 
Research has decided not to participate 
in the advanced testing process, which 
was scheduled to begin this fall with 
Faroudja's SuperNTSC system. Instead, 
the Sunnyvale, Calif. company will 
take it's NTSC enhancement system 
directly to the marketplace. 

In a prepared statement, Yves 
Faroudja, inventor of the system said, 
"Recent correspondence from the FCC, 
in response to developments in the 
SuperNTSC technology, lead us to 
believe that SuperNTSC is in full 
compliance with the current FCC regu-
lations on color television trasmission. 
. . . Consequently, we can bring Su-
perNTSC to market." Faroudja added, 
that as a first step toward commerciali-
zation, a series of over-the-air public 
demonstrations will be held in major 
markets. 
The SuperNTSC system relies on 

encoding at the signal origination point 
and decoding circuitry in the television 
receiver to enable viewers to see the 
full effects of line doubling and NTSC 
artifact reduction. However, even view-
ers of televisions without the decoding 
devices will see a marked improvement 
in NTSC broadcasts, according to 
Faroudja. He predicted the system 
would add $300 to the cost of TV 
receivers and broadcasters would have 
to invest about $10,000 at the trans-
mission site. 
The effect on the FCC Advisory 

Committee on Advanced Television 
Systems' ATV test schedule was not 
immediately known. However, Brian 
James, director of advanced TV testing 
for Cable Television Laboratories, pre-
dicted that the order of proponents 
scheduled to be tested would remain 
the same. James surmised that testing 
would not actually begin until early 
January 1991, because a system must 
be certified by Systems Subcommittee 
Working Party 1 at least 90 days before 
testing can commence. 

In a related development, CableLabs 
has awarded the construction of the 
ATV test bed to Jerrold Communica-

tions. The Hatboro, Pa. company's 
Applied Media Lab will build the 
facility and deliver it to the Advanced 
Television Test Center in Alexandria, 
Va. by October 19, according to James. 
CableLabs earlier this year signed a 
$2.5 million pact with the ATTC in 
exchange for use of the facilities and 
lab and office space. 

Beginning next year, CableLabs will 
conduct tests of the ATV proponents 
and how they fare with typical cable 
system signal impairments, including: 
random noise, intermodulation distor-
tions, multipath and multiple microre-
flections, hum and low frequency noise, 
incidental carrier phase modulation 
and discrete frequency interference. 

Jerrold announced that it will also 
donate a 20-kilometer fiber optic link 
to CableLabs for the duration of the 
testing phase, scheduled to be com-
pleted in early 1992. 

Broad support 
needed for HDTV 

If high definition television is to 
catch on in the American marketplace, 
all delivery media will have to take an 
active role, according to D. Joseph 
Donahue, senior vice president for 
technology and business development 
at Thomson Consumer Electronics. Do-
nahue made the comments last month 
at the annual conference of the Asso-
ciation for Maximum Service 'Iblevi-
sion in Washington, D.C. 

"Considerable progress has been 
made by Thomson and other manufac-
turers toward development of wide-
screen picture tubes, TV receivers and 
VCRs," said Donahue. However, "the 
lesson to be learned from the slow start 
of color TV is that these emerging video 
technologies and products will win 
widespread consumer acceptace only if 
programming availability keeps pace 
with consumer electronics hardware," 
he cautioned. 
Donahue recounted how color TV 

almost didn't succeed because hard-
ware suppliers and programmers were 
following different timetables. He ex-
plained that while color TV was first 
introduced in 1954, it wasn't until 1965 
that color TV receiver sales reached 
an "acceptable" level. 
Donahue suggested that a possible 

scenario to follow would be to introduce 
widescrren enhanced definition receiv-
ers in 1993-94 followed by true HDTV 
receivers as soon as broadcast and 

cable programs are delivered in that 
format. But, Donahue added, that time-
table "is subject to the pace of systems 
development, standards selection and 
program delivery." 

In with 
a bang? 

Everyone expected a bang, but the 
first cable system shutdown as a result 
of signal leakage compliance rules has 
taken place. 

Details were sketchy as of press 
time, but apparently a West Coast 
cable system operator was forced to 
temporarily shut down some aeronauti-
cal-band channels after an FCC inspec-
tion determined the system was in 
violation of signal egress rules, which 
went into effect July 1. Apparently, the 
system was able to repair the leaks 
swiftly and was reportedly back up and 
running quickly. 
The announcement may be just the 

tip of the iceberg, but industry observ-
ers privately wonder if the FCC will 
be able to make good on its promise to 
vigorously police the cable industry 
because of the severe budget con-
straints the federal government is 
experiencing. Time will tell. 

Jottings 
Some random notes from a variety 

of sources . . . Larry Nelson was named 
president of Comm/Scope. He was for-
merly executive VP . . . Don't forget to 
congratulate CableLabs' Brian James. 
He was slated to be married Sept. 21 
to Genevieve Howse, formerly a Cable-
Labs employee in Boulder, Colo. . . . 
By the way, Brian says he'll need 
several "expert observers" for about a 
week when the ATV tests get under-
way next year. Give him a call at (703) 
739-3870 . . . And finally, from the Sept. 
11, 1990 edition of The Wall Street 
Journal: "Faced with a problem, the 
House did what comes naturally: Voted 
to regulate it. The vote in the House 
yesterday was to 'reregulate' the price 
of basic cable TV service, after receiv-
ing complaints of price increases and 
poor service. The bill now will bring the 
FCC heavily into the cable business, 
which is likely to ensure an industry 
in which innovation becomes the low-
est priority." • 

—R oger Brown 
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When it's a 
Full featured status indicator panel 
with automatic FCC offset and RF 
mute/PLL lock LED's. 

Unique non-volatile microprocessor 
PLL tuning circuit allows only valid 
output channel selection. 

L3 STANDARD n WU1 
/ 

VIDEO 
POWER OVER MOD 

FCC 
OFFSET 

RF 
OUTPUT 

CHANNEL 
OUTPUT 

.111111W 

/  REMOTE 
CHANNEL VIDEO VIDEO AUDIO 
SELECT MODULATION RATIO 

LED RF channel output indicator 
is displayed in numeric CATV 
channels. RF channel output 
mutes during channel selection 
or catastrophic RF failures. 

No noise. No Men. 
No ploblems. 
No kidding. 
Forget everything you've ever known about 
frequency agile modulators. You see, the 
TVM450 from Standard Communications is 
not a modulator. It's a revolution. 

The TVM450 is the first 450 MHz fre-
quency-agile modulator to challenge the RF 

performance of fixed channel modulators. 

The technically advanced PLL synthesized 
tuning process takes full advantage of Stan-
dard's High-Level Mixing (HLM). With six 
levels of filtering, and extremely stable RF 

circuitry, we can offer the industry out-of-
band noise floor and spurious free perfor-
mance previously available only with fixed 

frequency modulators. 

The result? 

Listen carefully. The final RF output signal 
meets all recommended NTC7 noise and 
spurious specifications for a 450 MHz CATV 

Front-panel controls are factory 
calibrated with precise center 
indents to guarantee exacting 
performance with minimum 
installation and set-up time. 

distribution system, and external bandpass 
filters are not required. 

If you're thinking of rebuilding or upgrad-
ing your headend, this is one revolution you'll 

want to join. 

On air. Wait. 
No «tot anywhete. 
Inside the TVM450 is a non-volatile micro-

processor tuning circuit which allows the 

utilization of a standard set-top converter 
channel format, while the optional PROM 

permits the installation of a custom set-top 
converter channel format. The TVM450 is 
frequency agile through Low VHF (2-6, Mid 
VHF (A-1), High VHF (7-13, Superband (J-W) 
and Hyperband (AA-ZZ). The front panel 
LED display indicates your real-life channel 
number, eliminating the need for look-up 
charts. 

When the optional OAP450 off-air 
processor is added, the TVM450 becomes 
a internally phased-locked frequency agile 

off-air processor meeting all FCC offset and 
stability requirements. 



!evolution. 
Expansion slot allows options such as: 
CSG60 integrated BTSC stereo generator module 
OAP450 Off-Air I.F. processor module 
CMA60 Monoral audio module 
Internal space is provided for optional CRC450 RS232C 

remote control module 
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FCC offsets are automatically selected via 
an internal microprocessor or custom pro-
grammed PROM. A rear panel switch is also 

provided for manual selection of required 

FCC offsets. 

Left. Right. 
Mono. In Stereo. 
The TVM450 Mono audio processing module 

features a 7-segment calibrated audio devia-
tion meter, pre-calibrated front panel audio 
deviation control and an external BTSC input 

indicator. 
With the unique integration of the GSG60 

BTSC stereo encoder the TVM450 is the first 
agile modulator that puts stereo in its place. 

Inside the Modulator! 
This proven stereo unit will save you count-

less hours of tedious integration and set-up. 
The front-panel level controls are factory cali-
brated with precise center indents to guaran-
tee exacting performance with minimum 

installation and set-up time. 
For one unit, an entire headend or a com-

plete network Standard's addressable Remote 

RF output purity, stability and video quality can be 

monitored with front panel video and RF output 
test ports. 

Alignment Control (RAC) option gives you 
multi-station access and status monitoring 

capability. 
All of these powerful features are master-

fully incorporated into one impressive piece 

of cabinetry. The front panel offers clear, pre-
cise control of all functions and direct reading 

of channel output. 
When it's time to automate your headend, 

when it's time to rebuild or upgrade your 

headend there is no other choice. 
The TVM450 is downright revolutionary. 

Raise your standards. 

Standard 
Communications 

SATCOM Division 
P.O. Box 92151 
Los Angeles, CA 90009-2151 
(213) 532-5300 
(800) 745-2445 
FAX: (800) 522-6813 (U.S.) 
FAX: (213) 769-0620 (Intl & CA) 
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SPOTLIGHT 

Dom Stasi 

An eye for 
technology 

Ever wonder whose hand flipped the 
switch that sent MTV to 1.1 million 
U.S. households? Wonder no longer. 
The hand belongs to Dom Stasi, who is 
currently president of Illinois-based 
Flight 'frac Inc., a signal leakage 
flyover company. Stasi is a man who, 
in his 15 years in cable television, has 
developed an uncanny ability to stay 
on the crest of new technologies—from 
his involvement in the first satellite 
uplink of cable television program-
ming, to the creation of MTV's first 
privately owned and operated uplink 
site, to his involvement with interac-
tive home shopping, to his current 
flyover business. 

Stasi's cable career began in 1975, 
after a short stint as an engineering 
instructor at the State University of 
New York. "After I got my engineer-
ing degree at SUNY, I stayed on as an 
engineer and instructor. But I started 
to realize that I was just teaching 
people to do what I wanted to be doing. 
My heart wasn't in it; there was no 
passion. So, in 1975, I left." 
At the time, a new entity was 

emerging on the streets of New York— 
called Home Box Office. HBO was 
seeking an engineer; Stasi was seeking 
a challenge. The union was an impor-
tant one to Stasi, who rapidly became 
involved in the development of cable's 
first satellite uplink. "HBO was build-
ing a network in the northeastern 
United States, with cities connected 

by microwave hops," says Stasi. "A 
city like Boston was, say, 13 hops down 
the line. A failure in any one of those 
hops would take HBO off the air. 
Boston was not so bad, but how would 
we get to Los Angeles or Chicago?" 
Stasi wondered. 

"There was something on the hori-
zon at that time called satellite tech-
nology. And somehow, these enormously 
creative engineers I was working with 
managed to go out and convince the 
operators that satellite technology was 
in their best interest." 

Stasi stayed with HBO until 1980, 
working his way up the proverbial 
ladder to the role of director of engi-
neering. But times were changing and 
again, Stasi was itching to blaze new 
paths. "I dearly loved HBO, but it had 
become a corporation," says Stasi. 

Biggest engineering challenge 

In early 1980, Stasi moved on to 
Warner-Amex, where he headed up the 
search for a new uplink facility for a 
new channel—Music Television. "When 
I first heard the idea of 24-hour music 
videos, I laughed my head off. I thought 
it was the nuttiest thing I had ever 
heard," Stasi remembers. But soon he 
was scouting out facilities and design-
ing the uplink while simulaneously 
operating the Buffalo, N.Y.-based uplink 
of The Movie Channel. 
As the VP of engineering for Warner-

Amex, Stasi was faced with a monu-
mental decision: either find a new, 
wholly owned uplink site for the fledg-
ling MTV, or take the safe road and 
uplink the channel at the rented Buf-
falo, N.Y., facility. Stasi opted for the 
riskier route, setting his sites on Long 
Island. 

"Everybody had a million reasons 
why it wasn't going to work," Stasi 
remembers. "This period of time had 
to be my greatest engineering chal-
lenge: designing the MTV uplink and 
putting in place the solutions to the 
enormous problem of interference on 
Long Island," Stasi continues. "Be-
cause when you want to put a new 
signal up in the air, it's not allowed to 
interfere with anyone—not in reality, 
not on paper, not in postulation." 

Stasi achieved this by working with 
an engineer for Compucon, the Dallas-
based company that handles satellite 
frequency coordination. "I found a spot 
that I liked on Long Island. I took the 
maps to Texas, and for a solid week we 
sat at these machines working out 
theories of refraction, diffraction and 

beam averaging," Stasi explains. "We 
made the building part of the antenna 
system, and moved it in hundreds of 
different positions. Finally, the com-
puter finally spit out one that would 
work." 
With paper-proof in hand, Stasi was 

then faced with the task of convincing 
corporate officials, the FCC and the 
New York telephone companies that 
his idea, although risky, was a winner. 
And he did. At midnight on August 1, 
1981, MTV was launched, with Stasi 
and his bedraggled colleagues looking 
on, weary but pleased, after working 
36 straight hours to meet the deadline. 

Risk pays off 

Ironically, the move to a wholly-
owned uplink site turned out to be a 
hidden blessing. "Up until the launch 
date of the Long Island uplink, we had 
been bicycling the pre-recorded V.J. 
tapes by airplane from New York City 
to the Buffalo uplink site," says Stasi. 
"Coincidentally, the launch day for 
the Long Island uplink site was the 
same day the air traffic controllers 
went on strike. So had we opted for the 
safe route (Buffalo), we would've been 
in deep trouble," Stasi recounts. "I 
guess sometimes, the safe road isn't 
always the safest road." 

In 1986, Stasi left Warner-Amex to 
head up the engineering efforts of the 
ill-fated Ibleaction, a Chicago-based 
interactive shopping network. Stasi 
stayed with Ibleaction until it folded 
in 1989. From there, he moved on to 
form his own flyover organization. 
A pilot himself since 1965, for Stasi 

the move was a natural progression. 
"Signal leakage is a big issue right 
now, and with my love for flying, it was 
the right thing for me to do," Stasi says. 
Flight Trac operates throughout the 
United States with American Televi-
sion and Communications heading up 
the client list. Future plans include 
expansion to other hub cities across the 
U.S. "to better serve the operators," 
Stasi comments. 

Stasi isn't sure what his next move 
will be. "I want to make Flight frac 
more successful first. This is a whole 
different thing for me. And at my age, 
this is a real exciting thing to be 
doing—it's entreprenurial. It's a chal-
lenge to make a company emerge and 
succeed. So for now, this is my future," 
Stasi laughs, "but I never seem to stay 
in one place for more than five years— 
so check with me after I've lived my 
requisite 5 years in Chicago!" • 

—Leslie Miller 
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ANNOUNCING: 
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FOR THE 1990% 
With the XP Series from Alpha Technologies, 

standby power has entered a new decade. All the industry-leading 
advantages of single-ferro design are retained. But the 

XP Series is the most modular, flexible and upgradeable standby 
system ever introduced, making it the standby system 

for the 1990s ... and beyond. 
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Digital video 
compression 
and HDTV 
There are now seven proponent for-

mats being considered for the U.S. 
standard for terrestrial broadcasting 
of advanced television_ One of them, 
the DigiCipherTM system proposed by 
General Instrument Corporation, is an 
all-digital compression and transmis-
sion format; the others are either partly 
or totally analog. 
GI submitted its DigiCipher HDTV 

format just before the June 30, 1990 
deadline. But digital video compression 
will probably be applied to NTSC 
signals well before the HDTV market 
develops. There are several companies 
working on NTSC digital compression. 
Of course, not everyone is in favor 

of new technical approaches such as 
digital compression. I can conceive of 
some "policy" questions that might be 
raised in attempts to slow down the 
implementation of digital video com-
pression. For example, will TV broad-
casters be placed at an "unfair" disad-
vantage compared to cable operators 
and satellite broadcasters, who may 
choose to employ digital video compres-
sion for NTSC channels? 
Another "fairness" question: Is it 

"fair" that only one HDTV format is 
all-digital, or should we wait a year or 

By Jeffrey Krauss, Independent 
Telecommunications Policy Consultant 
and President of Telecommunications 
and Technology Policy of Rockville, Md. 

two and give others a chance to develop 
competing all-digital formats? 

Not really a new concept 

Digital video compression has been 
under development for the last decade. 
In the early 1980s, video teleconfer-
encing terminals operated at 3 Mbps. 
Later, the data rate came down to 1.5 
Mbps. The current state-of-the-art for 
teleconferencing is 768 kbps. These are 
not broadcast quality, but they are 
all-digital. 

It should therefore be no surprise 
that Compression Labs, an industry 
leader in teleconferencing technology, 
has developed the video coding algo-
rithm that will be used by SkyPix Corp. 
SkyPix plans to deliver 80 NTSC video 
channels over 10 satellite transpon-
ders, starting next year. 
The first market for digital video 

compression is likely to be satellite-
delivered NTSC programming, not 
HDTV. HDTV broadcasting probably 
won't start until 1995, but SkyPix 
plans to start satellite broadcasting of 
digitally-compressed NTSC video in 1991. 

General Instrument also has an 
NTSC version of DigiCipher under 
development, capable of carrying up to 
10 NTSC channels in a satellite trans-
ponder, or up to four NTSC signals in 
a 6 MHz TV broadcast or cable channel. 
Other companies with digital NTSC 
video compression development under-
way may include Comsat, Scientific-
Atlanta, Sarnoff Labs and Global En-
tertainment Systems. 

Cable and satellite operators are 
likely to be the first to employ digital 
video compression. Unlike broadcast-
ers, they are not required to comply 
with NTSC signal format regulations. 
The decoding could be built into the 
cable or satellite converter/descrambler/ 
receiver. 

Fairness Issues 

Although it is technically feasible 
for a TV broadcaster to use digital 
video compression, it is much less 
likely that a broadcaster would want 
to replace his single channel NTSC 
programming with a digital multi-
channel service. It would turn the 
service into pay television, a business 
that most TV broadcasters are not 
familiar with. Moreover, a specific FCC 
rule waiver would be needed, as well 
as decoding equipment for home sub-
scribers. 

Not everyone favors the concept of 
an all-digital HDTV system. You can 

expect that some will try to use the 
existence of the DigiCipher digital 
format as a ploy to delay the HDTV 
standards process. They will say that 
other proponents should be given time 
to modify their proposals and to de-
velop all-digital formats. 
Who will make these arguments? 

They will come from two sources. 
Competing proponents, who are now 
committed to analog or hybrid analog/ 
digital formats, would like more time. 
While they might not have the time to 
produce an all-digital format to be 
tested by 1991, maybe they can produce 
digital systems if testing is delayed 
until 1992 or 1993. 
Some may say that it isn't fair to 

consider only a single all-digital HDTV 
format. But of course the U.S. free 
enterprise system, which is based on 
research, development and marketing 
of new or improved products, is not a 
"fair" system. Anyone having the 
"unfair" advantage of being first with 
a new product, or designing the best 
product, has an "unfair" chance of 
being successful. Sorry, but that's sim-
ply the way our system works. 

The quiet detractors 

Arguments in favor of delay will 
come from another source, as well. 
There have been entities in the broad-
cast and cable television industries 
who have been quietly opposed to 
HDTV They ask, "Why force us to 
spend more money on transmitters and 
improved transmission plant when it 
won't increase our profits?" Then they 
said, "Let's wait until an all-digital 
format becomes feasible," never expect-
ing that it would be feasible this soon. 
Now, confronted with the near-term 
feasibility of a digital format, they will 
try other delaying tactics, such as, 
"Wait for more digital formats so we 
can compare them." 

These transparent delaying tactics, 
whether from competing proponents or 
from short-sighted broadcasters and 
cable operators who favor their own 
profits over improvements in television 
technical quality, should be firmly 
rejected by the FCC and the industry. 
The FCC has set a course toward 

choosing a standard for HDTV. The 
FCC decision should be based on pic-
ture quality, equipment costs and effec-
tive spectrum usage, not on whether 
the format is digital or analog. "Fair-
ness" arguments are merely distrac-
tions that will lead to delays. The FCC 
should stay the course. • 
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Our global commitment to CATV 
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back, Pioneer cable television converter tech-
nology is there. Pioneer's full line of address-
able converter products has the capability of 
delivering CATV programming to over 450 mil-
lion TV sets worldwide. Pioneer also offers a 
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wherever you are, you can count on the world-
wide strength of the Pioneer name. 
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Classic technological 
mistakes 

"Experience is the name everyone 
gives to their mistakes." —Oscar Wilde 

Two such "experiences" hundreds 
of years ago seem to have echoes in 
modern times. What can we learn from 
these classic "experiences?" Surely 
we must not reject technological pro-
gress. But must experiences like the 
capsize of the Vasa or the fate of the 
Franklin expedition be accepted as the 
"price of progress?" 

The Vasa 

Nearly 400 years ago, in 1625, King 
Gustavus II Adolphus of Sweden signed 
a contract with Henrik Hybertsson to 
build the most powerful, expensive and 
magnificently ornamented naval ves-
sel ever built in Sweden. The Vasa, 
named for the King's ancestral family, 
was to carry more cannon than any 
before, weighing more than 80 tons on 
two gun decks. She measured 226 feet 
overall, including her huge prow and 
bowsprit. 
On Sunday, August 10, 1628, 100 

crew members, many with wives and 
children, were on board for her maiden 
voyage. This was to be a great ceremo-
nial occasion, with the bands playing, 
flags flying and Admiral Erik Jonsson 
aboard. Slowly and serenely, Vasa set 
off on what was confidently expected 

By Archer S. Taylor, Senior Vice 
President Engineering, Malarkey-
Taylor Associates 

to be a glorious career. 
Twenty minutes later the light breeze 

freshened slightly, and before horror-
stricken onlookers, Vasa began to heel. 
Water gushed in through the lower gun 
ports and she slowly went to the bottom 
under sail, with pennants flying. Some 
50 people are said to have followed 
Vasa into the deep. 

Just 12 hours later, Captain Hansson 
stood, as a prisoner, before a Court of 
Inquiry seeking to learn the cause of 
the disaster and punish those responsi-
ble. "You can cut me into a thousand 
pieces if all the guns were not secured," 
he testified. "And before God Al-
mighty I swear that no one on board 
was intoxicated." The Chief Boatswain 
testified that he had placed and secured 
as much rock ballast as could be 
accommodated in the space available 
below the lower gun deck. 

Hansson placed the blame on the 
ship's design. She was top-heavy with 
her huge, nearly 200-foot masts and 

Risks must be 
evaluated carefully, but 

cannot be entirely 
eliminated from 

progressive enterprise. 

the enormous complement of 64 heavy 
bronze guns ordered by the King. The 
shipmaster revealed that to test the 
stability of the vessel, 30 men had run 
back and forth across the upper deck 
while she was moored at the quay. 
After three runs, the test was stopped 
for fear she would capsize on the spot. 
The Admiral, who had witnessed the 
test, commented: "If only His Majesty 
were at home!" But the King was in 
Prussia on a land grabbing mission. 
Four years later, he was killed in battle 
in Poland. 
The ship builder, Hybertsson, could 

not be called to testify about the design 
and construction of the Vasa, because 
he had died the year before she was 
completed! The design of Vasa, with 
her high poop, tall masts and many 
guns, was visibly similar to many other 
warships of the period. That they were 
unstable was a recongized fact, but 
Vasa did not look top-heavy by com-
parison. 

The Admiral had the power to pre-
vent the Vasa's departure after the 
frightening stability test. But with the 
King waiting impatiently in Prussia, 
the Admiral's reluctance to reject the 
completed vessel, after investing three 
years of manpower and expense, is 
understandable. Seventeenth century 
shipbuilders were incapable of making 
construction drawings and performing 
the mathematical calculations needed 
to predict stability without tank tests 
or computers. We shall never know 
whether the shipbuilder knew about 
the similar capsize of the Mary Rose 
outside Portsmouth, England, nearly a 
century before, in 1545, with 700 
persons on board. 

Vasa was lifted from the cold waters 
of Stockholm harbor on April 24, 1961, 
remarkably well preserved after 333 
years in the deep, with ballast, gun 
carriages, and sails properly secured— 
just as the crew had testified. Her hull 
and statuary were sprayed with poly-
ethylene glycol for 18 years to prevent 
the old wood from disintegrating. She 
now rests in a special permanent 
museum in Stockholm, almost com-
pletely restored as she had been in 1628. 

The Franklin expedition 

On the 19th of May, 1845, HMS 
Erebus, under the command of Sir John 
Franklin, and HMS Terror, under the 
command of Captain Francis Crozier, 
sailed down the Thames from London, 
with royal instructions to sail from 
Baffin Bay through the Bering Straits 
to complete the heretofore impenetra-
ble Northwest Passage. 

Optimism ran high. Franklin, Crozier 
and Commander James Fitzjames, sec-
ond in Command of Erebus, were 
experienced seamen and explorers, in 
both arctic and antarctic exploration. 
In a revolutionary stop, the vessels 
were equipped with screw propellers 
driven by 25 horsepower steam locomo-
tives. Enormous quantities of provi-
sions were loaded aboard, including 
nearly 35 tons of tinned meat, soup and 
vegetables. 

Franklin was never heard from after 
leaving the escort vessel in Baffin Bay 
in July, 1845. On August 27, 1850, a 
sailor from one of many expeditions 
searching for Franklin, found three 
graves on windswept Beechey Island, 
just off the southwest corner of Devon 
Island on Lancaster Sound. Inscrip-
tions carefully carved on mahogany 
headboards revealed that the three 
sailors had died during the Franklin 
party's first winter; two in January 
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MY VIEW 

1846 and a third in April. ralty was notified and kept informed, impact on the decision-making proc-
In May 1859, another search expedi- Although the autopsy revealed con- esses. Only clear minds in control of 

tion found a note left in a cairn on King crete evidence of tuberculosis and em- situations can hope to make correct 
William Island by an officer of Erebus, 
reporting that as of May 1847, all was 

physema, probably existing before the 
fatal voyage, there was no evidence of 

decisions. 
The contract for tinned preserved 

well with the Franklin party. However, 
in the margin of the note was a tragic 

scurvy in the three men who died on 
Beechey Island. Extensive and highly 

food was given to Stephen Goldner on 
April 1, 1845, less than two months 

report, dated almost a year later, that sophisticated analysis of bones, soft- before the departure. It seems likely 
the two ships had been abandoned in tissue and hair revealed concentrations that quality control could have suffered 
April 1848 after being beset in ice for of lead 20 to 30 times higher than as a result of the crash program 
two winters. The note reported that in normal. Especially significant was the required to deliver 8,000 tins of pre-
all, nine officers and 15 men of the high lead content found in the hair served food, using untested innovative 
129-man crew had died, including Sir samples taken from the bodies of men technology. Even before the expedition 
John Franklin. who died eight to 12 months after had sailed, Commander Fitzjames ex-
Some bones and artifacts from the departure from England, since those pressed concern that the Admiralty 

Franklin party were found. But, it was hair samples had obviously been grown would buy meat from an unknown 
not until 1984 that a serious attempt 
was made to exhume the three bodies 

during the voyage, 
The preserved food, packed in "tin 

supplier simply because he had quoted 
a lower price. 

on Beechey Island, thought to be well cans" for the first time, made Fran-
preserved, even after 138 years in the klin's assault on the Northwest seem Beware! 

permafrost deep freeze. Dr. Owen Beat- destined for success. However, the Beware of the lowest bidder! 
tie, an associate professor of anthropol- seams in the cylindrical cans had been Beware of betting the ranch on 
ogy at the University of Alberta in soldered, both inside and out, with 90 unproven technology. 
Edmonton, experienced in forensic in- percent lead solder. While lead poison- Beware of crash programs, and im-
vestigations, was accompanied by a ing may not have been the primary patient orders from the King. 
pathologist, Dr. Roger Amy, to conduct cause of the deaths of the 129 members Beware of too heavy reliances on 
scientific autopsies with the hope of of the Franklin party, it seems certain "the way it has always been done." 
being able to determine the cause of to have weakened them and left them Be wary, yes, but be not transfixed 
death of the three Franklin sailors, abnormally vulnerable to pneumonia, by fear of failure. Risks must be 
Permission for the work was sought tuberculosis and later to scurvy. It is evaluated carefully, but cannot be 
and granted by the Canadian Territo- also probable that the effect of lead on entirely eliminated from progressive 
rial government, and the British Admi- the mind could have had significant enterprise. • 
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BUILD IN TOMORROW'S 
TECHNOLO« TODAY 
To address the growing demands of today's subscriber 
systems, Magnavox has designed the Spectrum 2000 
Amplifier System. It incorporates the very latest in 
electronic manufacturing, including Surface Mounted 
Devices (SMD), to help assure product integrity. 
The Spectrum 2000's universal design makes plug-

ins interchangeable throughout the series. And, as 
always, every new component is compatible with most 
of our past mainstation and line extender products. 
The new Spectrum 2000 Amplifer System includes 

the 7TH housing with ports and convection fins that 
optimize both aerial and pedestal installations. Inside, 
our 2-way interconnection chassis holds amplifier 
modules available in Feedforward, Power Doubling; 
or Push-Pull versions, and a variety of bandsplits to 
suit your system's needs. Our new LE90 line extender, 
offering backwards compatibility, is also available in 
Push-Pull or Power Doubling, and a variety of bandsplits 

and gains. Completing the Spectrum 2000 System, 
the Magnavox Management System helps keep your 
system operating at peak performance by gathering 
and evaluating information at monitored points. 

Additionally, our company-wide Quality Improvement 
System (OIS), with the goal of defect-free performance, 
results in products that deliver higher quality, higher 
reliability and lower maintenance costs. 
To fully understand the benefits of the new 

Spectrum 2000 Amplifier Series, contact your 
Magnavox representative. 

MAGNAVOX 
CAW SYSTEMS, INC. 
100 Fairgrounds Drive, Manlius, NY 13104 
(315) 682-9105 FAX: (315) 682-9006 
(800) 448-5171 In New York State (800) 522-7464 

SPECTRUM 2000 
Amplifier System 
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There's More 
Than One 
Way to Send 
a Quality 
Signal to Your 
Subscribers... 

Your subsribers' most impor-
tant concern is receiving a quality 
reception, on screen and off. And 
by providing your front line 
personnel (technicians, installers, 
sales and customer service) with 
the education and training CIE's 
Cable Tech program provides 
you'll be sending a strong, clear 
signal about your commitment to 
customer satisfaction and service. 
We encourage you to look, but 

you won't find a more compre-
hensive training program in the 
business. 

Cable Tech 
Basic Electricity (40 lessons) 

II Basic Electronics ( 26 lessons) 
III Digital/Video Theory (34 lessons) 
IV Technical Report Writing 

(16 lessons, 3 papers) 
V Trouble Shooting using Symptom 

Diagnosis (18 lesssons) 
VI Electronics Technology with Digital 

(18 lessons) 
VII Electronic Technology with 

Advanced Digital & 
Microprocessor Laboratories 
(21 lessons) 

VIII Electronics Engineering Technolo-
gies: Engineering, Math & Circuit 
Analysis (42 lessons) 

IX Electronics Engineering Technol-
ogy: Advanced Engineering Math, 
Circuit Analysis, and Physics (36 
lessons 1 paper) 

CIE's Cable Tech is an 
Effective, Easily Adminis-
tered, Independent Study, 
Patented Learning Method 
for the Development of 
CATV Professionals. 

YES! Send Me More Information 

Name 
el ' Sc 

"er Title 

Company 

Address 

City  

Phone ( )  s`t"  

Number of Employees   

  rrif  (:LEVELAND I NtiFITI "TE Or 
ELE(TRONICS 
177.. 17,1,801 

.1881.01 11111 
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NCTA NOTES 

Re-reg and audio 
dominate 
engineering talk 

Cable sound quality and industry 
re-regulation were the two hot topics 
discussed by the NCTA Engineering 
Committee at its August meeting, held 
at Dolby Labs in San Francisco. 
NCTA VP of Science and lbchnology 

Wendell Bailey kicked off the meeting 
by summarizing House and Senate 
bills aimed at re-regulating CATV. He 
noted key modifications to the 1984 
Cable Act that the bills propose, includ-
ing: new definitions of basic cable, 
mandated access to cable program-
ming, "bad actor" provisions, new 
must-carry provisions and FCC imple-
mented and enforced technical stan-
dards. Bailey fielded numerous ques-
tions and suggested committee mem-
bers outline real-world effects of some 
points of the proposed bills, e.g. how 
systems and consumers could suffer 
from mandatory on-channel must-
carry. 

Another bill would require all televi-
sion sets (13-inch or larger) to have the 
capability of closed captioning recep-
tion, Bailey noted. The costs for the 
consumer electronics industry and sub-
sequently the cable industry (to main-
tain consumer friendliness) were seen 
to be prohibitive. 

Finally, Bailey mentioned the late-
July FCC adoption of a Report to 
Congress on the state of cable televi-
sion and status of the video market-
place six years after the Cable Act's 
passage. The Commission in essence 
concluded that the Cable Act's objec-
tives are being fulfilled. Legislative 
recommendations did not include telco 
cable entry. 

Sounds good to me 

In a memorandum to the full com-
mittee, Ned Mountain, chairman of the 
sound quality subcommittee, covered 
his committee's attempts to measure 
cable system audio level variations. 
Data from devices for audio level 
analysis and control of gross audio 
level problems were presented and 
conclusions discussed. Longstanding 
debates over roots of the problem were 
revived, which led Bailey to ask Moun-

By Katherine Rutkowski, Director, 
Technical Services, NCTA 

tain to suggest specific solutions and 
put them to a full committee vote at the 
October meeting. 

Joe Lemaire, who heads the in-home 
wiring subcommittee working group 
on external standards, reviewed a sum-
mary of comments on the preliminary 
draft of the EIA's Consumer Electron-
ics Bus CX specification for in-home 
wiring. Committee members suggested 
minor changes to the 13 points in 
Lemaire's summary. 
The general sense was that NCTA 

and EIA should continue to work 
together amicably so that cable's input 
on wiring specs can be put to good use. 
The subcommittee was instructed to 
put together one more set of comments 
and send them to EIA. 

VIdeoelpher blues resolved 

Norman Weinhouse declared the is-
sue of VideoCipher II service and 
support resolved. A copy of VideoCi-
pher's customer newsletter ("Commer-
cial Service Bulletin" on clamp streak-
ing) was included in the meeting 
handouts. During group discussion, it 
was noted that operators need to re-
quest the special modification that 
fixes the clamp streak problem when 
seeking other VC II descrambler re-
pairs or upgrades. Weinhouse also said 
that manufacturers are responding to 
industry needs for ATIS equipment. 
The subcommittee's next focus was 
seen to be a return to seeking a solution 
to the varying audio levels of satellite 
programmers. 

Bert Henscheid and Dick Shimp, 
co-chairs of the standards subcommit-
tee, reported that they are presently 
in the data acquisition mode to deter-
mine what new Recommended Prac-
tices are needed. The two men are 
looking into cascade performance, cross 
modulation, signal leakage and fiber 
optic measurements. Part of the search 
is in technical papers and with Cable-
Labs and manufacturers. Although a 
third edition of the Recommended Prac-
tices manual is not in the immediate 
future, possible supplements to the 
second edition in the form of "applica-
tion notes" and/or new measurement 
methods are possible. Bailey suggested 
that the chairmen look into acquiring 
and adding more fiber optics graphic 
symbols by approaching either EIA or 
Corning Inc. 
The next meeting of the NCTA 

Engineering Committee is scheduled 
to take place Oct. 10-11 in Washington, 
D.C. • 
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The Leader in Off-Air Antennas 

is Taking a Hard Line in 
Distribution Electronics. 

Lindsay's off-air antennas are the standard of 
performance in CATV systems. Now, Lindsay is 
setting the standard again with its Hard Line 
distribution electronics. 

Lindsay continues to be a major supplier of both 
active and passive electronics for CATV systems in 
Europe and North America. And, as the miles of 
installed Lindsay distribution plant grows in the 
U.S., the reasons for the Hard Line's success are clear. 

• 100% tested to assure reliability. 

• Local stocking for rapid delivery. 

• Technical innovation that solves problems for system 
operators before they become subscriber problems. 
• A full line of amplifiers, line extenders and 

passives for all bandwidths. 

The Lindsay Hard Line distribution products provide 
the same high quality and technical performance 
found in our off-air, communication and CLI antennas. 

To find out more, write David Atman at 50 Mary 
St., Lindsay, Ontario, Canada K9V4S7 or call 
705-324-2196 and receive the 1990 Lindsay 
Products Catalog. 
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RETURN PATH 

'Digital mania' 
I enjoyed reading Walt Ciciora's 

article entitled "Digital mania" in the 
August issue of CED (page 116). I do, 
however, have a few concerns which I 
would like to address. 
The general message in Mr. Ciciora's 

article aappears to be that digital 
technology produces inferior pictures 
relative to analog transmission and is 
subject to intolerable "digital arti-
facts." 

While this limitation may be true of 
digital systems that use some type of 
compression algorithm, it is most cer-
tainly not the case in digital systems 
that use full linear encoding. Uncom-
pressed, linear PCM (pulse code modu-
lation) systems provide the highest 
signal quality and have been used in 
dedicated links, private networks and 
broadcast studio applications for over 
10 years. 
Both full linear bandwidth and com-

pression systems digitize all the infor-
mation that is present in a video signal. 
However, bandwidth compression, as 
the name implies, uses a mathematical 
formula to discard redundant informa-
tion. This process of discarding infor-
mation can result in digital motion 
artifacts described by Mr. Ciciora. 
I would also like to comment on Mr. 

Ciciora's concern regarding "quantiz-
ing noise." This quantizing effect is 
present in all digital systems, occur-
ring when the input signal is at a 
critical level where the AID converter 
cannot decide whether to go to the next 
higher codeword level or the next lower 
level. Under static input test signal 
conditions, the AID converter will "tog-
gle" up and down. This toggling creates 
a peak-to-peak error which corresponds 
to one Least Significant Bit level. 

To further clarify this issue, a digital 
transmission system using an 8-bit 
coding scheme is able to resolve to one 
part in 256 (0.39 percent) of a 1 volt p-p 
signal or 3.9 mV. Therefore, the AID 
converter is accurate to ± 1/2 of 0.39 
percent or 0.195 percent (1.95 mV). 
Today, most digital systems using 8-bit 
coding will guarantee RS250 B me-
dium haul specs (60 dB signal-to-noise) 
over a specified optical loss budget. 

During a presentation on April 10, 
1973 at a SMPTE Technical Confer-
ence in Chicago, A.A. Goldberg dis-
cussed a series of subjective tests which 
were used to determine the importance 
of various parameters when digitally 
encoding a video signal. His conclusion 

was that television pictures encoded 
with 8-, 7- or 6-bit codewords exhibited 
no subjective impairment over direct 
pictures. It was only when pictures 
were encoded using 5-bit resolution 
that noise became sufficiently notice-
able to impair the picture. 

Nyquist has shown us that if we 
sample at a rate which is twice the 
highest frequency, we can use the 
collected and quantized samples to 
recover a waveform which is indistin-
guishable from the original. Evidently, 
the broadcasters agree. The de facto 
standard for digital equipment used in 
broadcast applications is full linear, 
8-bit coding. 
Most experts agree and studies have 

proven that picture quality is not a 
limitation of full bandwidth encoded 
digital systems. The majority of digital 
systems using full linear bandwidth 
encoding produce a picture that is far 
superior to any other competing analog 
system. If cable operators are truly 
concerned about delivering the best 
quality signal deep into their system, 
they need only consider one alternative— 
an all-digital fiber transmission sys-
tem. 

Robert W. Harris 
Fiber Optic Staff Engineer 
C-Cor Electronics 

Mr. Ciciora responds: 

I have received two letters from 
manufacturers of digital video systems 
for transport of signals within the cable 
plant. One even coined a new term: 
"digital bashing." Both were very 
concerned that readers would confuse 
the applications of aggressively com-
pressed video for delivery to the home 
with the use of uncompressed digital 
video for plant transport. 

I've re-read the "Digital mania" 
piece and the article which follows it. 
It should be fairly clear that these 
articles only consider to-the-home de-
livery of aggressively compressed sig-
nals, not uncompressed or 2-to-1 com-
pressed applications for transport. If 
any other readers were confused by 
this, let me make it perfectly clear. I 
am not discussing uncompressed digi-
tal signals for transport within the 
plant. 
The letters raise a few interesting 

points. Strictly speaking, the Nyquist 
Theorem does not apply to quantized 
(or digital) signals. Only in the case of 
noiseless, linear, analog systems does 
Nyquist provide for errorless recon-

struction. As a practical matter, quan-
tizing noise for most systems falls 
below other system distortions. How-
ever, in cases where a signal is repeat-
edly converted back and forth from a 
digital representation to its analog 
form, errors will accumulate. This is 
especially true of low saturation chroma 
signals. Significant phase errors can 
be introduced by the quantizing proc-
ess. 

Quantizing noise is not an uncertain 
toggling when a voltage falls near a 
quantizing level. Quantizing noise is 
the error between the actual analog 
value of the signal and its quantized 
representation. Again, while it is a 
small quantity in systems using at 
least eight bits, repeated reprocessing 
of the signal can be a problem. 
A practical consequence of quantiz-

ing in near-noiseless systems is a 
phenomena called contouring. This oc-
curs when chroma or luminance values 
change gradually over distance, such 
as in the sky or facial regions of a 
picture. 
As the signal values cross quantizing 

boundaries, a noticeable step in color 
or brightness may occur, giving a 
"paint-by-numbers" appearance. This 
is a serious problem with six bits, a 
real problem with seven bits and not 
uncommon in eight-bit systems which 
are very clean. In fact, some approaches 
deliberately introduce noise into the 
analog signal before quantizing to 
break up the contours. This practice is 
called "dithering." 
I am pleased with Mr. Harris's 

exuberance in his second-from-the-last 
paragraph. However, good engineering 
practice requires an open mind and a 
willingness to evaluate all approaches, 
even old ones. While I am a digital 
enthusiast, I am also an analog realist— 
especially when it comes to interfacing 
to the 200 million NTSC analog receiv-
ers which provide the cable industry 
with nearly all of its revenue. 

Digital techniques have a well-
earned place in the point-to-point trans-
port of signals in the cable plant. I 
believe they will also have a place in 
compressed signals for special applica-
tions such as near video-on-demand. 
But high quality analog signals will 
be required for the existing population 
of NTSC receivers for the foreseeable 
future. 

CED welcomes your comments. Send 
all correspondence to CED Magazine, 
600 S. Cherry St., Suite 400, Denver, 
CO 80222, Attn: Roger Brown. 
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CALAN 1776/1777 
Integrated Sweep Receiver/Spectrum Analyzer 

Improving picture quality is the fastest, most obvious way to improve 
subscriber satisfaction. 

CALAN's integrated 1776/1777 helps you do just that. This portable, rugged 
system enables you to perform sweep and distortion measurements easily, quickly. 
With CALAN's flexible set-up capability, guard bands and phantom carriers, you can 
test and maintain your cable plant with no discernible interference to the home 

viewer. . .even when scrambled channels are in use. 

As the only company specializing in CATV sweep systems, CALAN offers a lot 
more than quality and proven reliability. We provide unmatched customer 

service and support. . .along with system package pricing that makes 
CALAN your cost-effective tool for the '90s! 

CABLE AND LOCAL AREA NETWORKS 
CALAN, INC. 

Dingman's Ferry, PA 18328 
1-800-544-3392 • In PA: 717-828-2356 

The 
right tool for 
subscriber 
satisfaction! 
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Home automation and 
cable television 

Part I The technology 

Remember kindergarten when 
kids pantomimed and sang, "I'm 
a little teapot, short and stout?" 

Well, the technology exists today for 
the teapot itself to talk to its colleagues 
throughout the house. Thermostats can 
communicate with television sets, the 
hot water heater can talk to the 
computer, and the refrigerator, if it 
needs to, can have a dialogue with the 
garage door opener because today, 
thanks to advanced in-home communi-
cations networks, 
they are on speak-
ing terms. In fact, 
the whole house 
could have a panel 
dispussion. 
A private com-

mercial effort, 
Smart House, L.P., 
has been develop-
ing extensive plans 
for designs and prod-
ucts for home auto-
mation and in-
home networking, 
and marshalling to-
gether various com-
panies to design 
products and advise 
them on how best 
to integrate home 
automation with out-
side service utili-
ties. 
And the Elec-

tronic Industries 
Association's (EIA) 
Consumer Electron-
ics Bus (CEBus) Some of the proprietary Smart House video hardware. 
Committee has been hard at work 
developing standards for networking 
and communications between in-home 
devices and appliances. 
One would assume that inter- and 

intra-industry coordination on such a 
similar topic should be the key in this 
effort but this remains problematic. 
While Smart House people see them-
selves as entrepreneurial, others see 
them as proprietary and insensitive to 
the needs of related industries. With 

By George Sell, Contributing Editor 

Smart House going its own way, there 
may arise significant incompatibilities 
between devices designed for the Smart 
House environment and those designed 
to meet CEBus standards. 
And where does cable television fit 

into all of this? lb both Smart House 
and CEBus, the cable industry is just 
another outside service utility not 
unlike gas and electric. In fact, it seems 
the CATV signal is viewed as a video 
entertainment source on the level of 

the VCR and camcorder while the 
telephone is considered a primary in-
home control keypad, a gateway to 
outside communications and transac-
tional services, and perhaps most im-
portantly as likely to be the fiber optics 
pipeline into and out of the home of the 
future. 

In this two-part article, we will take 
a look inside the automated home. In 
Part I, we will examine the technology 
involved and the in-home communica-
tions schemes proposed. Part II will 
consider the market and target market 

strategies for these approaches and 
products, and discuss the implications 
for cable television from the point of 
view of services, advanced applica-
tions, business, and regulatory mat-
ters. 

Smart strategies 

Smart House was launched by the 
National Association of Home Builders 
in the mid-1980s.It's a limited partner-

ship and consor-
tium of manufac-
turers and utilities 
that have come to-
gether to develop 
an integrated busi-
ness approach to 
the planning, de-
sign, manufactur-
ing, networking 
and control of in-
home devices and 
the various utili-
ties that service resi-
dences. As such, it 
is a private com-
pany and takes a 
proprietary ap-
proach to its plan-
ning and activities. 
The sun revolves 

around Smart 
House and not the 
other way around. 
Products, devices 
and outside serv-
ices must conform 
to Smart House 
configurations. Com-

panies that want to participate in 
Smart House designing and planning 
must buy their way into the consor-
tium. 
Smart House has an Advisory Coun-

cil of non-manufacturing organizations 
of which the National Cable Iblevision 
Association is a member. Larry Nelson, 
president of Comm/Scope, chairs the 
NCTA Engineering Committee's sub-
committee on in-home wiring. 

"Part of that responsibility is to 
interact with other entities that are 
active in that environment including 
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HOME AUTOMATION 

the ETA, Smart House and others who 
may become involved in it. As part of 
this NCTA subcommittee effort we are 
attending the ETA meetings," says 

Electronics Inc., two State College, Pa. 
companies, are designing the coax 
headends which will amplify signals 
along the Smart House coaxial subsys- 

outlets and housings, control panels 
and programmable wall switches. Since 
common proprietry receptacles is a 
design goal of Smart House, Amp 

Nelson. tern. A coaxial entertainment adaptor sought ways in which the coaxial cable 
to enable conventional equipment to could be accommodated in a single face 

How smart is Smart House? access the Smart House coaxial net- plate with other wires and outlets. 
Smart House is oriented toward the work system is being designed by However, they are currently back at 

home construction industry. After all, 
it's the home builders who are the 

Pioneer Electronics USA Inc. of Long 
Beach, Calif. 

the drawing boards with this too and 
it looks as if the coax will be terminated 

parents of Smart House. Therefore, its Two member companies are design- in some fashion with an F-connector. 
planning effort is directed to in-home ing and manufacturing what Smart AT&T is creating what's called the 
wiring and networking for new home House calls their "hybrid cable." Can- telephone gateway, an interface be-
construction. The wiring and cabling ada Wire and Cable of Ibronto has a tween a Smart House and the public 
designs facilitate, in the first place, the hybrid cable that combines power and telephone network. It also provides 
building trades. control communications conductors and remote access to the Smart House and 
The basic concept, according to Ken a separate one which combines tele- will be used within the home to control 

Geremia of Smart House, "is a new phone and coaxial (audio/video) serv- various household appliances. 
wiring and plumbing system for homes ices. Smart House's smart outlets will 
to handle distribution of energy and Amp Inc. of Harrisburg, Pa. proposed provide power, a coaxial connection, a 
communications and provide the basis a multi-wire conductor cable that would telephone jack, and control signals for 
for total home automation." carry all of the services. AMP also smart appliances. According to Smart 
Smart House is looking to have up designed a "cable tap," a termination House product literature, the most 

to three manufacturing members as device that would use prongs to pierce basic control devices are the wall 
sources for each product or component the hybrid cable insulation and make switch and telephone. These will be 
of the Smart House configuration. Cur- contact with the wires and coax. This programmed to control specified func-
rently most elements have only one or was done to eliminate the need for the tions and later may be reprogrammed. 
two, stripping and wrapping of wires. Ap- 

parently that entire design concept has 
A telephone keypad will be used to 
program pre-selected house modes or 

Consortium members been scrapped due to interference prob- control individual functions such as 

Broadband Networks Inc. and C-Cor 
lems it created, 
Amp is also designing switch/sensor 

lights, security and entertainment sys-
tems, etc. 

JCA IS A 
STOCKING DISTRIBUTOR 
FOR MAGNAVOX 

Now that the state of the art in amplifiers can be found at 101, 
we think we should raise our voices just a little to let you know. 
With superior aluminum housings, a variety of trunk amplifiers, 
line extenders (both with 2-way chasis), and directional taps, is there 
any question why we sell Magnavox? For pricing and availability 
give us a call. 

vv 
Jerry Conn Associates, Inc. 

RO. Box 444, Chombersburg, PA 17201 
(800) 233-7600 (in USA) / (800) 692-7370 (in PA) / FAX (717) 263-1547 
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"We don't really care if somebody wants to use a D2B 
(European) system or a CEBus system or other protocols. The 
idea is that we could be the network for that," Geremia of 
Smart House asserts. 

"Because of the way the system is developed and the kinds 
of needs that were brought to the table for design, the Smart 
House system can handle that messaging far more efficiently 
and reliably than some of the other proposals. Whether 
somebody chooses to take advantage of that or ride with 
something that they have already begun with is really 
immaterial to us." 
Can CEBus standards be met over Smart House wiring 

systems? "Probably not," says CEBus chairman Hoffman. 
"The problem will be the connectors. Now, if some 
manufacturer is making a wiring harness that has two coax, 
four twisted pair and a power line suitably assembled 
together in one harness (as is the case with Smart House), 
CEBus doesn't prohibit that. But the connectors for Smart 
House reflect the more grandiose goals that Smart House has 
and therefore are overly expensive for a CEBus application." 

Also, with CEBus there is no central intelligence device 
as there is with Smart House. "It doesn't mean they can't 
work together, necessarily," O'Brien suggests. "What it 
means is the central controller would have to be knowledge-
able about any device that wants to talk to another device 
on a Smart House network." 

But that's a matter of initial programming. "But think 
about the problem with that after a version of the Smart 
House central controller has been implemented and is in 
place in a home and something gets designed for CEBus later 
on. It might not be compatible because the software isn't 
aware of it or isn't aware of how it works." 

O'Brien also points out that the focus of programming is 
different. "The major difference between CEBus and Smart 
House is Smart House uses object oriented programming and 
CEBus, at least at this point, doesn't. That's a major 
stumbling block." 

Another difference between Smart House and CEBus in 
terms of communications is that Smart House features wires 
installed in the house strictly for communications between 
devices. But with CEBus, a variety of media used to connect 
appliances can be used for communications. For example, a 
VCR and a TV set would not have to communicate over the 
Smart House communication line. They could talk to each 
other over the coax they are plugged into. 

"The Smart House coax system," O'Brien claims, "would 
be able to tolerate or even be compatible with CX devices. 
The difference would that the CEBus device would not be 
able to speak over the Smart House communications line. 
Instead, it would use the coax to communicate." 

There is nothing to stop a manufacturer from designing a 
box that connects the Smart House communications line to 
one of the other media. For that matter, nothing prohibits 
Smart House from adding that feature later, unless Smart 
House prefers to exclude CEBus devices from what it sees as 
their exclusive market sector. 

"I do go to the CEBus meetings, for example," Heidary, 
C-Cor's rep at Smart House, says, "and they have been very 
open and offer to cooperate in such a way that if CEBus and 
Smart House both become popular systems, then there is a 
way to interconnect the two systems together. Does their 
system now allow for it as it is?" Heidary asks, rhetorically. 
"I would say no because that is very difficult to do not 
knowing what it is that you are going to interface to. The 
other systems are not finalized either. Are they willing to 
accommodate that? All the indications I have say yes." • 
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HOME AUTOMATION 

the EIA, Smart House and others who Electronics Inc., two State College, Pa. outlets and housings, control panels 
may become involved in it. As part of companies, are designing the coax and programmable wall switches. Since 
this NCTA subcommittee effort we are headends which will amplify signals common proprietry receptacles is a 
attending the EIA meetings," says along the Smart House coaxial subsys- design goal of Smart House, Amp 
Nelson. tern. A coaxial entertainment adaptor sought ways in which the coaxial cable 

to enable conventional equipment to could be accommodated in a single face How smart is Smart House? access the Smart House coaxial net- plate with other wires and outlets. 
Smart House is oriented toward the work system is being designed by However, they are currently back at 

home construction industry. After all, 
it's the home builders who are the 

Pioneer Electronics USA Inc. of Long 
Beach, Calif. 

the drawing boards with this too and 
it looks as if the coax will be terminated 

parents of Smart House. Therefore, its Two member companies are design- in some fashion with an F-connector. 
planning effort is directed to in-home ing and manufacturing what Smart AT&T is creating what's called the 
wiring and networking for new home House calls their "hybrid cable." Can- telephone gateway, an interface be-
construction. The wiring and cabling ada Wire and Cable of Toronto has a tween a Smart House and the public 
designs facilitate, in the first place, the hybrid cable that combines power and telephone network. It also provides 
building trades, control communications conductors and remote access to the Smart House and 
The basic concept, according to Ken a separate one which combines tele- will be used within the home to control 

Geremia of Smart House, "is a new phone and coaxial (audio/video) serv- various household appliances. 
wiring and plumbing system for homes ices. Smart House's smart outlets will 
to handle distribution of energy and Amp Inc. of Harrisburg, Pa. proposed provide power, a coaxial connection, a 
communications and provide the basis a multi-wire conductor cable that would telephone jack, and control signals for 
for total home automation." carry all of the services. AMP also smart appliances. According to Smart 
Smart House is looking to have up designed a "cable tap," a termination House product literature, the most 

to three manufacturing members as device that would use prongs to pierce basic control devices are the wall 
sources for each product or component the hybrid cable insulation and make switch and telephone. These will be 
of the Smart House configuration. Cur- contact with the wires and coax. This programmed to control specified func-
rently most elements have only one or was done to eliminate the need for the tions and later may be reprogrammed. 
two. stripping and wrapping of wires. Ap- A telephone keypad will be used to 

parently that entire design concept has program pre-selected house modes or 
Consortium members been scrapped due to interference prob- control individual functions such as 

lems it created. lights, security and entertainment sys-
Broadband Networks Inc. and C-Cor Amp is also designing switch/sensor tems, etc. 

JCA IS A 
STOCKING DISTRIBUTOR 
FOR MAGNAVOX 

Now that the state of the art in amplifiers can be found at JCA, 
we think we should raise our voices just a little to let you know. 
With superior aluminum housings, a variety of trunk amplifiers, 
line extenders (both with 2-way chassis), and directional taps, is there 
any question why we sell Magnavox? For pricing and availability 
give us a call. 

0 
vv 

Jerry Conn Associates, Inc. 

P.O. Box 444, Chambersburg, PA 17201 
(800) 233-7600 (in USA) ¡(800) 692-7370 (in PA) / FAX (717) 263-1547 
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Smart House and CATV 

A communications cable contains 
two coax and four twisted pairs. From 
the service drop, this cable runs to 
distribution interface units (DIUs) for 
splitting to outlets, employing a star 
topology The coax cables, upstream 
and downstream, in the communica-
tions cable array will carry CATV 
signals, audio signals, in-house gener-
ated video from VCRs and cameras, as 
well as high speed data information. 
The DIU is a junction box containing 

splitters and combiners for telephone 
wiring and coaxial cables, and possibly 
optical fiber. Each of up to eight DIUs 
will be fed by individual cables from 
the service drop and then each DIU can 
have up to four runs of communications 
cables to outlets. Simple multiplication 
will tell you that within a Smart 
House, the CATV signal could be split 
up to 40 times just getting from the 
drop to wall outlets. This, of course, 
doesn't mention what the subscriber 
might do with cable and splitters after 
that. And this same coax will be 
carrying all those other in-home gener-
ated video and audio signals as well. 
The coaxial headend, acting as a 

combiner and amplifier of all video, 
audio and high speed data from a 
variety of sources, will be designed to 
be transparent to all consumer elec-
tronics connected to it as well as to 
either set-top or off-premise converters. 
There will be no special processing to 
reduce distortion. Internal communica-
tions, however, between smart devices 
and appliances will be distributed on a 
separate communications conductor. 
Smart House essentially provides 

an in-home wiring and cabling plat-
form for CATV. "All it really provides 
is an infrastructure and wiring mecha-
nism that makes it easier for the 
consumer to have these services deliv-
ered to all locations within the house," 
explains Mamid Heidary, C-Cor's rep-
resentative to Smart House. 

CEBus standards 

CEBus (Consumer Electronics Bus) 
is a proposed set of in-home network 
communications standards being devel-
oped by the EIA. Unlike Smart House, 
CEBus is not a plan for wiring and 
cabling, product design or marketing 
of any home automation systems. CEBus 
deals only with communications net-
working within the home. But beyond 
setting standards for in-home commu-
nications, CEBus has taken into con-
sideration known technologies and speci-

fled them for standardized use. 
According to Jud Hoffman of 

Panasonic (USA) Inc., chairman of the 
EIA's CEBus Committee, "The CEBus 
standard defines three major parame-
ters that we feel are required for a 
complete standard. First, there is a set 
of physical level or signalling stan-
dards for five media. Those are the 
power line, infrared light, low power 
radio, twisted pair and coaxial cable. 
The sixth media is in the organization 
stage now and is fiber optics. 

"The second key parameter it de-
fines is a method of automatically 
transferring control channel signals 
between those media. And the third 
key parameter it provides is a common 
application language (CAL) or com-
mand language for all products that 
we use on this network." 
CEBus itself is the total set of 

standards. CEBus follows the ISO stan-
dard of a seven-layer hierarchy. The 
bottom layer is the physical layer, and 
that layer will be defined by a different 
CEBus standard for each communica-
tions medium. 
Communication over the power line 

will be standardized in the PLBus 
specifications. All valid CEBus com-
mands using infrared will be standard-
ized in the SRBus. RFBus will specify 
the use and communications over radio 
frequencies and will deal mainly with 
home security. The TPBus will layout 
the standards for use of the twisted 
pair telephone lines in the home. 
CXBus, the set of standards of most 
interest to CATV, will specify stan-
dards for communications via coaxial 
cable. CXBus communications could 
include any of the in-home signals 
because there are bridges between the 
various buses in CEBus. In the event 
that home automation will communi-
cate over optical fiber, the FOBus 
standards will apply. 

"I have had a lot of meetings with 
the CXBus working group. We've de-
cided that we are going to make some 
fairly radical changes. These have yet 
to be implemented. The standard is 
really not released at this point," 
O'Brien cautions, explaining that it 
will be officially released as an interim 
standard in June 1991, "and as such 
any copies of it that are out are really 
only supposed to be for the working 
group and other interested parties." 
CXBus likely will consist of two 

coaxial cables for up- and downstream 
communication. Device communications 
over coax will use the downstream 
cable. Active taps are specified for 
access to the signal. Ouputs from 

devices are passively combined on the 
upstream cable and fed into the CXBus 
"node zero," where it is mixed with 
incoming CATV signals and/or off-air 
broadcast. Node zero will drive the 
downstream cable and also provide the 
bridge to the TPBus. 

CEBus AND CATV 

Even though the CEBus Committee 
and subcommittees are not required to 
accept comments on the standards 
until they reach the interim standard 
stage, one of the CXBus subcommittee 
members sent a draft to about 50 cable 
industry parties to elicit responses. 
"One of the major concerns," Nelson 

reports, "was that the architecture 
essentially was a bus architecture. The 
majority feeling of the CATV industry 
is that bus architecture is very difficult 
to manage, particularly from a CLI 
standpoint—from the standpoint of the 
relationship to the CATV system and 
internal communications system and 
frequency allocations. One of our rec-
ommendations was to consider chang-
ing the architecture to accommodate 
those concerns to more like a tradi-
tional home-run type of architecture." 

However, that would require a fun-
damental alteration in the direction 
the EIA is going with the CEBus 
standards, according to Nelson. 

According to O'Brien, the bulk of the 
cable industry comments deal with 
outdated information contained in the 
draft. In fact, much of the criticism was 
due to incorrect terminology used. "I 
would consider (the CLI concerns) valid 
and serious. Cable system owners are, 
of course, going to be responsible if a 
drop cable is connected to a CXBus 
internal to a house. If there is leakage, 
the cable operator is going to be in 
trouble." 

"The cable industry certainly is not 
a unified body in its thoughts about 
in-home wiring," Nelson stresses. 
"Some cable operators publicly say 
they have an interest in removing 
themselves from responsibility inside 
the home. And some have a diametri-
cally opposed attitude in that they 
want to continue full responsibility 
inside the home—including protecting 
their revenues. Then there is confusion 
brought on by the CLI rules." 

CEBus and Smart House 

'lb add to the confusion, there is the 
possible incompatibilities that may 
arise between CEBus standards and 
Smart House specifications. 
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WITH OUR COMPATIBLE 
ADDRESSABLE CABLE SYSTEMS, 

EVERYONE WINS. 

Update your current addressable system at your 
own pace. With the latest in addressable tech-
nology that's always one step ahead of the times. 

Our systems are compatible with virtually 
any other addressable equipment—Jerrold 
IMPULSE 7000 systems with Oak, Hamlin and 
most Scientific Atlanta, TOCOM systems with 
Zenith Z-TAC installations. 
So we save you from large 
up-front costs and the 
disruption of service by 
letting you phase in new 
equipment gradually. 

But no matter what, 
making the move to one 
of our addressable sys-
tems now lets you keep 
pace with the future of 
addressable cable TV 

Our extensive Impulse Pay-Per-View experience 
is unmatched. And no one can keep up with 
our advancements in on-premises technology, 
fiber optics, in-home integration, HDTV and 
digital audio. 
When it comes to consumer-oriented fea-

tures, our systems continually give subscribers 
the advancements they 
ask for most, like remote 
with volume control, LED 
display with time, 
electronic parental control, 
stereo, favorite-channel 
memory and channel 
scanning. 

Find out more about our 
addressable systems. And 
see why going with us is the 
best path to the future. 

GENERAL  ERROLD 
INSTRUMENT   

TOCOM 

TOCOM 5507 

Jerrold IMPULSE 7000 

Ji I 7 \I \I ( Nit 
For more information contact: Jerrold Communications, General Instrument Corporation, 2200 Byberry Road. Hatboro, PA, 19040, 215-674-4800 
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"We don't really care if somebody wants to use a D2B 
(European) system or a CEBus system or other protocols. The 
idea is that we could be the network for that," Geremia of 
Smart House asserts. 

"Because of the way the system is developed and the kinds 
of needs that were brought to the table for design, the Smart 
House system can handle that messaging far more efficiently 
and reliably than some of the other proposals. Whether 
somebody chooses to take advantage of that or ride with 
something that they have already begun with is really 
immaterial to us." 
Can CEBus standards be met over Smart House wiring 

systems? "Probably not," says CEBus chairman Hoffman. 
"The problem will be the connectors. Now, if some 
manufacturer is making a wiring harness that has two coax, 
four twisted pair and a power line suitably assembled 
together in one harness (as is the case with Smart House), 
CEBus doesn't prohibit that. But the connectors for Smart 
House reflect the more grandiose goals that Smart House has 
and therefore are overly expensive for a CEBus application." 

Also, with CEBus there is no central intelligence device 
as there is with Smart House. "It doesn't mean they can't 
work together, necessarily," O'Brien suggests. "What it 
means is the central controller would have to be knowledge-
able about any device that wants to talk to another device 
on a Smart House network." 
But that's a matter of initial programming. "But think 

about the problem with that after a version of the Smart 
House central controller has been implemented and is in 
place in a home and something gets designed for CEBus later 
on. It might not be compatible because the software isn't 
aware of it or isn't aware of how it works." 

O'Brien also points out that the focus of programming is 
different. "The major difference between CEBus and Smart 
House is Smart House uses object oriented programming and 
CEBus, at least at this point, doesn't. That's a major 
stumbling block." 
Another difference between Smart House and CEBus in 

terms of communications is that Smart House features wires 
installed in the house strictly for communications between 
devices. But with CEBus, a variety of media used to connect 
appliances can be used for communications. For example, a 
VCR and a TV set would not have to communicate over the 
Smart House communication line. They could talk to each 
other over the coax they are plugged into. 

"The Smart House coax system," O'Brien claims, "would 
be able to tolerate or even be compatible with CX devices. 
The difference would that the CEBus device would not be 
able to speak over the Smart House communications line. 
Instead, it would use the coax to communicate." 

There is nothing to stop a manufacturer from designing a 
box that connects the Smart House communications line to 
one of the other media. For that matter, nothing prohibits 
Smart House from adding that feature later, unless Smart 
House prefers to exclude CEBus devices from what it sees as 
their exclusive market sector. 

"I do go to the CEBus meetings, for example," Heidary, 
C-Car's rep at Smart House, says, "and they have been very 
open and offer to cooperate in such a way that if CEBus and 
Smart House both become popular systems, then there is a 
way to interconnect the two systems together. Does their 
system now allow for it as it is?" Heidary asks, rhetorically. 
"I would say no because that is very difficult to do not 
knowing what it is that you are going to interface to. The 
other systems are not finalized either. Are they willing to 
accommodate that? All the indications I have say yes." • 
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Some suppliers could care 
Next time, try MIDWEST 
Need construction material') Now? No problem. We've got it. 
Pedestals. Hard hats. Screw anchors. Tool bags. Connectors. 
Sizing tools. Strand lashers. Coring tools. Gloves. Ground rods. 
Heat shrink. Safety cones. Lashing wire. Nuts. Bolts. And more! 

Corporate Office 
Charleston, WV 

304 343-8874 

Central Region 
Lafayette, IN 800 382-7526 Clarksbur 

Outside IN 800 428-7596 Outsi. 

41.41, 



less about your construction material needs. 
CATV. The supplier who gives a dam. 
All from quality manufacturers and ready to ship nationwide. 

For quick service, call any of our offices today. Just tell 'em the Beav sent you. 

1 800 MID-CATV 

Eastern Region 
‘, WV 304 624-5459 
3 WV 800 532-2288 

Northeastern Region 
Pottstown, PA 215 970-0200 

Outside PA 800 458-4524 

Southern Region 
Ocala, F1- 800 433-4720 
Outside FL 800 433-3765 

MIDWEST 

CATV 

Southwestern Region 
Dallas, TX 214 340-1515 
Outside TX 800 421-4334 

More than supplies. Solutions. 
Reader Service Number 22 

Western Region 
Denver, CO 80C 232-9378 
Phoenix, AZ 80C 782-4566 



ADVERTISEMENT 

The following companies have paid 
a fee to have their listing appear in the 
Converter Callbook 

Non-Addressable 

(ID PIONEER 
PIONEER COMMUNICATIONS OF AMERICA, INC. 

Pioneer Communications .(201) 327-6400 
of America Inc. 
WATS (National)  (800) 421-6450 
FAX (201) 327-9379 

(201) 327-0963 
600 East Crescent Ave. 
Upper Saddle River, NJ 07458 
PERSONNEL: David Nicholas, Director of 
National Sales 
DESCRIPTION: Pioneer manufactures a 
line of non-addressable converters featuring 
the BC-4600—a 550 MHz, wireless remote 
converter with volume control/mute, volume 
indicator, sleep timer, parental control with 
remote override, favorite channel recall and 
SmartRemote" compatibility. Programmable 
features include the output channel, 
frequency offsets, channel mapping and 
remote and parental control enable/disable. 

REgAlf 
Technologies, Ltd. 

Regal Technologies, Ltd..  (800) 36-REGAL 
FAX (708) 675-2284 
P.O. Box 46076 
Chicago, IL 60646 
PERSONNEL: Richard Hunt, Director of 
Sales; Bob Shimp, Sales 
DESCRIPTION: Regal's new RC83 converter 
is the most advanced, state-of-the-art 
converter design in the industry today. The 
RC83 features; self-test diagnostics, small 
footprint, 550 MHz, favorite channel 
memories, last channel recall, parental 
control, barker channels, remote control 
disable and a non-volatile memory. Key 
features may be downloaded via the IRP-83 
programmer. Regal—the NEW standard in 
non-addressable converters. 

,,e411111.811.1.11.1.."11r.. 
Zenith Electronics Corp..  (708) 391-7702 
FAX (708) 391-8569 
1000 N. Milwaukee Ave. 

Glenview, IL 60025 
PERSONNEL: Robert Cunningham, Vito) 
Brugliera 
DESCRIPTION: Deluxe, affordable, 500 
MHz cable converter featuring remote control, 
automatic fine tuning, favorite channel 
scan, flashback, BTSC stereo compatibility 
and switch-mode power supply for reduced 
power consumption and cool-running 
operation. 

Addressable 

 JCOMMUNICATIONS ERROLD 
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Jerrold Communications .(215) 648-4800 
FAX (215) 443-9454 
2200 Byberry Rd. 
Hatboro, PA 19040 
PERSONNEL: Ed Ebenbach; Dan Moloney 
DESCRIPTION: Jerrold manufactures a full 
line of RF and baseband addressable 
converters. Jerrold's IMPULSE 7000 series 
of RF and baseband addressable converters 
offer such features as remote volume control, 
favorite channel programming, last channel 
recall, time control programming and impulse 
ordering. The TOCOM line of baseband 
converters offer the same features, including 
store-and-forward impulse ordering. 

PIONEER 
PIONEER COMMUNICATIONS OF AMERICA, INC. 

Pioneer Communications .(201) 327-6400 
of America, Inc. 
WATS  (800) 421-6450 
FAX  (201) 327-0963 
FAX (201) 327-9379 
600 E. Crescent Ave. 
Upper Saddle River, NJ 07458 
PERSONNEL: David Nicholas, Director of 
National Sales 
DESCRIPTION: The Pioneer BA-6000 is a 
550 MHz addressable converter providing 
compatibility with Jerrold, Oak, Hamlin, 
Regency and Sylvania scrambling methods. 
The BA-6000 offers advanced subscriber and 
operator features such as volume control, 
VCR program timer, clock display, PPV/ 
IPPV capability and downline loadable 
system parameters including output channel. 

Zenith Electronics Corp. . .(708) 391-7702 
FAX (708) 391-8569 

1000 N. Milwaukee Ave. 
Glenview, IL 60025 
PERSONNEL: Robert Cunningham, Vito 
Brugliera 
DESCRIPTION: Advanced baseband and 
RF addressable converter/decoder systems 
featuring real-time, two-way IPPV capability. 
Exclusive Phonevision ANI System and 
Command Series controllers or fast IPPV. 

Remotes 

Authorized Parts 
Company 

Authorized Parts Co. . . . .(708) 658-6900 
FAX (708) 658-0582 
208 Berg St. 
Algonquin, IL 60102 
PERSONNEL: Donn F. DeMarzio, Acct. 
Executive - 800-654-6464 (IL); Tim 
VanKempen, NY Sales Manager - 800-457-
4161 (NY) 
DESCRIPTION: All major brands of 
converters, remote controls carried. We also 
have many repair parts for your existing 
remotes. Call Authorized Parts Company for 
all your converter and remote control needs. 

 JCOMMUNICATIONS ERROLD 
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Jerrold Communications .(215) 674-4800 
FAX (215) 443-9454 
2200 Byberry Rd. 
Hatboro, PA 19040 
PERSONNEL: Ed Ebenbach; Julie Burke 
DESCRIPTION: Jerrold offers full-featured 
remote controls for its converters. Remote 
controllable features include volume up/down/ 
mute, last-channel recall, favorite channel 
programming, impulse ordering and timed 
recording. A modified version of the standard 
remote control allows subscribers to turn 
on televisions, removing the need for two 
remote controls in the home. Also in 
development is a remote which doubles as a 
wireless phone. 

PIONEER 
PIONEER COMMUNICATIONS OF AMERICA, INC. 

Pioneer Communications .(201) 327-6400 
of America, Inc. 
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WATS  (800) 421-6450 
FAX (201) 327-0963 
FAX (201) 327-9379 
600 E. Crescent Ave. 
Upper Saddle River, NJ 07458 
PERSONNEL: David Nicholas, Director of 
National Sales 
DESCRIPTION: Pioneer offers the 
SmartRemote , one remote which 
consolidates functions from multiple remote 
controls. The easy-to-program Smart Keys 
learn up to eight different functiions from a 
consumer's TV, VCR or other consumer 
electronic equipment. All eight functions 
can be programmed within minutes. A 
comprehensive marketing support program 
is provided. 

REqAlf 
Technologies, Ltd. 

Regal Technologies, Ltd..  (800) 36-REGAL 
FAX (708) 675-2284 
P.O. Box 46076 
Chicago, IL 60646 
PERSONNEL: Richard Hunt, Director of 
Sales; Bob Shimp, Sales 
DESCRIPTION: A complete line of remote 
control units are available for Regal and 
Hamlin converter products. Also, universal 
remote controls (URC) are available in (3) 
different types: Pre-programmed (codes); 
learning remotes (IR) and units that 
incorporate both technologies. Standard and 
custom designs that control up to (9) different 
AN functions are offered. Call Regal at 
1-800-36-REGAL for more information. 

Zenith Electronics Corp. . .(708) 391-7702 
FAX (708) 391-8569 
1000 N. Milwaukee Ave. 
Glenview, IL 60025 
PERSONNEL: Robert Cunningham, Vito 
Brugliera 
DESCRIPTION: PCC Multibrand Remote 
Controls. PCC-IQ is a learning remote that 
operates TV, VCR, converter and any other 
IR controlled device. Affordable PCC-II has 
operates TVs, VCRs and converters. 

Repair Services 

Authorized Parts 
Company 

Authorized Parts Co.. . .  (708) 658-6900 
FAX (708) 658-0582 
208 Berg St. 
Algonquin, IL 60102 
PERSONNEL: Donn F. DeMarzio, Acct. 
Executive - 800-654-6464 (IL); Tim 
VanKempen, NY Sales Manager - 800-457-
4161 (NY) 
DESCRIPTION: Repair parts and supplies 
for most CATV converters and line 
equipment. Including Jerrold, S/A, Hamlin, 
Oak, Zenith, Magnavox and Terscan. We 
have bezels, overlays and most other 
cosmetics for the above converters, as well 
as IC's, hybrids, semiconductors and a full 
line of capacitors for converters and line 
equipment. Solder and other supplies are 
available. 

dB-tronics 
get converted tU 

d8-tronIcs, Inc (803) 439-7333 
WATS (National)  (800) 356-2730 
FAX (803) 439-7518 
182 Quinn Rd. • 
Wellford, SC 29385 
PERSONNEL: Chris Hope, President; Tim 
Wilburn, Operations Manager; Keith Hoppes, 
Mktg., Customer Relations Mgr. 
DESCRIPTION: We repair the full line of 
both Jerrold and Scientific-Atlanta 
addressable converters, as well as many 
other converter lines. We have the lowest 
flat rate in the industry and are THE 
leaders in Scientific-Atlanta converter repair! 
We also offer affordable, quality line 
equipment repair. 

EF Industries  
\\ f) First in the Essenual Technology: Sen-ice 

EF industries  (800) 243-4070 
FAX (213) 754-7705 
12624 Daphne Ave. 
Hawthorne, CA 90250 
PERSONNEL: Victor Palousek, Operation 
Manager; Poonam Kapilla, Customer Service 

DESCRIPTION: E.F. Industries applies its 
expertise in the demanding computer repair 
industry to servicing digital and addressable 
converters. The result: excellent quality and 
turnaround time at competitive prices for 
repair of entire converter or subassemblies. 

EASTERN 
INTERNATIONAL 

Eastern International . . .(800) 222-5109 
FAX (812) 333-2391 
2415 Directors Row, Ste. N 
Indianapolis, IN 46246 
PERSONNEL: Randy Lawrence, General 
Manager; Mike Marshall, Account Executive 
DESCRIPTION: Eastern offers the experience 
and expertise to repair and maintain virtually 
any model converter and remote control. 
The quality and timeliness of Eastern 
service has earned us exclusive service 
contracts nad produced long-term working 
relationships with CATV systems across the 
country. 

Guaranteed Turnaround 
Outstanding Service 

Uncommon Commitment 
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Long Cable Electronics 

L.C.E.—Long Cable Electronics, Inc. 
Converter  (518) 393-5415 
Parts  (518) 393-7976 
FAX (518) 393-7977 
112 Erie Blvd. 
Schenectady, NY 12305 
PERSONNEL: Dale Hedman, Vice President 
DESCRIPTION: Converter repair—low cost, 
flat rate billing, quick turnaround on most 
brands. Up-to-date facility specializes in 
addressable repair. Sales—large inventory 
of rebuilt converters available. Parts— 
many hard to find parts available, cosmetics, 
semi-conductors, hardware. FREE catalog— 
useful substitution guide. 

REgAll ESG 
Technologies, Ltd. Electronics Services Group 

Regal ESG  (512) 258-1606 
WATS  (800) 336-2237 
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Let the Wavetek 1882A sweep you in 

ONE of the most 
difficult aspects of 
making capital pur-
chases for the cable 
industry is finding 
equipment that has 
an immediate as well 
as long-term pay-
back. The Wavetek 
1882A Sweep 
Analyzer offers the 
remarkable versatil-
ity and capacity to let 
you provide better 
subscriber service 
now and in the 
future — even if the 
conventional system 
technology changes. 

1000 MHz to grow on. A clear path home. 
Today's complex systems 
contain many long amplifier 
cascades which can create 
signature build-up that dis-
torts reception. In the eyes of 
your subscribers, that's not 
what they're paying for. 

Storing and comparing 
successive amplifer response 
in the 1882A memory will 
allow you to detect the small 
changes that add up to major 
problems. Today, signature 
build-up can be a thing of 
the past. 

No interference. 
Why tolerate extraneous sig-
nals that simply load your 
system or interfere with rev-
enue generating signals? 
That's precisely why you 
sweep, to make sure that 
your system properly passes 
each active channel. 
The Wavetek 1882A uti-

lizes the multitude of signals 
already on your system to 
test the frequency response. 
So you're not adding extra 
carriers that can interfere 
with picture quality, set top 
converter operation, or 
VCR usage. 

The growth of cable very likely means increased frequency 
response requirements — 600, 800 even 1000 MHz. Why buy 
a sweep system that can't accommodate these increased 
frequency ranges? 

See the light. 
Fiber optic cable is already 
being used to shorten ampli-
fier cascade lengths. 
The 1882A lets you sweep 

the amplifier cascades from 
the fiber node by simply stor-
ing your reference at the fiber 
node and sweeping the rest 
of the system as you nor-
mally would, without an 
elaborate field transmitter. 
You could also test 

parameters most affected by 
laser nonlinearity— cross-
mod, and second and third 
order distortion. 

Elegant but easy. 
The Wavetek 1882A does so 
much, but so easily. Most 
modes of operation are 
entered by pressing one, two 
or three keys. If you make a 
mistake, it lets you back up, 
asks you a question, or lists 
your options. 

It takes only a few minutes 
to store your HEADEND, 



to the future. Without interference. 
FIRST AMP, or FIBER NODE 
reference — a fraction of the 
time other instruments 
require. 
Then simply connect to 

your test point, press "3", 
"r, FUNCTION, and you are 
sweeping. 

Because the 1882A is so 
easy to learn and use, your 
sweep techs will be more 
efficient and effective. 

Fill in the blanks. 
Before the Headend is turned 
on or when your frequency 
spectrum is not fully utilized, 
you still want to sweep your 
system. A special "blanking 
filter" available for Wavetek 
sweep generators will allow 
you to sweep unused spec-
trum and used spectrum at 
the same time. 

Since you're generating a 
sweep signal only in the 
spectrum with no video or 
sound carriers, there is no 
chance of interference. You 
also sweep at sound carrier 
level so system loading is 
negligible. 

Find the faults. 
When you use a sweep gen-
erator with your 1882A, you 
can set up one of the channel 
plans for a small span and 
WO KHz resolution. This will 
allow you to see standing 
waves reflected from almost 
any point in the span. No 
other non-interfering sweep 
system provides you with this 
type of resolution for fault 
finding. 

-uriumfau 
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Bring back 
the hard facts. 
Sometimes you want to 
record a site problem for 
later analysis. With the 1882A 
you can store the sweep or 
analyzer results in memory, 
or print a hard copy with the 
P-1 printer option. 

When you reach the 
end of the line. 
Before your move on to 
the next trunk or line, make 
those end of the line mea-
surements that ensure a 
quality picture for your 
subscribers. 
The 1882A can measure 

C/N, second and third order 
distortion, X-mod and HUM 
— as easily as using the 
sweep. Just a few simple 
keystrokes, and you've fin-
ished a job well done. 

Get the picture? 
The 1882A will improve your 
profit picture by easily and 
effectively helping you deliver 
the best picture quality to 
your subscribers. No other 
instrument will work so hard 
to keep your system perform-
ing within its design parame-
ters, now and well into the 
future. 
And for all it does, the 

1882A is the lowest priced 
complete system sweep 
available. 
The Wavetek 1882A may 

be the single most important 
capital equipment invest-
ment you make. 
For a demo, call Wavetek at 

1-800-622-5515 
or your local Wavetek 
representative. 

WAVe K 



FAX (512) 321-8676 
505 Cypress Creek Park 
Cedar Park, TX 78613 
PERSONNEL: Jack Hooper, General 
Manager; Scooter Mozingo, Sales Manager 
DESCRIPTION: Customer satisfaction is 
our goal. Regal ESG utilizes the latest 
state-of-the-art diagnostic equipment and 
has developed an advanced training program 
for our technicians. Regal's commitment to 
quality will preserve your investment. Repair 
services available for converters, remote 
controls, amplifiers and headend equipment. 
All repairs/re-manufacturing guaranteed to 
original specifications and warranted for (6) 
months. 

PERSONNEL: Donn F. DeMarzio, Acct. 
Executive - 800-654-6464 (IL); Tim 
VanKempen, NY Sales Manager - 800-457- 
4161 (NY) 
DESCRIPTION: Repair parts and supplies 
for most CATV converters and line 
equipment. Including Jerrold, S/A, Hamlin, 
Oak, Zenith, Magnavox and lbxscan. We 
have bezels, overlays and most other 
cosmetics for the above converters, as well 
as IC's, hybrids, semiconductors and a full 
line of capacitors for converters and line 
equipment. Solder and other supplies are 
available. 

warranted converters for Scientific-Atlanta, 
Jerrold and Oak. We stock for immediate 
sale the full line of set-tops, programmable 
and addressable converters. Limited 
quantities of used-reconditioned converters 
available. 

Cable 
International, 
FAX   
1051 
Huntingdon 
PERSONNEL: 
DESCRIPTION: 
subscriber 
addressable 
and 
CTI 
remote 
manufacturers. 
in the 
and 
services 
software 

Cable Technologies 
International, Inc. 

Cable Services Company Inc 

Technologies . . . .(215) 953-0100 
Inc. 

(215) 322-6127 
County Line Rd., Ste. 107 

Valley, PA 19006 
Pete Morse, President 
Sale and purchase of 

products including plain, pay and 
converters, both refurbished 

new, all manufacturers. In addition, 
offers subscriber video switchers and 

control handhelds for most major 
Consulting for cable operators 

use of PPV and IPPV, addressability 
other transactional services, marketing 

for cable operators, computer 
development for addressability. 

Suppliers/Dist./Reps 

Authorized Parts 

Cable Services Co. Inc. . .(800) 233-8452 
WATS (State)  (800) 332-8545 
FAX (717) 322-5373 
2113 Marydale Ave. 
Williamsport, PA 17701-1498 
PERSONNEL: Sales Department 
DESCRIPTION: Distributor of new fully- 

Company 

Authorized Parts Co.. . . .(708) 658-6900 
FAX (708) 658-0582 
208 Berg st. 
Algonquin, IL 60102 

A CABLE FIRST! 

• 

• 

.1tIPILL1f1C Lint 

• 
C.140.1 

rt ,c.. Ï.    

"NO WORRY OFFSET" 
heterodyne processing 

.. 
AGILE PROCESSOR 362HL e ) 

AGILE PROCESSOR 362HL 
The new CADCO Model 362HL is the industry's first heterodyne signal processor to automatically determine the INPUT SIGNAL offset 
frequency, whether the source is off-air or off-cable (standard or HRC) and correct for standard I-F heterodyne processing to a 
SELECTABLE OUTPUT CHANNEL with zero offset or FCC offset +12.5 KHz or +25.0 KHz as required. 

The CADCO Model 362HL is totally microprocessor controlled; frequency stability and accuracy exceeds FCC specification. This 
unique feature completely eliminates any concern about a processed channel meeting FCC aeronautical frequency offset requirements. 

Only CADCO gives you this heterodyne processing "NO WORRY OFFSET" feature. 

II 

II 

Two-Year Warranty Please request your free CADCO catalog 

2405 S. Shiloh Rd. Garland, Texas 75041 
CADC• Toll Free (800) 877-2288 (214) 271-3651 FAX (214) 271-3654 
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ENTER THE ERA OF CATV 
OPTICAL TRANSMISSION AT 
YOUR OWN PACE, in your own 
way. OptiFlex AM 1000 is the only 
RF optical trunking system that 
can be used for standard coaxial 
trunking or for optical trunking. 
That means you can upgrade your 
current system to a full-featured 
second generation system now, 
then convert to fiber optic capabil-
ity when the time is right for you. 
Upgrading to optical transmission 
is as simple as installing optical 

fiber and adding plug-in optical 
receiver modules. 
START SMALL, GROW 
STEADILY. You can start with one 
optical receiver (42 channel 
capacity) and add up to three more 
as you need them. Status monitor-
ing, extended bandwidth capability, 
and trunk amplifier choices also 
stretch your system's configuration 
possibilities. 
COUNT ON STATE-OF-THE-
ART FEATURES, no matter which 
system you choose. No other 

system on the market features dual 
output trunk ports and multi-func-
tional local or remote status moni-
toring. Plus, with a redundant 
signal path configuration, OptiFlex 
AM 1000 can maintain the coaxial 
path as a backup to the primary 
optical signal. 

To learn more about the flexibil-
ity of OptiFlex AM 1000, contact 
Augat Communications Group, 
P.O. Box 1110, Seattle, WA 
98111. Call (206) 932-8428 or toll 
free 1-800-336-3526. 

AVOID GROWING PAINS 
WITH OPTIFLEX AM 1000 

AU GAI 
AUGAT COMMUNICATIONS GROUP 
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ir he importance of suitable optical 
margin (measured in decibels or 
dB) cannot be overstated for deci-

sions regarding purchases of fiber optic 
equipment. It becomes even more es-
sential when implementing a CATV 
system that needs to endure for some 
time. 
At first, optical margin may seem to 

be a simple decision. Upon closer 
examination, the customer will find 
that manufacturers use a variety of 
ways to specify optical margin. One 
term which surfaces for CATV fiber 
optic transmitters is "minimum aver-
age" output power. This is used for 
Intensity Modulated (typically called 
amplitude modulated, or AM) products. 

In AM systems the laser is driven in 
accordance with the input signal. The 
customer will vary the input level in 
order to match his system. When this 
is done, the output power of the laser 
changes accordingly. Then, as the en-
ergy level in the live signal changes, 
so will the optical level unless a good 
AGC circuit is employed. It is impor-
tant to understand what reference is 
used for the AGC circuit and the 
resulting effects on the CATV signal. 
Because of this, systems are typically 
installed using static video and audio 
test signals. 

A starling point 

A good point to bring up at standards 
meetings is the need to reference all 
systems to an agreed upon electrical 
injection level. Until then, what the 
manufacturers do is use an average 
input level, usually optimized for their 
particular system. This level may or 
may not match the customer's level. 
As a result, it is reasonable to expect 
that output power may not exactly 
match the data sheet for the customer's 
particular system. 
The next specification to look at is 

receive power level. Once again for 
AM systems this is generally a nebu-
lous number. The electrical carrier-to-
noise ratio (CNR) will vary directly 
with the optical CNR. Quite a few 
manufacturers publish a matrix of 
receive power levels and the accompa-
nying CNR, composite second order 
(CSO), and composite triple beat (CTB) 
figures. This creates a bit of back-and-
forth engineering when attempting to 
achieve a certain performance level for 
a link. 
The difference between the launch 

Tx#1 

Squeezing 
more 
margin 
from an 
optical 

link 
power and the receive power is termed 
the optical dynamic range or optical 
link margin. The goal is for this to be 
as large as possible but, in real life, it 
is some value less than desired. For 
AM systems using Fabry-Perot (FP) 
type lasers, it is a maximum of 8 dB. 

For systems with Distributed Feedback 
(DFB) lasers, it is typically 10 dB. For 
systems with Nd-YAG lasers it is a 
maximum of 15 dB. These numbers are 
referenced to CNR specifications in the 
50 dB to 53 dB region. 
Although YAG lasers will perform 

better than DFB lasers, the cost for 
YAG products is appreciably more. 
These optical figures depend heavily 
on the channel capacity and perform-
ance that is desired. Cost, of course, 
also becomes a consideration. 

Future considerations 

This brings up the central issue, 
which is system performance. Perform-
ance needs to be considered for today's 
requirements and for tomorrow. Video 
formats such as Super-VHS and HDTV 
may be questionable but what is not 
questionable is that new video formats 
will surface in the near future and 
these formats will require additional 
bandwidth and better signal quality. 
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IN AN ERA OF LIMITS 
BELDEN EXPANDS 
YOUR OPTIONS. 

New Belden Fiber Optic Supertrunk presents another 
option in a full line of cables for CATV. Since the 70's, 
when Belden first integrated fiber optic technology into 
large-scale communications networks, Belden innova-
tions have kept customers a step ahead of technological 
and product muirements. Now the proven benefits of 

NEW Fiber Optic Belden fiber cptic technology expand the options avail-
Supertrunk Cables able to Cable Television Systems. 

Messengered 
Cables 

Burial Cables 

Drop Cables 

Dual Cables 

• . 
Corrosion-Resistant 
Duobond" Plus Cables 

Custom 
Composite 
Cables 

_ 
• Rèadeib_ervice Nyr'i.tber 2‘ 

Full line selection, combined with unsurpassed service 
and technical support, give you the Belden Quality 
Advantage. That means long-term savings for your 
business. Compare Belden's documented performance 
benefits to those of any other cable manufacturer: 

• Guaranteed structural return loss values of 
23dB minimum on RG-6, RG-11 and RG-59 cables. 

• 100% sweep testing of every reel of Belden 
drop cable. from 5 to 750 MHg for RG-6, 5 to 550 
MHz for RG-59 and RG-11. i. - , 

• SuperDropTm Cables are 100% sweep tested , 
from 5 to 1,000 MHz, with guaranteed structure 
return loss of 26dB minimum. 

• Complete corrosion protection provided by 
unique non-drip gel barrier in Belden's new line of '-
aerial drop cables. 

• Highest shield effectiveness in the industry 
provided by Belden's DIJOBOND'' PLUS... 
even greater than quad shield designs! 

• Fewer call-backs because of Belden's tight 
dimensional controls and easier termination. 
Saves you money over the long run. 

• Turnkey system design and Installation 
capabilities with Belden's nationwide network of 
Authorized Systems Integrators. 

For a FREE copy of 
Belden's CATV 
Catalog, FAX your 
business card to ., 
1-319-395-9719 
or call toll-free: • s 

1 -8.00• 743ELDEN4 

BELDEN 
COOPER 
INDU9TRIES 

Copyright it.1990,Cooper Industries, le' 
. . 



The quest for quality 
audio on cable 

W hile the 
American 

public 
waits patiently for 
the governmental 
machine known as 
the Federal Com-
munications Com-
mission to test and 
select a high defi-
nition television 
standard, techno-
logical innovation in consumer 
electronics continues to press 
on. The excitement created 
by advanced television's reso-
lution capabilities led many 
manufacturers to explore ways 
of improving the picture deliv-
ered by today's NTSC sets. 
Improved- and enhanced-
definition receivers have since 
debuted, featuring improve-
ments like line doublers, de-
signed to improve resolution. 

Audio emphasis 

In the never-ending search 
for a new gimmick (which is 
the essence of the consumer 
gear industry), the latest em-
phasis is toward a concept 
called "home theater." At 
last summer's Consumer Elec-
tronics Show in Chicago, the 
show floor was dominated by 
huge booths that featured 
theater-like atmospheres, com-
plete with darkened rooms 
and comfortable chairs. 

It's worth noting, however, 
that such displays made use 
of (typically) 35-inch CRT 
televisions married to laser 
disks with the audio sent out 
through Surround Sound net-
works. In other words, the 
"new" portion of the network 
is the audio segment. 
That trend hasn't escaped the atten-

tion of cable's key observers. A presen-
tation was made by Brian James of 
CableLabs at the International Confer-
ence on Consumer Electronics last 
June that focused on how to take 
advantage of audio over cable. At about 
the same time, NCTA Engineering 
Committee chairman Dr. Walter 
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Figure 3 

Ciciora, formed a subcommittee on 
quality audio. The subcommittee, led 
by Ned Mountain, VP of marketing for 
Wegener Communications, was asked 
to investigate audio and how it relates 
to cable television's competition. 

Improved audio hasn't escaped the 
private sector either. New products, 
designed to help control audio levels 
have been unveiled in the last six 

months. 

Establishing a 
starting point 

Mountain began 
the subcommittee 
work by trying to 
determine how ca-
ble systems are 
performing today. 
He picked a cable 

system at random and set up 
a test with a low-cost loud-
ness meter and measured both 
peak and average program 
levels. The effect was to deter-
mine how consistently a given 
cable system controls audio 
levels from channel to chan-
nel. The meter was connected 
as illustrated in Figure 1. 
According to Mountain, the 
set-up was calibrated using 
test tones so that +8 dB = 
25 kHz peak deviation at 400 
Hz. 

"There is no standard 
method to measure audio like 
there is for video," says Moun-
tain. "In audio it's much 
more subjective. The devia-
tion measurement is a stan-
dard (measure for a single 
channel), but that doesn't show 
differences between channels." 
The results of Mountain's 

admittedly unscientific sur-
vey was, regardless, eye-
opening. As can be seen in the 
charts accompanying this ar-
ticle, peak program levels 
(PPL) varied by as much as 
14 dB. But 17 of the 32 
satellite services measured 
were within ± 1 dB of each 
other. 

Average program levels 
(APL) showed a 12 dB variation. How-
ever, two-thirds (21 of 32) of the 
satellite services fell within a 3 dB 
window and six of eight broadcasters 
fell within the window. 

Here's where the subjective part 
comes in. Many times, according to 
Mountain, "a very low level signal 
was an adjacent channel to a real 
'screamer.' " And, even in cases where 
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IN AN ERA OF LIMITS 
BELDEN EXPANDS 
YOUR OPTIONS. 

NEW Fiber Optic 
Supertrunk Cables 

Messengered 
Cables 

Burial Cables 

Drop Cables 

Dual Cabe 

CorroSion-Resistant 
• Duobond Plus Cables 

Custom 
Composite 
Cables 
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New Belden • Fiber Optic Supertrunk presents another 
option in a full line of cables for CATV. Since the 70's, 
when Belden first integrated fiber optic technology into 
large-scale communications networks, Belden innova-
tions have kept customers a step ahead of technological 
and product requirements. Now the proven benefits of 
Belden fiber optic technology expand the options avail-
able to Cable Television Systems. 

Full line selection, combined with unsurpassed service 
and technical support, give you the Belden Quality 
Advantage. That means long-term savings for your 
business. Compare Belden's documented performance 
benefits to those of any other cable manufacturer: 

• Guaranteed structural return loss values of 
23dB minimum on RG-6, RG-11 and RG-59 cables. 

• 100% sweep testing of every reel of Belden 
drop cable, from 5 to 750 MHz for RG-6, 5 to 550 
MHz for RG-59 and RG-11. 

• SuperDropTM Cables are 100% sweep tested 
from 5 to 1,000 MHz, with guaranteed structure 
return loss of 26dB minimum. 

• Complete corrosion protection provided by 
unique non-drip gel barrier in Belden's new line of 
aerial drop cables. 

• Highest shield effectiveness in the industry 
provided by Belden's DUOBOND''' PLUS . . . 
even greater than quad shield designs! 

• Fewer call-backs because of Belden's tight 
dimensional controls and easier termination. 
Saves you money over the long run. 

• Turnkey system design and Installation 
capabilities with Belden's nationwide network of 
Authorized Systems Integrators. 

For a FREE copy of 
Belden's CATV 
Catalog, FAX your 
business card to 
1-319-395-9719 ' 
or call toH-free: • 
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Fbr example, HDTV will require greater 
CNR than most current CATV systems 
provide. 

Count on changes 

System performance is directly af-
fected by optical link margin for all 
types of systems. Even digital links, 
measured in Bit Error Rate (BER), will 
show more errors at some point as 
optical receive power decreases. AM 
systems are even more sensitive to 
receive power. 

But why all the fuss about link 
margin? Once a system goes in it 
doesn't change, does it? 

It certainly does. In fact it seems 
that all you can count on is change. 
There is talk afoot about constantly 
expanding systems in a cost effective 
manner. Two of the more popular 
concepts revolve around fiber optics. 

Normally in a fiber link each signal 
is run from the headend with its own 
transmitter and receiver (see Figure 
1). Assume that the price of the trans-
mitter is $20,000 and the price of the 
receiver is $5,000. Each link would 
then cost $25,000. 
One method is to optically split the 

light at the headend. This would help 
tremendously because a much greater 
percentage of the link cost is in the 
transmitter. In this manner the cost of 
the laser could be amortized among a 
number of links (see Figure 2). The 
total system cost would be $20,000 for 
the transmitter, $1,000 for the splitter 
and $10,000 for two receivers for a total 
of $31,000. Each link would then cost 
$15,500 instead of $25,000 for the 
non-splitter design. 
Now for the bad news. 

Cost 
Channel capacity 
Performance (CNR) 
Optical link margin 
(at channel capacny to yield 
above CNR) 

System Comparison Chart 
AM Laser Systems 

FP DFB 

$$ 
20 40 
45 dB 50 dB 
6 dB 8 dB 

Nd-YAG 

$$$$ 
80 
55 dB 
10 dB 

Figure 5 

iii li 

Leaving adequate margin 

A number of AM systems advertise 
7 dB of total link margin. A 50/50 
splitter has 4 dB of loss (3 dB for the 
split and 1 dB for intrinsic loss). This 
would leave 3 dB of margin. Adding in 
connector and splice loss brings the 
margin down another 2 dB to a total of 
1 dB of margin. One would guess that 
there aren't many engineers out there 
who would feel comfortable with a 1 
dB link margin. Even if the fiber path 
was extremely short so that it fell 
within 1 dB, the other system compo-
nents would still require an aging 
factor to be built in. Fiber optic design-
ers typically allow 1 dB to 3 dB for total 
system aging. 
A four-port splitter would yield even 

better economics (see Figure 3). The 
total system cost would be $42,000 with 
an amortized per link cost of $10,500. 
The optical loss involved would be 7 
dB for the splitter alone. After the 
other losses are added, it becomes 
obvious that an FP laser would not 

work. At this point either DFB lasers 
or YAG lasers would have to be used. 
DFB systems typically have a maxi-

mum optical link margin of 10 dB. 
Counting in connector and splice losses 
that only leaves 2 dB. A YAG laser 
might provide 4 dB more margin, but 
at a cost of $75,000 for the system. An 
operator would have to use at least a 
4-way splitter to make that economical. 

Wavelength division multiplexing 

Another technique for expansion is 
the use of Wavelength Division Multi-
plexing (WDM). WDM allows a fiber 
optic engineer to combine multiple 
optical signals on the same fiber even 
if those signals are dissimilar in elec-
trical content. For example, a digital 
voice system could be combined with 
an analog CATV video system on the 
same fiber as long as they operate at 
different wavelengths (see Figure 4). 
Each WDM has about 1 dB to 2 dB 

of loss per end. The total additional link 
loss would be 2 dB to 4 dB for the 

Cabletek enclosures securely cover 
your connections. And they're built 
to last. Cabletek stocks both metal 
and plastic enclosures in many 
sizes and colors. Designed to meet 
your specific needs. 

850 Taylor Street • Elyria, Ohio 44035 
(216) 365-3889 

Toll-free 800-562-9378 
Fax (216) 322-0321 

WIRING PRODUCTS 
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WDMs and 2 dB for the additional 
connectors, resulting in a total loss of 
4 dB to 6 dB. This also does not leave 
much room for the span length and 
margin. In fact, another technique is 
to use a splitter in reverse, as a 
combiner, in order to save money. 
Singlemode WDMs cost on the order of 
$500 per port, so a two wavelength 
WDM would run about $1,200, includ-
ing terminations. 

Repeaters 

The ability to repeat a signal is an 
idea that is gaining attention and one 
that is affected greatly by receive 
optical power. This becomes an issue 
when a system is first being designed 
on a long fiber run or when an existing 
system needs to be extended. An AM 
FP system at its minimum receive 
power level cannot be repeated at all. 
In these cases a new fiber needs to be 
used from the headend where another 
transmitter and receiver are used. This 
is actually all right as long as the 
additional fiber exists. If it doesn't exist 
then it may be necessary to replace the 
AM DFB system with a much more 
costly YAG system. This system would 
be adversely affected by a service 
outage if no backup is available. The 
other thing that can be done is to 
install an FM or digital system, remodu-
lating the signals down the line. This 
causes operation and cost concerns. 

Reconfiguration is another consumer 
of optical power. There are times when 
either the fiber cable or the equipment 
needs to be reconfigured. When this 
happens a new splice or an additional 
fiber jumper cable may appear. This 
typically will consume about 0.5 dB to 
1 dB of power. 

System atrophy 

System aging consists of events such 
as lasers, photodiodes or fibers them-
selves going bad so that they reduce the 
link margin. Laser output degrades 
over time so most manufacturers util-
ize feedback circuitry in order to stabi-
lize this. Photodiodes and fibers them-
selves degrade at a much slower rate 
but should be factored into the equa-
tion. Power changes in a fiber system 
turn out to be not as important as 
linearity changes. 

Linearity changes are a complex 
issue related to channel loading, per-
formance, and, you guessed it, optical 
link margin. For optical link margin, 
the greater the receive signal, the less 
linearity changes will affect the sys-

tem's performance. Systems with higher 
channel loading are increasingly more 
susceptible to lower and lower optical 
receive levels. The performance figures 
that are affected are signal harmonics 
and cross modulation. 

Worth the effort 

It would seem that the desire to have 
more channels is not worth the trade-
offs. This is not so. It is essential that 
certain capacity and quality be built 
into a system so that it may endure for 
a suitable economic life. This is the 
difficult goal of system designers. 
The chart shown in Figure 5 gives a 

brief summary of the parameters that 
have been discussed and some relative 
data. 
What can be done in the midst of all 

this confusion? While no one has the 
answers today this is certainly one of 
the foremost issues that begs for an 
economical solution. This information 
can be summarized by the following: 

1. Establish a "suitable" optical 
budget. What is the link budget today? 
Are things like WDM and splitting a 
consideration? 

2. Establish the economic life of the 
system. When and how expensive is 
upgrade/replacement? Is there a sys-
tem downtime? What is involved with 
labor to replace/retrain? 

3. Establish short- and long-term 
goals of the system. What are the 
services to be delivered? How will they 
affect the design? Will the system 
migrate to other technologies? What 
are performance goals? 

4. Establish other influencing fac-
tors. How will maintenance be handled 
now and in the future? Is network 
management a consideration? Is a 
"smart" system (redundancy, self-
healing) a consideration? 
The reader can now appreciate the 

concern on the parts of the customers 
and the manufacturers for a suitable 
product. There are a number of efforts 
underway to deliver a product that 
resolves these issues. Time pressures 
are considerable so the wait should 
soon be over. • 

Editor's note: Palm Teknologies is 
a research and development company 
dedicated to the advancement of fiber 
optic technologies specifically for CATV 
systems. Mr. Galli has worked in fiber 
optics for the past 10 years and has 
recently specifically applied himself to 
network designs for large campuses, 
CATV environments and integrated 
high data rate telephone applications. 

The Industry's 
Technical Training 
Partner Since1968  

For 22 years the National Cable 
Television Institute has taken the pain 
out of technical training for thousands 
of cable companies. NCTI offers a 
complete career path for cable televi-
sion technical employees at all system 
levels, as well as special interest cours-
es for specific training needs. 

Results-oriented technical training 

• Cost-effective 
• Easy to administer 
• Technically excellent 
• Consistent, planned curriculum 
• Self-paced learning 
• Written for cable employees by 
cable veterans 
• Doesn't take employees out of the 

field or require expensive trips to 
training facilities 

NCTI has a course for every level 
and interest 

Career Path Courses: 
Installer • Installer Technician • 
Service Technician • System 
Technician • Advanced Technician 

Special Interest Courses: 
CATV Fiber Optics • CATV System 
Overview • Broadband RF 
Technician • CATV Technology for 
Non-Technical Employees • CATV 
Technology for Industry Suppliers • 
Television Production 

Please rush me: 
CI A complete Training Kit with informa-

tion on all NCTI courses. 
1=1 More information on the following 

NCTI course: 

Name  

Title  

Company  

MSO affiliation 

Address_ 

City  State_tii , 

Daytime phone  

Mail this form to: 
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The quest for quality 
audio on cable 

W hile the 
American 

public 
waits patiently for 
the governmental 
machine known as 
the Federal Com-
munications Com-
mission to test and 
select a high defi-
nition television 
standard, techno-
logical innovation in consumer 
electronics continues to press 
on. The excitement created 
by advanced television's reso-
lution capabilities led many 
manufacturers to explore ways 
of improving the picture deliv-
ered by today's NTSC sets. 
Improved- and enhanced-
definition receivers have since 
debuted, featuring improve-
ments like line doublers, de-
signed to improve resolution. 

Audio emphasis 

In the never-ending search 
for a new gimmick (which is 
the essence of the consumer 
gear industry), the latest em-
phasis is toward a concept 
called "home theater." At 
last summer's Consumer Elec-
tronics Show in Chicago, the 
show floor was dominated by 
huge booths that featured 
theater-like atmospheres, com-
plete with darkened rooms 
and comfortable chairs. 

It's worth noting, however, 
that such displays made use 
of (typically) 35-inch CRT 
televisions married to laser 
disks with the audio sent out 
through Surround Sound net-
works. In other words, the 
"new" portion of the network 
is the audio segment. 
That trend hasn't escaped the atten-

tion of cable's key observers. A presen-
tation was made by Brian James of 
CableLabs at the International Confer-
ence on Consumer Electronics last 
June that focused on how to take 
advantage of audio over cable. At about 
the same time, NCTA Engineering 
Committee chairman Dr. Walter 
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Ciciora, formed a subcommittee on 
quality audio. The subcommittee, led 
by Ned Mountain, VP of marketing for 
Wegener Communications, was asked 
to investigate audio and how it relates 
to cable television's competition. 

Improved audio hasn't escaped the 
private sector either. New products, 
designed to help control audio levels 
have been unveiled in the last six 

months. 

Establishing a 
starting point 

Mountain began 
the subcommittee 
work by trying to 
determine how ca-
ble systems are 
performing today. 
He picked a cable 

system at random and set up 
a test with a low-cost loud-
ness meter and measured both 
peak and average program 
levels. The effect was to deter-
mine how consistently a given 
cable system controls audio 
levels from channel to chan-
nel. The meter was connected 
as illustrated in Figure 1. 
According to Mountain, the 
set-up was calibrated using 
test tones so that +8 dB 
25 kHz peak deviation at 400 
Hz. 

"There is no standard 
method to measure audio like 
there is for video," says Moun-
tain. "In audio it's much 
more subjective. The devia-
tion measurement is a stan-
dard (measure for a single 
channel), but that doesn't show 
differences between channels." 
The results of Mountain's 

admittedly unscientific sur-
vey was, regardless, eye-
opening. As can be seen in the 
charts accompanying this ar-
ticle, peak program levels 
(PPL) varied by as much as 
14 dB. But 17 of the 32 
satellite services measured 
were within ± 1 dB of each 
other. 

Average program levels 
(APL) showed a 12 dB variation. How-
ever, two-thirds (21 of 32) of the 
satellite services fell within a 3 dB 
window and six of eight broadcasters 
fell within the window. 

Here's where the subjective part 
comes in. Many times, according to 
Mountain, "a very low level signal 
was an adjacent channel to a real 
'screamer.' " And, even in cases where 
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the numbers may show levels similar 
to each other, programming type seems 
to make a difference. For example, 
non-commercial broadcasters are often 
found to be "quieter" because they 
aren't trying to gain viewership by 
sounding louder than the competition. 
This notion is similar to the trend 
shown in the chart of FM radio broad-
casters. Mountain found that 13 out of 
15 commercial FM broadcasters had 
PPL within 1 dB and APL within 2 
dB—incredible consistency. 

Commercials 

And, of course, audio can vary on a 
single channel when a "loud" commer-
cial featuring rapid speech and music 
follows a quiet segment of a movie. 
Arguably, there is little that can be 
cost-effectively done about that except 
that a programmer could re-dub the 
spot and/or "turn down" the volume. 

Most complaints from subscribers 
come when they tune from one channel 
to another and the volume button must 
be employed each time a new channel 
is tuned. That's where automatic gain 
control devices come into play. 
As part of his "experiment," Moun-

tain illustrated the effect of a commercial-
grade AGC device on the audio line. 
(Mountain noted that although the 
device was placed at the receive site, it 
should approximate the results ob-
tained with an AGC placed in the 
headend.) As the chart shows, PPL was 
controlled within a 1 dB window and 
APL was constrained to a 3 dB window. 

"It's my belief that the only way to 
solve the problem is by putting devices 
in the headend," says Mountain. "I'm 
looking for data to prove that." Specifi-
cally, Mountain would like to compare 
customer complaint data before a limit-
ing device was installed to the number 
of complaints made after such appara-
tus was inserted. 
One new product has apparently 

made a good impression with several 
cable operators. Audio Rider 2000 was 
unveiled at the National Cable Show 
in Atlanta this year and has generally 
been well received. 

Ted Hartson, an engineer with Post-
Newsweek Cable and inventor of the 
Audio Rider, says the device was 
designed to "hear" programming the 
same way a cable subscriber does. 
Hartson calls his device an intelligent 
gain control because it learns by expe-
rience what the "proper" audio level 
of various channels should be and 
places them there. 

"Operators today set up their 
headends the same way they did 25 

years ago," says Hartson. "They put 
on a channel and they compare the 
audio to the audio of a broadcast 
station." 

Who's to blame? 

But why should cable operators have 
to be responsible for leveling out the 
audio coming from several different 
sources? Why can't programmers agree 
on an acceptable audio program level 
and adhere to it? 

Paul Resch of The Disney Channel 
doesn't believe program level is the 
issue; the thinks the problem is a lack 
of agreement over dynamic range. 
Resch, like Mountain, subscribe to the 
thought that judicious processing at 
the headend (or in Resch's case, the 
uplink site) is beneficial to everyone. 
But there are programming "purists" 
who shudder at the idea of compression— 
they want to transmit as much dy-
namic range as possible and deliver a 
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movie the way the director intended it. 
"We `earball' our programming all 

the time," says Resch. But, he adds, 
programmers have little, if any, control 
over the quality of spot ads that run 
on a network. "I don't believe pro-
grammers typically fiddle with their 
levels very much." 

Needless to say, getting past this 
age-old discussion of audio levels, dy-
namic range and perceived loudness 
will be a challenge—and one that could 
frustrate him before too long. When his 
work is done, he'd like to recommend a 
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procedure on how to set levels in order 
to gain consistency. And, he wants to 
work with the programmers, too. "I'd 
like to develop a procedure, or philoso-
phy, of consistency programmers should 
adhere to," says Mountain. "Establish 
an ID, a footprint." 
But his overall mission is even 

bigger than those few desires, and he's 
looking forward to moving ahead. Moun-
tain would like to explore audio's 
potential and find out what competi-
tive services can offer. For example, 
can cable-TV systems faithfully trans-

Figure 5 

mit Surround Sound or Lucasfilm's 
THX audio standard? Mountain has 
been told it can be done, but he intends 
to actually perform a test. 

Those goals may be a bit ambitious, 
if the current debate is any indication 
of the size of the hornet's nest waiting 
to be stirred up. But if cable operators 
want to satisfy their subscribers, they 
should be keenly interested in Moun-
tain's work. In fact, they should be 
measuring their own audio levels to get 
a sense of where they stand. • 

—Roger Brown 
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How to get hometown response 
from a national telco distributor 
You no longer have to choose be-
tween the fast, personalized re-
sponse of a hometown distributor 
and the broad stocks and purchas-
ing power of a national firm, Power 
& Telephone Supply offers you both. 

DO YOU KNOW YOUR LOCAL 
POWER & TEL REP? 

CALL 1-800-238-7514 
AND WE'LL GET YOU 
INTRODUCED! 

Power & Tel representatives are 
people you know — or should know. 
They live in your part of the country. 
They know what's going on and 
what's needed among telcos, power 
utilities, interconnects, communi-
cations users and cable TV providers 
in your specific area. You get home-
town service and a hometown 
attitude, without the inherent dis-
advantage of dealing with a small 
distributor. 

Power & Tel is a truly national 
source of hardware, cable, test instru-
mentation and a myriad of other prod-
ucts. A multi-million-dollar inventory 
is dispersed into 13 regional 
warehouses; restocking 
and customer deliveries 
are handled via a company-
owned trucking fleet. 

Power & Tel's national 
presence generates buying 

leverage with the industry's leading 
suppliers. The result: significant price 
advantages that are passed along 
to customers. 

Don't sacrifice the advantages of 
a big-distributor connection or the 
comfort of local distributor attention 
and response. You can have both, 
simply by selecting Power & Tele-
phone Supply as your hardware dis-
tributor of choice. For the name of 
your local representative, contact 
Power & Tel today! 
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Supply Company 
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Earth grounding design 
for cable TV systems 

proper grounding of ca-
ble TV systems is im-
perative to assure 

personal safety and struc-
tural safety, prevent service 
outages and thus reduce op-
eration and insurance costs 
for system operators. 
The National Electrical 

Code (NEC) defines specific 
grounding design and appli-
cation criteria and should be 
the basis of any construction 
procedures. Each geographi-
cal area has individual earth 
characteristics that can affect 
the materials and procedures 
for each specific locality. Com-
promising these requirements 
can not only affect system 
equipment, but can result in 
structural damage and per-
sonal injury from ungrounded 
surge currents. 
Grounding cable television 

systems, like electrical sys-
tems, must provide cost-
effective 30-year integrity to 
assure equipment protection 
and personal safety. The sys-
tem must be designed to meet 
National Electrical Code 
requirements. The system 
components of earth ground-
ing are calculated and se-
lected based on the following 
principles and code standards. 

lb be totally effective, a 
grounding system must: 
• Provide a low impedance 

path to ground fór personnel 
and equipment protection and 
effective circuit relaying. 
• Withstand and dissipate 

repeated fault and surge cur-
rents. 
• Provide corrosion resistance to 

various soil chemistry to ensure con-
tinuous performance for the life of the 
equipment being protected. 
• Provide rugged mechanical prop-

erties for easy driving with minimum 
effort and rod damage. 
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By Larry White, Product Manager, 
Anixter Cable TV and Roger J. 
Montambo, PE., Director Marketing 
and Sales, American Electric Co. 

To provide a low impedance to ground, 
a system must not only be designed 
with high conductivity, but with per-
manence and reliability. Electrical con-
tinuity is an absolute requirement: 
there can be no weak link in the 
system; no high resistance electrical 
connections during the life of the 
system. 

Materials used to manufacture 
ground rods and clamps will determine 
the integrity and life of the grounding 

system. U.S. National Bureau 
of Standards tests show cop-
per to be the most corrosion 
resistant of all metals tested, 
in most soils. The only ground 
rod listed by Underwriters 
Laboratories is a 10-mil cop-
per covered steel rod at least 
eight feet in length and one-
half inch in diameter. Clamps 
and sectional couplings must 
be made of high copper con-
tent (mimimum 80 percent) 
silicon bronze. 

Standards and specifications 

Many specifications cover 
the vital features expected of 
a copper covered steel ground 
rod. These standards, in exis-
tence for decades, have been 
developed by Underwriters 
Laboratories, utilities and gov-
ernment agencies. 

In most cases, the specifica-
tions are similar. The ground-
ing equipment requirements 
of Underwriters Laboratories 
Inc. serve as the basis for 
approval for grounding of the 
National Electrical Code. The 
NEC, in turn, provides the 
grounding premises of the 
Occupational Safety and 
Health Act (OSHA-1971). The 
most comprehensive specifi-
cation developed for copper 
jacketed rods is the "Stan-
dard for Safety -Grounding 
and Bonding Equipment," pub-
lished by Underwriters 
Laboratories Inc. as ANSI/UL 
467-1984. 

This specification requires: 
• A heavy, pure copper 

jacket having 0.010-inch mini-
mum thickness. 
• A copper jacket adherence test. 
• A bending test with no cracking 

of the copper jacket. 
The required thickness ofthe copper 

jacket was determined by the National 
Bureau of Standards and published in 
Circular 579. Table 48 in Circular 579 
contains a compilation ofweight loss 
peryearofcopper specimens buried in 
43 different soils for periods of 8 t,o 13 
years. Dividing these values by the 
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density of copper, an average penetra-
tion per year was established. Extrapo-
lating the average penetration figures 
to 30 years showed that 10-mil solid 
copper resists corrosion penetration in 
virtually any type of soil. 

Therefore, it can be concluded that 
ground rods with a copper thickness of 
0.010-inch or greater would guarantee 
a minimum 30-year installation serv-
ice life. 

It is also important that the copper 
be metallically bonded to the steel core 
in order to achieve the long service life 
required of a ground rod. Without this 
integral bond, any electrolyte which 
enters the copper/steel interface could 
implement rapid corrosion. This phe-
nomenon exists with any unbonded, 
bimetallic ground rod. 
ANSI/UL 467-1984 also requires 

clamps and couplings to be a minimum 
of 80 percent copper. 

Application 

The National Electrical Code, Un-
derwriters Laboratories and OSHA 
require that a copper bonded ground 
rod shall have a minimum diameter of 
one-half inch and shall also be at least 
eight feet in length. If the ground 
resistance of a rod is not 25 ohms or 

less, an additional 
electrode shall be in-
stalled. 
When circum-

stances make it diffi-
cult to obtain the 
ground resistance re-
quired by the NEC, 
several methods of 
lowering the ground 
resistance can be em-
ployed, including par-
allel rod systems, 
deep-driven rod sys-
tems utilizing sec-
tional rods, chemi-
cal treatment of the 
soil, buried plates, 
buried conductors 
(counter poise), elec-
trically connected 
building steel, elec-
trically connected 
concrete reinforced 
steel, and connect-
ing to metallic water 
pipe. 

The nature of an 
earth electrode 

Now, let's look at 

—RESISTIVITIES OF DIFFERENT SOILS** 

soh Resistivity, Ohm-cm 
(Range) 

Surface soils, loam, etc  100 — 5,000 
Clay  200 — 10,000 
Sand and gravel  5,000 — 100,000 
Surface limestone  10,000 — 1,000.000 
Limestones  500 — 400,000 
Shales  500 — 10,000 
Sandstone  2,000 — 200,000 
Granites, basalts, etc  100,000 
Decomposed gneisses  5,000 — 50,000 
Slates. etc  1,000 — 10.000 

**Evershed & Vignoies Bulletin 245. 

Figure 3 

EFFECT OF MOISTURE CONTENT ON EARTH RESISTIVITY* 

Moisture Content, 
% By Weight 

Rosistivity. Ohm-cm 
Top Soil Sandy Loam 

0 1,000 x 10' 1,000 x 10 
2.5 250,000 150,000 
5 165,000 43,000 
10 53,000 18,500 
15 19,000 10,500 
20 12,000 6,300 
30 6,400 4,200 

*From 'An Investigation of Earthing Resistance," by P J. Higgs, 
I.E.E.E. Jour, vol. 68, p. 736, February 1930. 

Figure 4 
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the other half of the ground connecting 
system—the earth itself. 

Resistance to current through an 
earth electrode system has three com-
ponents: 
• Resistance of the ground rod itself 

and connections to it. 
• Contact resistance between the 

ground rod and the earth adjacent to it. 
• Resistance of the surrounding 

earth. 
Of the three components involved in 

"resistance," the resistance of the 
earth is most critical and most difficult 
to calculate and overcome. 
The resistance to earth formula for 

single ground rods is: 

4L 

= average soil resistivity, ohm - cm 
L = ground rod length, cm 
a = ground rod radius, cm 
R= resistance of ground rod to 

earth, ohms 

Factors affecting resistance 

Rod size. Whenever a ground rod is 
driven deeper into the earth, its resis-
tance is substantially reduced. Dou-
bling the rod length reduces resistance 
by an additional 40 percent (see Figure 
1). Increasing the diameter of the rod, 
however, does not materially reduce its 
resistance. Doubling the diameter, for 
instance, reduces resistance by less 
than 10 percent. Figure 2 shows this 
relationship. The diameter is deter-
mined by the difficulty of driving only. 
Generally 5/8-inch diameter is deter-
mined by the difficulty of driving only. 
Generally 5/8-inch diameter is suffi-
cient to drive an 8-foot rod in all but 
very rocky soils. 

Soil resistivity. Soil resistivity is 
the key factor that determines what 
the resistance of a grounding electrode 
will be and to what depth it must be 
driven to obtain low ground resistance. 
The resistivity of the soil varies widely 
throughout the world and changes 
seasonally. Soil resistivity is deter-
mined largely by its content of electro-
lyte, consisting of moisture, minerals 
and dissolved salts. A dry soil has high 
resistivity, but a wet soil may also have 
a high resistivity if it contains no 
soluble salts. 

Some values 
found for earth resis-
tivity are given in 
Figure 3. 

Figure 4 shows, 
for two samples of 
soil, the variation 
of resistivity with 
moisture content. 

These two sam-
ples of soil, when   
thoroughly dried, be-
came in fact, very 
good insulators, hav-
ing a resistivity in 
excess of 109 ohm-
centimeters. 
The resistivity of 

the soil is influenced 
by temperature. Fig-
ure 5 shows the vari-
ation of the resis-
tivity of sandy loam, 
containing 15.2 per-
cent moisture, with 
temperature 
changes from 20 de-
grees Centigrade to   
-15 degrees C. In this temperature 
range the resistivity is seen to vary 
from 7,200 to 330,000 ohm-centime-
ters. 

Best results are obtained if the 
ground rod reaches the permanent 
moisture level. 

In some locations, the resistivity of 
the earth is so high that low-resistance 
grounding can be obtained only at 
considerable expense and with an elabo-
rate grounding system. In such situ-
ations, it may be economical to use a 
ground rod system of limited size to 
reduce the ground resistivity by peri-
odically increasing the soluble chemi-
cal content of the soil. 

Figure 6 shows the substantial reduc-
tion in resistivity of sandy loam brought 

20 
10 
o 
o 

-5 
—15 

Tem 

—EFFECT OF TEMPERATURE ON EARTH RESISTIVITYt 

erature Resistivity, 
Ohm-em 

68 
50 
32 (water) 
32 (ice) 
23 
14 

7,200 
9,900 
13.800 
30,000 
79,000 

330,000 

tFor sandy loam, 15.2% moisture 

Figure 5 

THE EFFECT OF SALT • CONTENT ON THE 
RESISTIVITY OF SOIL 

(Sandy loam. Moisture content, 15 per cent by weight. 
Temperature, 17°C 

Added Salt 
(Per cent by weight of moisture) 

Resistivity 
(Ohm-centimeters) 

o 
0.1 

1.0 
5 

10,700 

1,800 

460 

190 
130 10 

20 100 

'Include sodium chlonde, copper 
sulphate, sodium carbonate, and 
others. 

Figure 6 

about by an increase in chemical salt 
content. 

To calculate the ground rod depth 
required to obtain a desired resistance, 
a device called the grounding No-
mograph (Figure 7) is used. The No-
mograph example indicates that to 
obtain a grounding resistance of 20 
ohms in a soil with a resistivity of 
10,000 ohm-centimeters, a 5/8-inch di-
ameter rod must be driven 20 feet. 
When these design and application 

factors have been determined, meas-
ured and calculated for each geographi-
cal location and applied to NEC re-
quirements, the optimum safe, cost-
effective and 30-year trouble-free serv-
ice grounding system can be imple-
mented. • 
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Ground Rod 
Resistance-Ohms 
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1. Select required resistance on R scale. 
2. Select apparent resistivity on P scale. 
3. Lay straight edge on R end P scale, and 

allow to intersect with K scale. 

4. Mark K scale point. 
5. Lay straight edge on K scale point and 

DIA. scale and allow to Intersect with D scale. 
6. Point on D scale will be rod depth required 

for resistance on R scale. 
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OSHA 

An 
0 SHA. Just the mention of it 

leaves most people with two 
reactions. First, a feeling of Big 

Brother Government looking over their 
shoulders, wasting tax dollars and 
meddling where it shouldn't. And sec-
ond, a feeling of fear that OSHA could 
find fault with a cable system and 
implement fines and other painful 
actions. 

OSHA decade 

While the first is a matter of opinion 
and perspective, the second is an ever-
looming possibility. The 1990s have 
been called the "decade of OSHA," and 
OSHA has made it clear that it plans 
stronger regulation and stiffer fines in 
the coming years. 
As a preliminary to this month's 

"OSHA Compliance for Cable Televi-
sion Operators" seminar presented by 
National Cable Television Institute 
and co-sponsored by CED magazine, 
the following information will give you 
a better understanding of what OSHA 
is and what its interests are in cable 
television systems. 

OSHA history 

'lb put the "wasting of tax dollars" 
reaction in perspective, whether the 
threat of an OSHA inspection is appre-
ciated or not, OSHA was created in 
response to some very real hazards in 
the workplace. During 1969 and 1970, 
Congress was hit with some staggering 
statistics. Testimony and documented 
evidence showed that more than 15,500 
workers were being killed annually in 
job-related accidents. In addition, more 
than 2.2 million workers were being 
disabled each year, and approximately 
390,000 new cases of occupational dis-
eases were being reported each year, 
contributing to another 100,000 deaths. 
And, worst of all, the trend in each 
category was increasing. 

In response to the testimony and 
statistics, in 1970 Congress passed the 
Williams-Steiger Occupational Act, 
which provided for the creation of the 
Occupational Safety and Health Ad-
ministration—OSHA. 
OSHA's stated purpose was to "as-

sure, so far as possible, every working 

By Tom Brooksher, General Manager, 
National Cable Television Institute 

OSHA prim 
man and woman in the nation, safe and 
healthful working conditions and to 
preserve our human resources." Its 
jurisdiction extends to all employers 
and employees in all 50 states, includ-
ing all cable systems. Te fulfill its 
purpose statement, OSHA is empow-
ered to create legally enforceable regu-
lations, or "standards," governing con-
ditions, practices or operations. Te 
monitor compliance with the stan-
dards, its inspectors are authorized to 
do any of the following: 
• Enter, without delay, any 

workplace where workers are working 
for an employer; 
• Inspect and investigate during 

regular working hours any device, 
structure, machine, equipment and ma-
terials; 
• Question privately any employee, 

employer, owner, agent or operator; 
• Review any record related to the 

purpose of the inspection and any other 
records required by the OSHA Act. 

Inspections are conducted without 
advance notice and penalties range 
from fines to a jail sentence. 

OSHA and CATV operators 

So what does OSHA require of a 
cable operator? The full answer to that 
is too lengthy for this space. However, 
by examining the accompanying Na-
tional Safety Council's chart of "The 
Most Often Cited OSHA Standards," a 
reader can begin to develop an under-
standing of where cable systems are 
most vulnerable. 
OSHA is particularly sensitive to 

fire hazards, potential sources of elec-
tric shock, hazardous materials, protec-
tive equipment such as hard hats, and 
ladder hazards and other potential 
sources of falls. Cable systems have 
potential problems in each one of these 
areas. OSHA is also particularly sensi-
tive to preventive training, and open 
communication regarding potential haz-
ards that do exist, especially relating 
to hazardous materials. It requires 
employers to take specific training, 
tracking and reporting steps. Violation 
of those training and documentation 
standards is in itself a punishable 
violation. 

Should a compliance officer find any 
problems with the operation of a cable 
system, the findings are reported to the 
OSHA area director who determines 

er 
what citations, if any, will be issued, 
and what penalties, if any, will be 
proposed. Citations inform the cable 
•operator and employees of the regula-
tions and standards alleged to have 
been violated, and of the proposed 
length of time set for their abatement. 

Penalty types 

The types of violations and penalties 
are categorized based on OSHA's per-
ception of the severity of the problem. 
Categories include: 
• Other than serious violation. A 

violation that has a direct relationship 
to job safety and health, but probably 
would not cause death or serious physi-
cal harm. 
• Serious violation. A violation 

where there is substantial probability 
that death or serious physical harm 
could result, and that the employer 
knew, or should have known, of the 
hazard. 
• Willful violation. A violation that 

the cable operator intentionally and 
knowingly commits. The cable operator 
either knows that conditions are in 
violation, or is aware that a hazardous 
condition existed and made no reason-
able effort to eliminate it. 
• Repeated violation. A violation 

of any standard, regulation, rule or 
order where, upon reinspection, a sub-
stantially similar violation is found. 
• Failure to correct prior viola-

tion. A violation where the cable 
operator failed to correct a previously 
cited violation. 

Penalties vary by the category of the 
violation, but it is interesting to note 
that even an "other than serious 
violation" can result in a penalty of up 
to $1,000 for each citation. 

Plan now 

OSHA is real and it is a more serious 
risk than ever before. If your system 
hasn't started implementing its compli-
ance program, today is the day. If you 
have a program in place but know it is 
less than complete, now is the time to 
tune it up—not the day the inspector 
walks through the door. 

For more information on the "OSHA 
Compliance for Cable Television Op-
erators" seminar coming up later this 
month, call NCTI at (303) 761-8554. • 
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OSHA 

Most often cited 
OSHAstandards 
The following is a list of the OSHA 

standards most cited by federal compli-
ance officers. Have you checked for 
these common safety problems at your 
sites recently? 
• 1926.50(0—Emergency telephone 

numbers not posted. 
• 1926.50(d)(1)—Inadequate first aid 

supplies. 
• 1926.500(a)(1)(iii)—Stair railing-

less than 44 inches—open both sides. 
• 1926.100(a)—Inadequate hard hat 

protection. 
• 1926.602(a)(9)(i)—No back-up 

alarm. 
• 1926.25(a)—Inadequate housekeep-

ing. 
• 1926.450(a)(4)—Ladders not se-

cured. 
• 1926.500(d)(1)—Opensided floors 

not guarded. 
• 1926.450(a)(2)—Broken ladders. 
• 1926.28(a)—Inadequate personal 

protective equipment. 
• 1926.350(a)(9)—Gas cylinders not 

secured. 
• 1926.21(b)(2)—No safety program-

recognition and avoidance. 
• 1926.152(g)(9)—Inadequate or miss-

ing no-smoking signs. 
• 1926.450(a)(9)—Ladder side rails 

not extended 36 inches. 

Electrical hazards 

• 1926.400(h)(1)—No G.EC.I. or as-
sured equipment grounding program. 
• 1926.400(a)—Electrical not in ac-

cordance with N.E.C. 
• 1926.401(c)—No effective ground-

ing—permanent and continuous. 
• 1926.402(a)(10)—Worn or frayed 

electric cables. 
• 1926.401(a)(4)—Attachment plug 

cord grip. 
• 1926.402(c)(1)—Circuit breakers 

not marked. 
• 1926.402(a)(11)—Inadequate exten-

sion cord protection. 

Fire hazards 

• 1926.150(c)(1)(i)—No fire protec-
tion for protected building area. 
• 1926.152(a)(1)—Inadequate safety 

cans for flammable liquids. 
• 1926.150(e)(2)—Fire alarm code 

not posted. 
• 1926.350W—Inadequate separa-

tion of fuel gas cylinders in storage. 
Source: National Safety Council 
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INK  SCTE FOCUS 

Power s 

The following article is adapted from 
a presentation made to several SCTE 
Chapter and Meeting Groups recently. 

W hen you stop to consider the 
importance of a power outage 
in your system, it becomes 

very clear that this type of problem 
would be best prevented from happen-
ing. Preventive maintenance on power 
supplies, both standby and ferrore-
sonant, can be easily overlooked in the 
day-to-day activities of a busy cable 
system, but the consequences of ignor-
ing it will manifest itself in outages 
and an increase in customer dissatis-
faction. 
Good preventive maintenance pro-

grams will involve the power supplies 
(both normal and standby) in routine 
inspections, data logging and trend 
evaluation. What could possibly go 
wrong with a ferroresonant trans-
former? Well, besides the obvious build-
up of dirt and debris in the units, there 
is typically a device installed for surge 
protection. If that device has failed due 
to a catastrophic surge, it has served its 
purpose and needs to be replaced to 
protect the unit. With these concepts 
in mind, let's explore the actual proce-
dures. 

You write the book 

Here is one of the first suggestions 
for a successful preventive mainte-
nance program: Create a notebook with 
information about all the power sup-
plies in the system. Include schematics, 
battery hookup procedures and 
troubleshooting guides for each power 
supply type in your system. Other 
information such as maps or physical 
locations could also be included. This 
log will not only help the technicians 
performing preventive maintenance, 
but will be invaluable to techs on call. 
Who wants to be called out of bed at 2 
a.m. to answer a question about a 
power suppply that has been hanging 
there since the original system was 
built? This book is also the ideal place 
to outline procedures and instructions 
on a preventive maintenance program. 

upply preventive 
aintenance 

In addition to providing the techni-
cian with the right information, it is a 
good idea to equip them with the right 
tools. These might include a good 
quality digital voltmeter, a resistive 
load battery tester, a clamp-on amp 
meter and, if wet cells are used, a 
device to check specific gravity. Due to 
the nature of the quasi-square wave 
produced by ferroresonant transform-
ers, it is a good idea to have at least one 
RMS digital voltmeter to perform close 

Standby Power Preventive 
maintenance Schedule 

Hub #1 Technician: Kramer 

Week 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 

Power Supplies 
to be Served 

Local #1 
1 

12 
4 
7 

40 
24 
6 

10 
30 
31 
36 
22 
91 
1 

12 

Local #2 
33 
2 
5 

16 

32 
9 

39 
29 

65 
54 
88 
33 
2 

By Dave Cushman, Director of 
Engineering, Power Guard Inc. 

checks on true voltage. 

Train, train, train 

Having che right tools is only half 
of the solution. 'framing everyone to 
safely use these tools reliably is the 
other half. Imagine you had a preven-
tive maintenance program in place and 
had been collecting information for 
several years. You send a back-up out 
to perform that day's scheduled preven-
tive maintenance. A few days later, you 
are logging the readings and discover 
that an entire area seems to have 
increased its draw on the power sup-

plies by 3 amps. The regular technician 
is back, so you pull him from that day's 
duties to determine the problem—only 
to find out that there is no problem. A 
simple training function has cost at 
least one person's time and has created 
more work for the person logging the 
entries. 'fraining takes time, but saves 
time. 

Establish records, as in any other 
type of preventive maintenance pro-
gram. Trend analysis can point to 
potential problems developing in the 
system. While later in this article a 
thorough check is established, record-
ing only the line voltages, battery 
voltages and battery maintenance will 
enable you to see if there is an increase 
or decrease in values—indicating that 
something is changing—which points 
to a potential problem. 
The procedures for checking out a 

ferroresonant supply also apply to the 
normal side of a stand-by supply. The 
most obvious test is the output voltage. 
It is best to check this voltage at the 
point where the power is delivered to 
the coax connector. If there is a problem 
in the supply wiring, a reading at the 
system's test point could be misleading. 
This also provides an opportunity to 
check that the connection is tight. 
Mechanical connections can work loose 
over time due to vibration or hot/cold 
cycling. 

Carry spares 

Next, check the input voltage and 
amperage. Another item that often gets 
overlooked is the cooling vents. Over a 
period of time, dust and dirt can collect 
that will block the screening material. 
Simply rubbing this material will dis-
lodge most of the dirt, allowing better 
air circulation. 
Another mechanical feature that 

often gets overlooked is the locking 
system. Spraying a lubricant such as 
WD-40' or one that is specifically 
designed for lock lubrication into the 
lock can prevent freezing. During the 
life of the power supply, the indicator 
lamps may need to be replaced, so be 
sure to carry spares when performing 
maintenance. Check any surge protec-
tion devices according to the manufac-
turer's instructions to assure that they 
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SCTE FOCUS 

are still functional. Be sure to record a face shield and gloves. Using a digital voltmeter, check the 
the temperature at that location, so The simplest battery test is to isolate test points for the charger or the leads 
that the trend analysis can be evalu- the batteries from the charger system from the power supply battery harness 
ated for operation in different climates, and take DC voltage readings with a at the points where the battery chain 
Readings will change as conductors digital voltmeter across the terminals starts and ends. If there is an indication 
pass more amperage on colder days. of each individual battery. Isolating of overcharging (refer to the manufac-
Finally, check the input breaker box the batteries can be achieved by switch- turer's specifications or system specifi-
for damage, dirt build-up and breaker ing the battery breaker off or by cations for this value), refer to the 
operation. removing one of the leads. The batter- instructions to set the float value. Some 

ies should all be within 0.5 DC volts of manufacturers do not allow field ad-
Standby power each other. If the difference exceeds justment of this setting. While the 

this amount, then a load type battery batteries are disconnected, check the 
On the standby power supply, check tester should be used to test each terminals for corrosion. Surface corro-

the status lamps before entering the battery. If a bad battery is detected, it sion may be obvious, but it is possible 
cabinet to assure that the unit is in 
normal mode. Once the cabinet is open, 
transfer the unit into the standby mode 

is best to replace all of the batteries, 
Without going into a lengthy discus- 

sion on batteries, the reason for this is 

for the corrosion to be only under the 
the terminals. It is best to clean the 
terminals each time and then use some 

to check its operation. If all is correct, 
start by checking the output voltage 

that batteries will change in the inter- 
nal resistance over their life cycles and 

type of coating to inhibit the corrosion. 
If wet cells are being used, check the 

and current, as before. Allow the unit placing a new battery with lower specific gravity of the electrolyte in 
to go back into normal operation and resistance in the supply will cause a each cell. This will determine if there 
check the output voltage and current premature failure on the new battery. is a weak cell in a battery. Also check 
again. Now check the rest of the items Ultimately, it is more cost effective and the level of the electrolyte and refill 
listed for a ferroresonant supply. more reliable to replace the set. One those cells that are low with distilled 

Additional tests on a standby supply exception to this is if the batteries are water. This procedure is the most 
primarily involve the batteries and the relatively new. Be sure to record the important maintenance item if you are 
charging system. Check the physical battery voltages by location so that utilizing wet cells. Reconnect the bat-
appearance of the batteries. If the cases they can be checked against the log for teries or switch the battery breaker 
are swollen, this indicates overcharg- differences. While the charging system back on. Perform any other specific 
ing and the batteries must be replaced. is disconnected from the batteries, the tests that your manufacturer calls for 
Caution! When handling batteries, be float voltage of the charger can typi- and then cycle the unit into standby 
sure to wear protective devices such as cally be checked, one final time before leaving. 
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SCTE FOCUS 

While performing the actual mainte- unit can be returned to the office so logs on individual power supplies. In-
nance on the power supplies will im- that the service record can be kept ventory analysis options allow the user 
prove the reliability, the whole mainte- updated. to record technical information on the 
nance system will depend on scheduled One of the tasks involved in preven- power supply as well as assign a 
visits to each power supply location. A tive maintenance is keeping records. number, hub location and other infor-
schedule that visits stand-by supplies With the system described above, all mation. 
five times a year (twice in the hot that is needed is that the cards be filed No matter what you do for preven-
summer months) and ferroresonant 
supplies twice a year should be your 

in some logical order. But to gain trend 
analysis it is necessary to transfer the 

tive maintenance on power supplies, 
the key concepts are routine inspec-

minimum. If you are using wet cells, 
the visits to the stand-by supplies 

card information to a database where 
the readings can be sorted and/or 

tions and documentation. It is impossi-
ble to specify in one article all of the 

should be increased according to your evaluated. Many database programs points that you might need to check 
climate, are available today for PCs that are 

relatively easy to use. These programs 
when visiting a power supply, but if 
you use these suggestions as a guide-

Use colored Index cards can be customized to present the infor- line and the manuals supplied with the 
mation and reports in a variety of power supplies, you probably won't 

One of the simplest techniques for different formats. miss much. 
this is to use two note cards of different But if you are not a skilled program- Power supplies are active compo-
colors. Have the technician record read- mer or do not have the time needed to nents of your cable system and need to 
ings on both cards. lien in one card organize a database, software is avail- be checked routinely. With an active 
and leave the other in the power supply able that will schedule, track and preventive maintenance program, you 
housing. On the next scheduled visit, 
give the technician the card that was 

evaluate a preventive maintenance 
program. The programs run on a PC 

may be able to avoid that phone call 
one minute after the Super Bowl kick-

turned in to take back to the power and will inventory the power supplies off that starts off—"We've got a prob-
supply. Have the tech record the read- in the system, track power supply lem..." • 
ings again on both cards, but this time, 
bring back the other card. This infor- 

repairs, schedule preventive mainte- 
nance vists and report on marginal 

The author thanks Bob Forney, presi-
dent of Dumbauld & Associates, for 

mation can then be kept on file, and power supply performance. Also in- help in the preparation of this article. 
anyone who has to service that supply eluded is the ability to generate and Dumbauld and Associates produces a 
in-between visits will have the read- track work orders, generate exception power supply preventive maintenance 
ings available. If they perform any reports based on entry values that are software package and may be reached 
service on the supply, the card in the programmable, and maintain history at (602) 870-4977. 
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A his 
sign 

In the beginning (early 1950s), Ken Simmons created the Jerrold 704 
signal level meter. It was an AC 

mains powered, vacuum tube design, 
single conversion, super heterodyne 
meter that was tunable from channel 
2 through channel 13. It had a tracking 
RF preselector and a video output jack 
which made it a favorite for making 
cross-modulation measurements for 
many years. 

Solid-state electronics advanced and 
by the mid-1960s, Hank Arbiter, George 
Sike and John Austin developed the 
Jerrold Model 727. This instrument 
became the successful portable, battery 
operated signal level meter. The local 
oscillator was mechanically tuned by 
a rack and pinion, glass piston trimmer 
assembly that offered precision. 

In 1973 the Mid State Communica-
tion's (now Wavetek) SLIM represented 
an attempt at a major step forward in 
signal level meter technology by intro-
ducing the first triple conversion super 
heterodyne receiver that had an up-
convert front end. Only spectrum ana-

torical look at 
al level meters 

By Doyle T Haywood, President, Applied 
Instruments Inc. 

lyzers had used this technique previ-
ously. This technique offers the advan-
tage of good broadband frequency flat-
ness and the image frequency is hun-
dreds of MHz above the desired fre-
quency. The model was replaced two 
years later by the SAM series, which 
has become a fixture at many cable 
systems. 
As these relatively top dollar instru-

ments evolved, it is important to note 
and acknowledge the success of Harry 
Sadel in the lower priced segment of 
the market. 

There are two other manufacturers 
offering meters with special features 
and prices in the upper strata. One is 
Sencore with its total measurement 
capability. The other company is Com-
sonics with its "Window," which has 
the unique ability to display a fre-
quency versus amplitude plot of the 
entire frequency span on an LCD 
display. 

If we look back at the really success-
ful signal level meters, we see an 
evolutionary trend toward smaller and 
lighter weight, more frequency range, 
better frequency and amplitude accu-
racy. They also require less and less 

operator skill to use. Remember the 
amplitude compensation knob and chan-
nel chart on the Jerrold 727? The 
SAM-1000, with its up-convert front 
end, is naturally flat and doesn't need 
that channel-by-channel compensation, 
or if it does, the correct setting is 
programmed into ROM and is set 
automatically. But the operator still 
has to determine which amplitude 
scale to read according to the attenu-
ator knob setting. 

In the future, the same trend will 
continue. More surface mount compo-
nents, more capable synthesizer ICs 
and more efficient switching power 
supply circuitry will lead to smaller 
hand-held digital signal level meters. 
The microprocessor will be used more 
cleverly to not only do things that 
enhance measurement accuracy, but 
also to improve ease of operation. 

For the new technician this will 
mean less required training time. For 
the experienced technician, it will 
mean more operator ease, faster meas-
urements and less likelihood of a 
measurement error. Like driving a fine 
race car, technology is on the move in 
the world of signal level meters. • 

Signal level 
meter basics 

Let's review the internal operation 
of the signal level meter. The 
signal level meter must measure 

the voltage across the 75 ohm charac-
teristic impedance of the cable drop. 
We are not interested in the composite 
voltage. We must be able to measure 

Input Signal 
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RF Amplifier 
Pre-selector 

Mixer 

Local 
Oscillator 

Figure 1 
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Video 

Sound 

Frequency 1 5 MHz 

Figure 2 

channel 2 to channel 78 individually. 
Figure 1 is a simplified block dia-

gram of a single conversion receiver 
with a volt meter connected to the 
detector output. The desired incoming 
signal is attenuated to the basic sensi-
tivity level of the receiver. A preselec-
tor tunes to the incoming signal while 
rejecting the image frequency. This 
signal is mixed with a local oscillator, 
whose frequency is such that the re-
sulting difference frequency is the 
same as the IF amplifier frequency. 
The bandwidth of the IF amplifier 

must be wide enough to allow sufficient 
energy at the detector to allow efficient 
peak detecting of the sync pulses, yet 

narrow enough and with steep enough 
skirts to reject upper adjacent video 
when we are measuring a 20 dB down 
sound carrier (see Figure 2). 
Why a peak detector? The only 

stable part of a video signal is the sync 
pulse tips. Any other detection scheme 
would cause the signal level reading 
to vary as the scene changed from dark 
to light. Since a bright scene is repre-
sented by low video output and a dark 
scene is represented by maximum video 
output, the output from an average 
reading detector will change. The me-
ter is calibrated such that the sync 
pulse tips and a CW carrier of equal 
amplitude will read the same. 
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Only The FS74A Allows You To See The Picture, Hear The Audio, Plus Measure 
The Critical Levels, Ratios, Hum And Noise In Just Seconds... 

If you're like most companies, your present field strength 
meter will allow you to check signal levels only, but many 
troubles in cable systems just don't affect the signal level! 

So how can you ensure your customers are receiving the 
absolute best signal? Sencore recommends the following 
1, 2, 3 Go-No-Go testing! 

1 Sencore's New FS74A Channelizer Sr. allows you to measure signals all the way from the headend to 
the subscriber's tap, automatically and without any inter-
pretations. Simply connect the signal and digitally tune 
through the channels in your system. You'll quickly read the 
video and audio levels of each and every channel from 5 to 

890 MHz. 

2 With the FS74A, hum and S/N tests are simple and error free. Simply tune to any RF channel, switch the 

function selector to either HUM or S/N and read the 
meter. There is no faster or more accurate method. 

(patented) 

3 Use the FS74A Channelizer Sr. to actually view the video on the exclusive built-in monitor. The FS74A 
passes a full 4 MHz of video so you will see the beat, ingress, 
or ghosting problems on the video monitor. You simply step 

through your system while viewing the monitor. 

Plus, you get: 

• FCC, HRC, and ICC 
cable shifting. 

• Exclusive integrated 
AC and DC voltage 
measurements 
through the RF or 
DVM inputs. 

• Portable — battery 

operation. 

Ask for your FREE technical 

brochure! For More Information Give Us A Call At 1-800-SENCORE! 
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AH EAD 

SCR  1 Following is a list of 
SCTE technical seminars 
with contact name. If known, 
location and seminar topic 
are listed. 
October 9 Greater 

Chicago Chapter Embassy 
Suites Hotel, Schaumburg, 
Ill. BCT/E examinations to 
be administered. Contact 
Jim Grothendick, (800) 544-
5368. 
October 10 Delaware 

Valley SCTE Chapter 
Williamson Restaurant, 
Horsham, PA. Contact Dan 

McMonigle, (215) 265-
4233. 
October 11 Chesapeake 

Chapter "Video and Audio." 
Holiday Inn, Columbia, Md. 
Contact Keith Hennek, 
(301) 731-5560. 
October 16 Great Plains 

Chapter BCT/E testing to 
be administered in 
categories II, III, IV and VII 
(tenative). Th be held at 
United Artists Cable, 
Bellevue, Neb. Contact 
Jennifer Hays, (402) 333-
6484. 

October 17 North Cen-
tral Texas Chapter "Inter-
diction." Contact M.J. 
Jackson, (800) 528-5567. 
October 17 Palmetto 

Chapter Contact Rick Bar-
nett, (803) 747-1403. 
October 17 Penn/Ohio 

Meeting Group "Fiber Op-
tics." Contact Bernie Czar-
necki, (814) 838-1466. 
October 19 Miss/Lou 

Chapter BCT/E examina-
tions to be administered in 
all categories. Contact Dave 
Matthews, (504) 923-0256. 

C<. 
C-COR Electronics ® e "state of the art" seminars 

are three-day events de-
signed to instruct relatively 

ELECTRONICS INC new technicians in basic 
theory, installation and 
maintenance of cable TV 
systems. Attendance is lim-
ited to a maximum of three 
persons from one system. 
The fee is $245. Call Kelly 
Jo Kerstetter, (800) 233-
2267, ext. 422 to register 
or for additional info on any 
of the following 1990 semi-
nars. 
October 16-18 
Los Angeles, Calif. 
November 13-15 
Orlando, Fla. 

MAGNAVOX 
CATV SYSTEMS, INC. 

The Magnavox CATV Sys-
tems mobile training cen-
ter is a fully-equipped labo-
ratory on wheels for CATV, 
fiber optic and LAN train-
ing. The three-day semi-
nars combine instruction 

SIECOR 
Siecor Corp. will sponsor 

fiber optic training 
programs designed to meet 
the needs of installers and 
users of fiber opticproducts. 
Following are dates for the 
program "Fiber Optic 
Installation and Splicing 
for Outside Plant 
Applications." For more 
information on classes, 
pricing and registration call 
(800) 634-9064. 
October 1-4 
December 3-6 

in theory and practical 
hands-on training. The fee 
is $350. Call Amy Costello 
Haube at (800) 448-5171 
(in N.Y., (800) 522-7464) 
for information. 
October 10-12 

Scientific 
Atlanta 
Scientific-Atlanta offers 

technical training for sub-
scriber products as well as 
advanced training for the 
industry. The following semi-
nars will be held at the 
Minneapolis Marriott Ho-
tel in Bloomington, Minn. 
Contact Sylvia Rogers, (800) 
722-2009 (press 1, then 2) 
to register. 
November 6 Headend 

and Earth Systems Training 
November 7 Distribu-

tion Systems Training 

Greensboro, N.C. 
October 16-18 
Roanoke, Va. 
October 23-25 
Philadelphia, Pa. 
October 30-November 1 
Calais, Maine 

Trade 
Shows 

Mid-America Show 
October 9-11 Kansas City, 
Mo. Contact Rob Marshall, 
(913) 841-9241 
BCTA Convention 

November TBA Location 
TBA. Contact British Cable 
TV Assocation, 011 44 01 
437 0549 

Western Show 
November 28-30 Anaheim, 
Calif. Contact Trade 
Associates Inc., (301) 468-
3210 

NMI 
Fiberoptic Communica-

tions Corp.,a certified train-
ing facility for GTE, An-
ritsu and Ametek Controls, 
is offering 5-day fiber optic 
splicing and termination 
workshops . The course is 
college accredited, and avail-
able on the following dates: 
October 22-26 
November 12-16 
December 10-14 
For further details, call 

(800) 776-0518. 
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Pinpoint Potential Problems 
Before They Happen... 

Iftlyecril Technical denitbeinti and Conell System 
SYSTVA FillEr 

RS dame: MIL tml 
Address: edielfril 

tr dame: hilailibt 
Address: MOM 

Location: trued d, untuii Dole IlidTS. Chum! and Ard 
Mit Inbound: COL D-1 Status: Faulted Nib Mal 

Location: Muhl, Ilsth I Foothill. amok 101, erred:Ile 
Next Inbound: store Stmt.: nutted 

Sample/die II Display line: a,eFl.M ,Bu:' dirder: Delta *28.0 id 
• up- - • Pjpht - Left allO1.118 MN. 

dlIddle 11 SeliaddIe 181.08 Mds Orntranslatled 

38 Ore/ 

iy hind. Op Pien 4ove )leAday Mind.. DPW, Seee'l 9" 4 W " P  F3 FP • r s . ,,t Li II Cat‘c • '  

Actual  screens from the LANguardTM system 
depict topology and sweep analysis displays. 

amp CHA 

..With 1.;" "guard" 
Status Monitoring 
Using LANguardTM can mean the difference between facing irate 
subscribers due to prolonged service down time and having satisfied 
customers enjoying quality reception with minimal interruptions. 

LANguard'sTM ability to spot trouble before it becomes a problem is 
due to its many sophisticated, yet easy-to-use features including: 

D Support For All Amplifiers and Power Supplies 

D Auto Sweep and Spectrum Analysis 

D Agile Frequency Monitoring 

D Ability To Monitor Multiple Systems Simultaneously 

plus much more...all without interrupting your signal. 

With regulation on the horizon, you realize the importance of service 
excellence...and you can see the savings potential tnat comes with 
knowing exactly where breakdowns occur. More importantly, you 
have the peace of mind knowing that you can catch problems before 
they occur as LANguardTM watches each of your signals in relation-
ship to the specifications you define. 

LANguardTM status monitoring has a proven track record with many 
large corporations that depend on their network's integrity (downtime 
can literally cost them thousands of dollars per minute). 

If you would like this kind of quality assurance for your CATV 
system, call us at (215) 536-1354 today. A FREE demo diskette is 
available that shows you, first hand, how powerful and how simple 

AM is vendor independent, providing components LANguardTM is to use for status monitoring excellence today... 
• for virtually every CATV configuration. tomorrow...and for many years to come. 

AM Communications, Inc. 
1900 AM Drive 
P.O. Box 9004, Quakertown, PA 18951-9004 
Phone: (215) 536-1354 Fax: (215) 536-1475 
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IN THE NE111JOIMMITIE 

A step by step guide to flyover preparation 

The rear of Flight Trac's Beechcraft Dutchess aircraft, showing the protruding 
antenna system. 

Recently, CED had the opportu-
nity to survey an actual flyover 
operation in the Denver area 

hosted by Flight 'Il•ac, an Illinois-based 
company. The interview with pilots 
Heidi Mayer and John Berst was 
conducted while perched on the wing 
of the company's Beechcraft BA76 
Dutchess aircraft, where the prepara-
tory steps to a smooth flyover were 
discussed. 
"No flyover could realistically be 

designated as 'typical'," chuckles Mayer, 
"but we do have a set of preparatory 
guidelines developed through experi-
ence that help us operate as effectively 
as possible." These guidelines include 
such items as adequate surface maps, 
necessary test equipment and tips on 
selecting a flyover test frequency. 

Step one—mops 

The first step in preparing to fly a 
system is to get an actual map of the 
service area. Because the pilots fly at 
a low altitude (1,500 feet), a road map 
with as many landmarks as possible is 
preferred to enable visual location 
verification. A Rand McNally-type map 
with the cable system boundaries clearly 
identified is the best choice—although 
in remote areas where such a map is 
not available, a topographical map can 
be substituted. 

"Actually, we prefer a map with as 

much detail as possible," comments Ed 
Milner, VP of operations. "Our pilots 
rely heavily on city landmarks—a high 
school, hospital or football stadium 
located near the boundaries of the 
system helps us in knowing when to 
turn the aircraft and make the next 
pass." 

Another important factor when pre-
paring system maps is scale, which 
should be the same over the entire 
coverage area. For instance, if an 
operator whose service area includes 
two adjacent cities supplies two sepa-
rate maps with two separate scales, one 
city may look quite larger than the 
other—particularly to a pilot unfamil-
iar with the area. 

Frequency selection and test 
equipment 

After the maps have been received 
and accepted, the pilots must then 

begin the detailed 
process of select-
ing the test fre-
quency to be used 
during the flyover. 
"This is based on 
two aspects," Mo-
yer explains. "The 
first is where the 
operator has chan-
nels. The second is 
based on the navi-
gational and com-
munication chan-
nels for aviation." 
During this stage, 
flyover staffers 
will ask the opera-
tor to select a chan-
nel to be used as 
the test frequency. 
Once a fre-

quency is sug-
gested, the pilots 
cross-reference it 
with aeronautical 
frequencies being 
used. If no con-
flicts exist, that 
test frequency is 
injected through-
out the system for 
the duration of the 
flyover. Usually, 
FlightTrac opts for 
a test signal on 
channel A-1 or A-A glimpse into the cockpit of a Flight Trac aircraft. 
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2. "Chances are, signals in the range 
between 108 MHz and 120 MHz are 
used less frequently, because not all 
converters can tune to those channels," 
Milner explains. 

However, the selection of a test 
frequency is where the most stumbling 
blocks can occur, according to Milner. 
He cites these pitfalls to avoid when 
determining a valid test frequency: 
Microwave pilots. In systems using 

AML, it is important to take into 
consideration the frequency or frequen-
cies of the microwave pilot(s). Quite 
often, the pilot frequency is identical 
to the selected flyover test frequency. 
In this case, the transmitted pilot 
signal will be picked up during flight 
and misinterpreted as excessive leakage. 

Traps. Remember not to select a 
frequency that is negatively trapped 
anywhere in the system. If the test 
carrier were to be placed on a nega-
tively trapped frequency, the result 
would be a series of homes that were 
ignored during the flyover—leaks and 
all. 
Non-phaselocked microwaves. Al-

though the number of non-phaselocked 
AML systems is few these days, an 
unstable microwave signal can be det-
rimental to the flyover process. "We 
have a very small window where our 
receiver looks for the test carrier," 
Milner explains. "So the test carrier 
has to be exactly on frequency. And if 
the quality of the microwave isn't 
stable, then on that remote cable 
system on the other end of the micro-
wave, the test carrier could be outside 
our test window. So it would look like 
the cable system was totally leak free." 
Commercial cable networks. If 

an operator is feeding non-aeronautical 
signals into a nearby hotel, govern-
ment office or school, remember not to 
inject the test carrier into that portion 
of the plant. "FCC rules state that if 
you don't carry aeronauticals, you don't 
have to worry about leakage," Milner 
continues. "So if you're feeding hotels 
on, say, a beachfront cable system, and 
you're only giving them 12 channels 
that don't reach into the aeronautical 

band, you should be cautious not to put 
the flyover test signal in that portion 
of the cable. If you do, it'll go into the 
hotels and have the potential of being 
extremely leaky." 
When Flight Trac's pilots arrive on 

site, they hand the cable operator a 
signal generator on which to tune the 
test frequency. 'lb avoid inaccuracies 
or signal drifting, Flight 'frac officials 
suggest the use of a frequency counter 
or spectrum analyzer to keep an eye 
on the quality of the signal being 
transmitted during the flyover. "Al-
though flyover vendors may vary in 
their requirements, we suggest equip-
ment that provides accuracy and re-
peatability of the test signal. Really, 
anything that measures the level and 
frequency of the signal during test," 
says Dom Stasi, president. 

How It works 

Flight 'frac uses system developed 
by Rogers Cablesystems in Canada, 
with follow-on application enhance-
ments by Flight 'frac and ATC. The 
modular equipment, which fits into a 
small rack that sits on the passenger 
seat of the aircraft, consists of a high 
selectivity test receiver, a Loran C 
navigational unit and terminal, a CPU 
and a disk drive. An antenna (that 
looks much like a lethal bee stinger) 
protrudes from the rear of the aircraft 
and is used to measure leakage during 
the flyover. 
Once airborne, Flight 'frac employ-

ees literally have their hands full, with 
a map on the lap, a keypad strapped to 
one leg to enter Loran pass informa-
tion, and the "minor" task of doing all 
this while keeping the aircraft operat-
ing along a precision track. Addition-
ally, because of test frequency negotia-
tions between the FAA, the cable 
operator and Flight 'frac, the pilots 
often wind up flying in the early 
morning hours—midnight to 6 a.m. 

After the flyover, the collected data 
is reduced, processed and returned to 
the operator in two forms: a CLI 
pass/fail analysis and a colored, corn-

puterized system map that highlights 
leak patterns by color intensity. "Our 
maps speak for themselves very clearly," 
Milner adds. "You look at the colors 
and see which colors correspond to low 
leakage. Then you see the gradation of 
the colors as they tend toward higher 
levels of leakage. When you look at the 
overall system—the overall completed 
flight map, and you see those bad areas, 
it's very helpful for trend analysis as 
well as CLI compliance. You can actu-
ally see what portions of your system 
are about to go bad." Reports and maps 
are returned to the operator as soon as 
two hours after the flyover, depending 
on the urgency of the situation. Normal 
turnaround, however, is about a week. 

Flight 'Prac's preparatory advice 
doesn't just come out of the air—it is 
the outcome of miles and miles of plant 
flown to meet July 1 compliance dead-
lines. "Anything we can do to make 
both our jobs easier before we get there 
is beneficial. It's not good for either the 
cable operator or us to have to refly a 
system because of a simple error in 
frequency selection," Milner explains. 
"In terms of what would help the cable 
operator to get the most for his money, 
I'd say know the system. Know where 
the test signals should go, and know 
where you don't maintain cable net-
works to aeronautical specifications— 
because that's not a testable cable." 

So when you're preparing to be 
"flown," make sure to dust off those 
system maps, check them carefully, 
give thorough consideration to fre-
quency selection, and make sure you 
have adequate test equipment nearby 
because as the adage goes—"proper 
planning prevents poor performance." 

Product news 

Augat CATV Fiber Products has 
announced a new SMT single mode 
connector which offers low insertion 
losses and low back reflection charac-
teristics. The field installable SMT 
connector system can be mated to 
ST-type connectors and features a keyed, 
bayonet-latching coupling mechanism 

WANTED 
USED VCII's 
Red, Yellow or 
White Labels 

We buy or trade 
VCII's 

(918) 836-8401 

VIDEOCIPHER II REPAIRS 
Fast Turnaround for Out of Warranty Repairs 

Commercial Units Only 
••••••••• 
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Wright on Wegener. 

Gene Wright 
V P Engineering 
Turner 
Broadcasting 
Systems 

Timely problem solvers. 
\\ hen ive tirst to teed t. \ \ 
internationally, disco\ crud th,11 
we were required to blackout 
portions of our broadcast. Wt, 
needed a solution fast. Wegener 
designed and manufactured a 
blackout control system for ti•• 
within a month. It worked 
great. And it's still on line 
toda 

Inventive. 
"We have three ditterent cable 
networks reaching over forty 

million homes on Wegener's 
Network Control System at TBS. 
Wegener' s innovations have made 
the system an industry standard." 

Dependable. 
"I don't think they could put out a bad 
product — just aren't the kind of people. 
I guess that's one reason we've worked 

together for over eight years." 

Quality and performance driven. 
"r o visited Wegener's production facility. 
What most impressed me was the absence of 
production lines. Everyone works in their own 
stations at their own pace. It's all part of their 
new TQC (Total Quality Commitment) and JIT 
(Just in Time Manufacturing) policies. From what 
I could see, the policies are more than just manage-
r r I lip-service. Every one in the plant seemed 
enthusiastic about them." 

"When I think of Wegener, I think of people; bright, 
dedicated, professionals; who take pride in their 
work; whose company takes pride in them. You've 
probably guessed by now, I think Wegener 
Communications is a pretty sharp operation." 

4: TECHNOLOGY PARK /JOHNS CRI I h 
11350 TECHNOLOGY CIRCLE 
DULUTH, GEORGIA 30136 

WEGENER 
COMMUNICATIONS 

(404) 623-0096 TELEX 54 3634 FAX (404) 623 0698 

to assure consis-
tent align-
ment. The con-
nector body is 
made of nickel-
plated zinc 
and has a radi-

A ugat's fiberoptic used zirconia 
connector ceramic fer-

rule. The back-
post of the connector is blackened for 
easy differentiation from Augat's mul-
timode connector. Pricing for the SMT 

single mode connector is $13.30 per 
1,000. For more information, contact 
Channell Commercial Corporation at 
(800) 423-1863 or, inside Calif., (800) 
345-3624. 
New from AML Specialties Inc are 

seven 18 GHz microwave radios for the 
private and wireless cable industry. 
The radios offer up to 1 GHz of 
bandwidth, full redundancy, and a S/N 
ratio of 60 dB or better, company 
officials say. Single channel transmit-
ters are offered in 1-, 2.5-and 5-watt 

ChannelMaster's 
AZ/EL 

power levels with up to 24 channels in 
one seven-foot rack. The new radios 
also feature AC/DC power with backup 
support. For more information, call 
(619) 569-7425. 
Cable Information lbchnology Co. 

has announced a new computer soft-
ware product, Cosffrax, developed to 
assist cable operators in cost, budget 
and inventory activities. According to 
company officials, the software is capa-
ble of tracking all costs associated with 
CATV plant operations including labor 
(employees and contractors), parts and 
materials, and maintenance costs. Ad-
ditional functions include automated 
purchasing, receiving, inventory and 
converter tracking, and fleet manage-
ment. CostTrax was developed by a 
team of CATV system engineers and 
computer system developers. For de-
tails, call (415) 625-9768. 
The Cable Services Group and 

CNG Energy have jointly announced 
a product integration of CNG Energy 
Company's C-ARDS (Computer Aided 
Radio Dispatch System) package to 
Cable Services Group's Cable Control 
subscriber management system. A com-
mercial demonstration of the software 
was hosted by North Coast Cable of 
Cleveland, Ohio, ending in early Sep-
tember. 
C-ARDS uses a customer's existing 

two-way radio system to transmit in-
formation from the CSG on-line system 
to mobile data terminals located inside 
service vehicles. lbchnicians use the 
mobile data terminal to display service 
calls and close out their jobs. Features 
of the interface include mobile access 
to customer information resident in the 
Cable Control system, downloading of 
installer route information from mo-
bile terminals to the central office, 
automatic converter inventory adjust-
ment, and detailed productivity re-
ports. 
Channel Master has announced the 

availablility of a new 0.75 meter non-
penetrating roof mount to its line of 

VSAT receive sys-
tems. The system 
features a fully ad-
justable AZ-EL 
Cap which allows 
for 360 degrees of 
azimuth adjust-
ment, elevation 
fine tune adjust-
ment and a 
stamped elevation 
scale for ease of 

installation. The mount is preassem-
bled and manufactured of corrosion-
resistant cadmium with a dichromate 
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finish. For more information, call (919) 
934-9711. 

Conifer Corporation has announced 
the availability of the Model PA-1033 
high performance, low noise preamp 
designed for use by wireless cable/ 
MMDS and ITFS operators. The preamp 
is designed to enhance the fringe area 
receoption and provide additional gain 
when using long cable runs. The Model 
PA-1033 also features compact size and 
weight, so that it can be directly 
mounted on the downconverter without 
mounting hardware or a jumper cable. 

According to company officials, the 
PA-1033 operates over a wide range of 
power supply voltages, and requires a 
maximum of 20 inA of current. Power 
is provided through the existing 
downlead, while passing the unaltered 
IF output signal back to the decoder/ 
receiver. Internal circuitry also in-
cludes MOV lightning and voltage 
surge protection. Additionally, the 
preamp yields 10 dB gain and a 1.5 dB 
noise figure. The maximum benefit of 
the PA-1033 preamp, officials say, 
occurs when used under low signal 
conditions where an effective decrease 
in the downconverter noise figure will 
improve picture quality. For more in-
formation, call (319) 752-3607. 
New from FM Systems Inc. is the 

Cable Stereo Performance Meter (CSPM-
1), which enables operators to measure 
stereo separation on live programming 
without the use of test tones. Stereo 
audio can be tested in three places—at 
the 4.5 MHz TV stereo modulator 
output, at the 41.25 MHz/45.75 MHz 
TV modulator IF, and at the TV 
channel 3 output of a set-top converter. 
Applications include headend stereo 
alignment and proof of stereo perform-
ance at the subscriber's home. The 
CSPM-1 is battery operated and port-
able. It lists at $3,150. For more 
information, contact FM Systems at 
(800) 235-6960 or in Calif., (714) 979-
3355. 
Faraday Technology Ltd. has an-

nounced an expansion of its range of 
wide bandwidth delay lines developed 
for the high definition television (HDTV) 
market. Faraday's range of passive 
30.0 MHz video delay lines is designed 
to delay 30.0 MHz bandwidth video 
signals with minimal distrotion.The 
maximum delay time of 100 
nanoseconds has now been extended to 
200 ns without cascading, which offers 
both high quality response and space 
savings. The range of eight lines, with 
delay times from 10 ns to 200 ns, can 
be further programmed in units of 2, 
4, 8, 16 and 32 ns. All Faraday delay 

•Atine • 

lines can be further cascaded to give a 
wider range of delay times. For further 
information, contact Faraday's exclu-
sive U.S. distributor, RF technology, 
at (800) 762-4369. 
New from Signal Vision Inc. is the 

QF F-fitting, which uses compression 
technology forming 360 degrees of 
contact between the cable braid and 
center post of the fitting to reduce RFI 
leakage. The QF fitting has completed 
12 months of field testing, with full 

documentation available. The fitting 
uses bright tin plating for superior 
weather and corrosion protection, and 
a silver plated center post for high 
electrial conductivity and migrating 
properties. Also featured is a pull 
strength of 40 pounds and an operating 
frequency range of DC to 1.5 GHz. For 
free samples, literature, or more infor-
mation, call Signal Vision at (714) 
586-3196. 

Cheetah, a new computer aided test-

BTSC Encoder Update 
BTSC Encoder performance and reliability. 
"A few years ago, we -.elected 1Veg,ener's liTSC encoder over eight other manufac-
turers' encoders becaii ,e we believed they offered the best performance. 1Ve've 
now had over Ind ot IVegener'sliTSC encoder' on-line for the past three years, and 
I can't recall us having much trouble with an of them. We had no idea that en-
coders could be as reliable as ‘Veg,12111.1eS have been." 

Dependable support. 
"We also had no idea that Wegener's support service would be so dependable. 
Years after installation, they still meet our support needs. That kind of support is 
invaluable when training new headend technicians who are still learning proper 
headend procedures.' 

Audio AGC performance. 
— "Recently, we iiistalled .1 number of audio AGC boards 
-111 on channels that are switched between multiple 

ga sou r\ es and/or carry local commercial 
insertions. They've performed excep-

• .1404, tionally well. And they've reduced 
customer complaints about varying 
audio levels to virtually zero.' 
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"Over the years, I'd say Wegener 
has been building more than 

fine products; they've been 
building a reputation." 

AI Kuolas 
Regional VP Engineering 
Continental Cablevision - 

the nation's third largest 
MSO. 

BTSC STEREO ENCODER 
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IN THE NEWS 

ing system, has been announced by 
Superior Electronics Group Inc. 
The HE 4650 system monitors signal 
level and distortion measurements as 
well as AML hub site level and AGC 
voltage monitoring. An additional AFC 
frequency counter module is available 
as an option to the HE 4650, which 
measures CATV visual and aural fre-
quencies. The Cheetah PC-4650-D has 
the added capability of FML hub site 
level monitoring. For more informa-

tion, contact Superior Electronics at 
(813) 351-6700. 

Telecorp Systems Inc. has ex-
panded its line of telephone call proc-
essing products to include the Tele-
phone 'fraffic Overflow Register. The 
product allows operators to monitor the 
exact number of calls lost because of 
busy signals and the time of the lost 
calls. For more info, call (800) 347-9907 
or (404) 587-0700 inside Georgia. • 

—Leslie Miller 

mettin CALL FOR PAPERS 
CABLE '91 

March 24-27, 1991 

New Orleans 

Early Deadline 9/2/90 
The 1991 National Show will be in late March, not May as in recent years. 
Send technical paper proposals to NCTA by November 2,1990. 

Send summaries 
One-page summaries of prospective papers will be selected in mid-November 
by an NCTA Engineering Committee subcommittee. Judges look for reference value 
and originality. Previously published works and product pitches will not be judged. 
Any topic of interest to cable TV engineering management is eligible. 
Mail or FAX summaries with author(s) name and telephone number(s) to: 
Katherine Rutkowski, Director, Technical Services, National Cable Television 
Association, 1724 Massachusetts Ave., NW, Washington, DC 20036. 
Facsimile # 202/775-3698. 

REMEMBER 
Call for Technical Papers deadline: November 2, 1990 

Cable '91 The National Show 
New Orleans, March 24-27, 1991 

for more information call: 
Exhibits: 202/775-3606 
Registration: 202/775-3669 
Press: 202/775-3629 
Technical Program: 202/775-3637 

National Cable Television Association 
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FORUM 

Th 
on-
e evolution 

n 

screen gui 
How do viewers decide what to 

watch on television? More im-
portantly, how can we as an 

industry focus those decisions on cable 
programming? 

Those are questions the industry has 
been asking for more than a decade, 
ever since cable programmers and 
systems alike recognized they had 
something competitive to offer viewers. 
We've been asking (and answering) 
those questions since long before the 
inception of Prevue Guide Channel. 

Prevue is the latest, most technologi-
cally advanced of our on-screen guides, 
the result of more than nine years of 
research, development and market-
place experience in the psychology of 
choosing TV programming as well as 
the most efficient technology to deliver 
that information to cable TV households. 

lbday, newer technology and market 
research have combined to offer Prevue 
viewers in nearly 20 million cable 
homes a sophisticated, "point-of-
purchase" on-screen guide to aid them 
in their program choices and to point 
them toward cable. 

Pointing viewers 

In fact, that is the key—pointing 
viewers toward cable programming 
when they're making program viewing 
decisions. Yes, today's on-screen guides 
perform a valuable service as informa-
tion providers. But for cable operators, 
the function of guides is not simply to 
inform subscribers, but to entice them 
to sample the myriad of program 
choices available to them through ca-
ble. A service that can do that is worth 
the channel space to any cable operator 
serious about program promotion. . 
One that can improve subscriber 

satisfaction and help sell more services 
is a powerful advantage to the opera-
tor. And in today's increasingly com-
petitive home entertainment market-
place, a service such as Prevue is not a 
luxury but a necessity. 

Independent research has shown the 
value of video guides like Prevue. 
Malarkey-Taylor studies have shown 
a significant impact on viewership of 

By Joe Batson, VP and COO, 
Prevue Networks Inc. 

basic and pay channels, as well as a 
higher propensity to order pay-per-
view as a result of viewing Prevue. One 
such study revealed that among fre-
quent users of the service, almost 76 
percent of viewers were encouraged to 
watch their pay channel more often. 
That leads to subscriber satisfaction 
and decreases pay churn, the bane of 
premium channel marketers on the 
system and programmer level. Similar 
research showed that almost 70 percent 
of subscribers indicated Prevue was 
"very or somewhat important" in help-

Joe Batson 

ing decide what to watch on TV. 

Where do guides go from here? 

If video guides are the 1990 state-of-
the-art, what's next? What about interac-
tive guides? We believe so strongly in 
their eventual usage in the market-
place that we're actively involved in 
research and development in this area. 
But interactive guides, from which 
subscribers can access category or 
"mood-specific" programming infor-
mation at the touch of a button, will 
never replace video guides. 

Instead, they will augment the infor-
mation that is already available in 
several different forms. 'lb think inter-
active guides are the end-all solution 
to program listings for cable viewers is 

of 
des 
naive, and exhibits a lack of under-
standing of how people choose what 
they watch on TV 
Our extensive viewer behavior re-

search has clearly demonstrated that 
people use more than one source of 
programming information to select their 
viewing. Accessability, accuracy and 
amount of information are among the 
reasons for this, but more than any 
other factor, it is convenience that 
dictates usage. 

This convenience factor has created 
tremendous viewer acceptance of Pre-
vue and has enabled the service to 
deliver, via video, impactful program 
promotion spots that expose viewers to 
a cable sales pitch while they are in the 
information-seeking mode. 
What does the future hold? Certainly 

interactive guides will become a fixture 
in the electronic landscape in the 
future, but traditional patterns of con-
sumer acceptance of new technologies 
indicates it will be later rather than 
sooner. 
The younger half of the video gen-

eration (i.e., the children of Baby 
Boomers) is growing up. They're more 
comfortable with the kind of technol-
ogy that would bring interactive guides 
into wider usage. But they're also 
becoming more accustomed to the ease 
of use and convenience of video as well 
as printed guides. 
Embracing interactive guides as the 

all encompassing answer to program-
ming information is akin to building a 
car with one wheel. Effective promo-
tion is built on a solid mix of elements, 
not on a single component. Interactive 
guides will have to prove their effec-
tiveness in showcasing cable's wares, 
in increasing cable viewing and im-
proving satisfaction with cable service. 
Only then can they take their place as 
a component of cable's program infor-
mation mix. • 

Editor's note: The above is an 
editorial inspired by a column written 
by Dr. Walter Ciciora of American 
Television and Communications in the 
May 1990 issue of CED (see pg. 138). 
The opinions expressed do not necessar-
ily reflect those of CED magazine. CED 
invites readers to respond to articles and 
commentary appearing in the magazine. 
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CLASSIFIEDS 

CAREER MARKETPLACE 

We're Throwing The 
Telecommunications World For A Loop. 

At Raynet, we're launching a whole new industry. We're developing, manufacturing, and selling high-performance, cost-
effective, resource sharing fiber optic distribution systems for local loop applications throughout the world. If you're an 
adventurous professional who's ready to explore new opportunities in your field, join the team that's turning the industry 
inside out! And discover how at Raynet, we see telecommunications in a whole new light. 

MECHANICAL 
PACKAGING ENGINEERS 
You will perform thermal analysis, organ-
ize environmental testing and EMC test-
ing of the system, as well as design elec-
tronic module packages, subrack systems, 
interconnection systems and weatherproof 
cabinets and enclosures. You need a BSME 
with 5+ years' experience in designing en-
vironmentally hardened outdoor electron-
ics enclosures for aerial and/or underground 
use for the RF and/or CATV industry. 
Please respond to Job Code: MPE. 

VIDEO 
SYSTEMS ENGINEERS 

ELECTRO-
MECHANICAL 
TECHNICIANS 
You will be involved in the development 
of environmentally hardened RF electron-
ics cabinets, environmentally hardened 
RF electronics and cable enclosures as 
well as standard 19" rack equipment. An 
AS and 3+ years' experience in electro-
mechanical engineering technology 
are necessary. Good planning, organiza-
tional and documentation skills are re-
quired. You also must be capable of per-
forming thermal, EMC and mechanical 
testing under the direction of an engineer. 
Strong communication and interper-
sonal skills are essential. Please respond 
to Job Code: EMT. 

MECHANICAL 
DESIGNER 
You will be responsible for mechanical 
design, drafting, specifications, files, BOMs 
and interface with document control and 
vendors. You need an AA with 5+ years' 
experience in mechanical packaging de-
sign for the RF and/or CATV industry 
using CAD. Knowledge of RF electronics 
modules, environmentally hardened elec-
tronics and cable enclosures and environ-
mentally hardened electronics cabinets is 
required. Sttong communication and in-
terpersonal skills are necessary. Please re-
spond to Job Code: MD. 

You will define performance criteria for fiber 
optic based video transmission. You will also 
perform lab experiments and theoretical cal-
culations as well as analyze data to determine 
overall performance. Interface with Market-
ing/customers in system definition will be 
involved. You must be familiar with electro-
optic systems, communications theory, modu-
lation techniques, and systems distortion 
mechanisms. A BSEE (MSEE desirable) and 
4-6 years' directly related experience are 
required. Please respond to Job Code: VSE. 

Raynet 

Telecommunications 
In A Whole New Light 

POWER 
SYSTEMS ENGINEERS 
You will develop and implement systems 
for the powering of environmentally hard-
ened electronics cabinets and underground 
enclosures. A BSEE and 5+ years' experi-
ence in remote power systems operated 
from the secondary distribution network 
for the RF and/or CATV industry are re-
quired. You must be familiar with NEC 
and NESC. Knowledge of standards and 
requirements for Europe is desirable. Please 
respond to Job Code: PSE. 

RF DESIGN 
ENGINEERS 
You will design and develop low noise, low 
distortion RF circuits and components for 
fiber optic based communication systems. 
A BSEE with 8+ years' experience in RF 
and analog circuit design are necessary. 
Component level RF design in the UHF 
frequency band is desirable. Please respond 
to Job Code: RFE. 

We offer an excellent compensation and 
benefits package, including a bonus plan 
for all our employees. Please send your 
resume (indicating job code on envelope) 
to Raynet, Human Resources, Dept. CED/ 
HS-4, 181 Constitution Dr., Menlo Park, 
CA 94025-1164. PRINCIPALS ONLY. 
NO PHONE CALLS, PLEASE. We are 
an equal opportunity employer. 
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CLASSIFIEDS 

CAREER MARKETPLACE 

Bakerjcott 
&co. DŒCUTIVE SEARCH 

1259 Route 46 Pareappany. NJ 07054 201 2611M6 

Specialists ha the COMMUNICATIONS 
INDUSTRY 

CABLE TVIIROADCAST TELECOMMUNICATIONS 
DIVISION DIVISION 

POSMONS AVAILABLE AT ALL LEVELS OF 
MANAGEMENT. COAST TO COAST 

Col or trgrie an CONFIDENCE 
FEE PAID 

WE DONT TALK CABLE. WE &Novi GABLE-
PRINCIPALS DAVID ALLEN & JUDY BOuER 

TO PLACE 

AN AD 

IN THE 

CLASSIFIED 

SECTION 

CALL 

Sheryl Hirsch 

800-423-3314 

OR 

212-741-5568 

NATIONAL SALES DIRECTOR 

Qualification: Minimum of 5 years Sales or Marketing experience 
in the CATV industry with either an equipment or service provider. 
BS or BA degree required. Candidate should have an established 
track record which demonstrates the ability to expand sales with 
established accounts, successfully penetrate new markets, organ-
ize and implement Natioinal Sales Programs, build solid business 
relationships with key accounts. Excellent verbal and written skills 
a must, along with a high degree of professionalism. Must be able 
to relate to CATV system personnel as well as MSO executives at 
Regional and Corporate office. LAN knowledge and experience a 
plus. Extensive travel required. Send resume and present salary, 
as well as salary expectatioins to: 

ME 56807 CED 

Leader in the placement of Cable Television Professionals 
Call toll free 1-800 433-2160; In Texas call 817 599-7623. FAX 817 599-4483. 

PRODUCT ENG—Top Fiber 
Manufacturer in the SE. $50k 
RF DESIGN—Analog and digital circuit 
design. North $55k 
PLANT OPS. MANAGER—Attractive NW 
location, top MSO. $60k 
TECHNICAL SUPERVISOR—Take charge 
position, top MSO, SW. $45k 
PRODUCT ENG. MGR.—Top cable 
manufacturer in the Southeast, part of 
top management team. $60k 
RF DESIGN—International travel digital 
and analog design. $45k 
PLANT MANAGER—East coast, high 
growth, high tech rebuild. $40k 

STAFF ENG—Corporate environment 
microwave experience a must. $40k 
TECHNICAL MANAGER—Redwood 
Forest location, microwave a must. $30k 
PLANT MANAGER—Top 5 MSO, urban 
location, upper Midwest. $45k 
CHIEF TECHS—Jobs worldwide call for 
your location of choice. $25-45 
DESIGNERS—Domestic and international 
opportunities, CAD a must. $30-40k 
HEADEND/MICROWAVE TECH—Multiple 
opportunities nationwide. $25-40k 
LINE & SERVICE TECHS—Jobs 
nationwide companies will relocate. Call 
for geographic preference. $8-15/hr 

lr One Young Plaza 1235 Ranger Highway Weatherford, TX 76086 Call for information about these and many other opportunities natiormode. 

JIM YOUNG 411 ASSOCIATES 
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CLASSIFIEDS 

CAREER MARKETPLACE 

SALES REPS/DEALERS 
FEDERAL TELECOM is seeking manufacturers, reps and dealers to 
handle its well established CATV Polyped Pedestal Housing Line. 
Several territories by region or account available. You control your own 
commission level by setting customer pricing. Call Ken Gentry for 
details at: 

FEDERAL TELECOM INC. 
12121 Route 173 

Hebron, Illinois 60034 
(815) 338-6000 

EQUIPMENT FOR SALE/RENT 

ELECTRONICS 
DIRECT 

YOUR NEW AND USED  
HEADEND/ DISTRIBUTION 
ELECTRONIC SPECIALISTS 

• Products by Magnavox, Scientific 
Atlanta, and Jerrold 

• Large inventory 

• Competitive prices 

• We broker your used amplifiers 

CALL: 

800-448-7863 

WANTED 
USED VCII's 
Red, Yellow or 

White Labels 

We buy or trade 
VCII's 

(918) 836-8401 

VIDEOCIPHER II REPAIRS 
Fast Turnaround for Out of Warranty Repairs 

Commercial Units Only 

—*en 

meneeemeine fr 

1575 N. 105th E. Ave. /11.11sa. Oklahoma. 74116 (918)836-8348 

....CArkher. ma Reeder. Trmlemarl. ot Gone. Instrument Corp>loon 

EQUIP. FOR SALE/RENT 

EMERGENCY 
ALERT SYSTEMS 

by 
Idea/onics 

69 channels 14 day delivery 
compatible with all headends 

—AFFORDABLE— 
(701) 786-3904 

24 and 88 channel units 
also available 

ANTHONY'S 
MANUFACTURING SERVICE 

PLOW BLADES 
Irrigation/Wire/Combination 

For Any Machine—For Any Application 

1-800-383-PLOW EMbert-+Art• 
(719) 475-PLOW P.O. Box 17701 

Colorado Springs, CO 80935 

AERIAL BUCKET TRUCKS 
Large selecton geared for CATV 

STANDARD TRUCK II 
EQUIPMENT CO. 
1155 Hill St. S.E. 

Atlanta, GA 30315 
Phone: 1-800-241-9357 sucKrr MC» 

WANTED: 
SURPLUS CABLE EQUIPMENT 

Jerrold, Oak, Hamlin & Scientific 

Atlanta equipment. 
Highest Prices Paid 

Cable Equipment Brokerage Co. 

(818) 709-3724 

Bucket Trucks—Used 
Telsta, Versa-Lift, Digger Derricks-10 in 
Stock. 30 other Utility Construction Trucks. 

"We Buy and Sell" 
Opdyke, Inc. (Philadelphia Area) 
3123 Bethlehem Pike (215) 721-4444 
Hatfield, Pa. 19440 
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CLASSIFIEDS 

PROFESSIONAL DIRECTORY 
* VIDEO PAGE GENERATOR & TOUCHTONE RELAYS * 

300 Page 
Character 

D,,,,, 

"NTSC Video 
Generator 

Display" 
"11— - 
EPROM 
Auto 
Boot 

Included 
Gen." 

any format 
display,, 
clock 
video 

$189.95 

TSDO TOUCHTONE DECODER a OUAD RELAY CONT. 

I EM F:71- I i ICC:I=  MI ..1 e 1muF ri 
QUAD 5 99.95 

,- --.:- ., - -., DIGITAL 
.: IJ ..*,=, VOICE 
'—' RECORDER 
Prtiiiii ' 1 Model Pvt., 
Ir t". " -I $179.95 

and R.F. switch boards 
sites from your office 

dec. mom. & latching 
4 On/Off DPDT relays 

$89.95 "QUAD" $99.95 

212rImPoe¡J4 eril: •Igh 
tZM:3 • • =3 _P 
TSDO 5 89.95 

mgr.. OOOOO .,m  . 
nsvassssussir Z 

«• 

7 
— 
I--- --1 
High esolution "Video Page 
Displays up to 300 pages in 
or sequence; Full screen, color 
scroll, flash, vary height, 24Hr. 
Local & modem control. NTSC 
out, cable4. EPROM "VIDG" 

, . . 
• 3 

RI4--;" $.1"99-ii• 

Combine our decoder 
to control your head end 
TSDO Touchtone 4 digit 
relay expands to QUAD; 
controlst RL4, TSDO" 

' C64 "Head End Manager" •  
Programs & sends On/Off Touchtone 
Sequences, Controls all relays from 
Keyboard or external modem, Daily, 
weekly, monthly, 28 digits per event. 
Program100's of TSDO/OUAD & RL4. 
Alarm clock, local or modem control, 
EPROM Cartridge "TPSG" $249.95 

RL4 Switch Video or R.F. >65 DB Iso DC to 600 
mi42.4 Aif3 -7512 Relays "F'con. -RL4F1199.95 
Digital voice recorder. 
REC & PB buttons. Mic 
continuous repeated message, 

CONSULTING 
Brea, Ca. 92621 
FAX: 714-255-9984 

30/60 sec. CD Hi Fidelity 
& Spk. jacks,1 Watt audio 

"DVM" $179.95 
• ENGINEERING 

583 Candlewood St. 
' • TEL:714-671-2009 

r Ask for fr., 

, product catalog ' 

TSB, Inc. 
• Design, Strand Map, As-Builts 
• CAD Drafting Service 
• Headend Racking and Renovations 
• CLI • Audits • Onsight Technical Training 

• Structural Analysis of Towers 

• Fiber Optic Design & Consulting 

Sales PO Box 244 

Engineering 

(605) 665-1393 

(708) 541-3993 Yankton, SD 57078 FAX (605) 665-1708 

746.1,17iZes., Cable Services 

A Division of Cable Services. inc. 

Established in 1979 

REPAIR / BUY / SELL 

Converters & Distribution Equipment 
P/U / Delivery, Central-Eastern United States 

WATS (National)  (800) 654-7956 

FAX (904) 728-6738 

/NaCom  
BUILDING COMMUNICATION SYSTEMS THROUGHOUT AMERICA 

• Full Installation Services 
• Converter Exchanges, Audits, Special Projects 
• MDU, SMATV, LAN, Pre/Poshviring 
• Aerial/Underground Constructioin (Including Fiber Optics) 
• Strand Mapping (AutoCAD) 
• Field Engineering, Make-Ready, As-Builts 
• RF Design (CADSUM II) 
• CLI Detection/Correction 

1900 E. Dublin-Granville Rd., Columbus, Ohio 43229 
614/895-1313 • • FAX 614/895-8942 

White ...randi 
Jumper Cables 

Custom connectors and cables for al I aspects of CATV 
Gilbert AHS 
Magnavox 
Pyramid F59-81 

LRC and others 

All types of cable from 
Belden 
Times 

Comm Scope 
Quick delivery on all colors with lengths from 6" to 15' 

Write or call: (602) 581-0331 

335 West Melinda Drive, Phoenix, AZ 85027 

EEI 
irigitiutwa 
OMMUNICAT/ONS CORP. 

" One Source Accountability 

From Towers to Taps" 

Automated Mapping Cable Construction 
Broadband Design Facilities Management 
Two Route 9 Wappingers Falls, N.Y. 12590 

Phone (914) 298 - 7515 Fax (914) 298- 7998 

,11.1•1 

C.A.T.V. EQUIPMENT REPAIR 

• AFFORDABLE, QUALITY RF REPAIRS: Converters, Line 
Equipment, Headend Equipment and F.S. Meters. 

• We are THE leaders in SA addressable converter repairs. 
(Check our prices on 8500's, 8550's and 8580's) 

dB-tronics  
1-800-356-2730 

SPECIALS 

• Call for details 
I. Cable systems only 

8550 "IR" cap modification $6.00 ea.* 
Line Extender and Bridger repairs $19.50* 
SA Channel "ID" Proms $1.25 ea. Blank 

$3.25 ea. Programmed, 

get converted!! — 

CONTRACT 

CABLE TV 
INSTALLERS 

CONTRACT INSTALLERS, INC. 

UHF Radio Equipped Trucks • Uniformed Installers 

HOUSE INSTALLATIONS 
Aerial - Underground Pre-wire 
APARTMENT INSTALLATIONS 

Post wire Pte wire Commercial Building 

Tap Audits 

Install or Remove Traps and/or Conveners 
Drop change over for System Rebuilds 

LENNY FISCHER RO. Box 1564 

(414) 582-7087 Appleton, Wisconsin 54913-1564 
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Video 
compression 
in cable-TV 

As of this writing, the public has not 
yet seen video aggressively compressed 
in real-time on a system prototype. 
Let's be clear about this. I don't mean 
computer simulations. I mean analog 
video going into a reasonably sized box 
of electronics that could be sold for a 
reasonable price. This signal then is 
modulated onto an appropriate carrier, 
passed through a transmission system, 
and demodulated, decoded, and con-
verted into analog form for display. 
This should be done with a small 
number of small-sized printed circuit 
cards populated with a small number 
of large scale, special purpose inte-
grated circuits. By "real-time," I mean 
a constant stream of viewable video 
going in and a constant stream coming 
out at the same rate. One final caveat— 
the observer gets to choose the video: a 
videotape of his own choosing or a video 
camera. 
Some of us have been privileged to 

see aggressively compressed real-time 
video. About the only thing that can 
be said without breaking confiden-
ielity agreements is that video com-
pression must be taken seriously by the 
cable industry. 

By Walter Ciciora, Vice President of 
Technology, American Television and 
Communications 

The DBS application 

The DBS application is rather straight-
forward. Video compression is the way 
out of a bandwidth limit that has made 
any potential DBS service a weak 
sister to cable. With 4-to-1 compres-
sion, 5-to-1, or even 8-to-1, a reasonable 
sized satellite can deliver enough video 
to satisfy most appetites. Because DBS 
is inherently consumer electronics un-
friendly, the addition of a decompres-
sion box constitutes no further encum-
brance. A separate box has always been 
required for each TV and VCR which 
is to be tuned to a different program. 

The cable application 

Consider a cable system hybridized 
with fiber to produce a 1 GHz band-
width. This contains about 160 chan-
nels, each of 6 MHz bandwidth. We can 
consider segmenting that bandwidth 
into sections to carry three types of 
signals for at least four applications. 

First and foremost, let us not forget 
good old NTSC. There are 200 million 
NTSC receivers out there now and 
they're growing at the rate of about 22 
million per year. There are about 70 
million NTSC VCRs. Every year's new 
batch is better, cheaper and longer 
lasting than the last year's product. 
This population deserves at least 60 of 
our channels. Let's serve these existing 
NTSC products in a consumer electron-
ics friendly way. Let's make it easy for 
our subscribers to get maximum enjoy-
ment from their hardware investments. 

Next, let's consider HDTV. It is safe 
to assume that HDTV will be expensive 
and slow to grow. But let's also assume 
that cable subscribers will be early 
adopters and want their signals from 
us. Let's be generous and allocate 30 
channels for the simulcast HDTV sys-
tem the FCC may select in 1994. Best 
guess is that the first HDTV product 
will go on sale in 1995. Thirty channels 
will please that market. 

This leaves us with 70 6 MHz 
channels. Let's be aggressive with 
these. Let's apply 5-to-1 video compres-
sion. That yields 350 channels. Con-
sider two applications for this capabil-
ity: impulse pay-per-view (IPPV) and 
switched video. 
Such a large bank of channels will 

make a very special form of PPV 
possible: Near Video on Demand 
(NVOD). In this case, the most popular 
movies are repeated on several chan-
nels. If the repetition rate is every half 
hour, a subscriber may have to wait, 

on the average, 15 minutes for the 
movie to begin. That's less time than a 
trip to the video store. If a break is 
needed because of an interruption, a 
microprocessor can easily keep track 
of which channel to return to so as not 
to miss any of the movie. 
The number of channels allocated 

and the repetition rate are marketing 
decisions. They don't have to be the 
same for all movies. The 10 most 
popular movies may have relatively 
short repetition rates with correspond-
ingly large numbers of channels allo-
cated. Special interest subjects may be 
played only once a night or once a 
week. The VCR, with suitable elec-
tronic assistance, can time shift for 
these categories. The most popular 
movies may be treated so that they 
cannot be recorded. Perhaps a higher 
fee would be charged for the right to 
record. 

Recall that the technology which 
made the 1 GHz bandwidth possible 
was fiber. The fiber topology feeds a 
modest number of homes per fiber, 
perhaps 200 or 300. If "switched 
video" becomes important, this kind of 
architecture and these technologies can 
provide switched video very cost effec-
tively. If switched video never becomes 
commercially important, we have all 
the more channels for NVOD, HDTV, 
or good old NTSC. 

Since PPV, NVOD and switched 
video are all special services with 
premium prices, only one decompres-
sion box will likely be needed per home. 
A clear future of this approach is that 
the cost of the extra hardware is only 
incurred for a subscriber who will bring 
extra income. The major cost of a 
decompression box only comes when a 
revenue opportunity has been gener-
ated. 

More important than HDTV? 

There are several reasons to believe 
that compressed video will become 
more important than HDTV and do 
this sooner. The most important is that 
in situations of choice between better 
video quality and larger video quanti-
ties, consumers have taken the "more" 
option almost without exception. The 
second reason is that consumers al-
ready have NTSC equipment. They 
don't have HDTV hardware. Finally, a 
decompression box will be orders of 
magnitude less expensive than an 
HDTV receiver. It will provide a new 
life to PPV, make NVOD possible, and 
quickly pay for itself. • 
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UTILITY PRODUCTS 

• 

After September 1, 1990, 
the way you think about 
pedestals will never be 

the same. 

cRoEnninIA/NTEC cE r11+MarlEt 
CABLE TV 

On September 1, 1990, 
Utility Products, the leading 
manufacturer of closures for 
the CATV industry, is intro-
ducing a new line of prod-
ucts that will revolutionize 
the way you think about 
pedestals. 

Our new Access 360° 
Pedestals will outperform 
all other pedestals currently 
on the market. 

PLASTIC OR METAL 

360° ACCESS 

GREATER STABILITY 

GREATER VOLUME 

Find out how Access 
360° Pedestals can enhance 
your system. Call Reliance 
Comm/Tec's Utility Products 
group at 708-455-8010 or 
call or write Anixter today 
for more information. 

WEST-ANAHEIM: (714) 779-0500, (800) 854-0443; DENVER: (303) 740-8949, (800) 841-1531; SEATTLE: (206) 251-6760, (800) 426-7665: MIDWEST-CHICAGO: (708) 350-7788, (800) 544-5368; DALLAS: 
(214) 446-CATV, (800) 231-5006; IRON MOUNTAIN, MI: (906) 774-4111, (800) 624-8358; SKOKIE, IL HDOTRS: (708) 677-2600: EAST-ATLANTA: (404) 840-7901, (800) 242-1181; LONG ISLAND, NY: 
(516) 293-7788, (800) 645-9510; NEW JERSEY: (201) 328-0980, (800) 631-9603; ORLANDO: (407) 240-1888, (800) 477-8396 CANADA-CALGARY: (403) 250-9646; MONTREAL: (514) 636-3636; 
TORONTO: (416) 625-5110; VANCOUVER: (604) 321-5885. 

In an emergency, weekends and holidays or after 5 P.M. call toll free 1 (800) 323-8166. 
Reader Service Number 47 CORPORATE OFFICES, ANIXTER CABLE TV, 4711 Golf Road, Skokie, IL 60076, (708) 677-2600 01990 Anixter Cable—TV 
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' '' Raychem's-new GDS, Gel Drop Splice, ei-tee conforms to and seals the splice. One • #r • -e• -•,, .. 
'is the latest innovation in installation - ,* e • size fits both RG-6 and RG-59 cable 

s •:smaterial. The CDS provides a fa t 
simple and reliable method of protect-

, 

:.ing buried drop splices against corro-
sion, water and dirt. 

The product consists of a tough outer 
housing which is impact and abrasion 
resistant. The housing contains 
Raychem's unique gel material which 

Rayche.it 

Installation is quick and easy...and 
requires no mixing, tapes, mastics or 
tools. Plus, it prevents moisture ingress, 
RF leakage and is re-enterable. 

Raychem's Gel Drop Splice is available 
now through Anixter Cable TV. To 
order, or for more information, call the 
Anixter Cable TV location nearest you. 

WEST-ANAHEIM: (714) 779-0500. (800) 854-0443, DENVER: (303) 740-8949, (800) 841-1531; SEATTLE: (206) 251-6760, (800) 426-7665; MIDWEST-CHICAGO: 
(708) 350-7788, (800) 544-5368, CLEVELAND: (216) 526-0919, (800) 321-8068; DALLAS: (214) 446-CATV, (800) 231-5006; IRON MOUNTAIN, MI: 
(906) 774-4111, (800) 624-8358; SKOKIE, IL HDOTRS: (708) 677-2600: EAST-ATLANTA: (404) 840-7901, (800) 242-1181; NEW JERSEY: (201) 328-0980, 

INTERNATIONAL-LONDON: 011-44-81-848-9894. (800) 631-9603, CANADA-CALGARY: (403) 250-9646 MONTREAL: (514) 636-3636 TORONTO: (416) 568-8999; VANCOUVER: (604) 321-5885; 

In an emergency weekends and holidays or after 5 P.M. call toll free 1 (800) 323-8166. 
CORPORATE OFFICES. ANIXTER CABLE TV. 4711 Golf Road, Skokie, IL 60076. (708) 677-2600 

151990 Mister Cable TV 
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